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Basic Safetv Net In Difficult Times 

so You Want To 
Plant A Garden? 

Well. readers, it’s that time of year when thoughts CONSIDER 
of sweet corn and juicy tomatoes should be dancing 
thru your dreams-things you can ‘t hardly find any- 

THIS 

more in the grocery store ‘s produce counter. Genetic 
and chemical tinkerings, for reasons of both commer- With geophysical changes looming on the hori- 
cial profit and a more sinister health-degradation-of- ~04 cc)mbhd &h aw&&g to fie r&iv of 
the-populace agenda, have made most j?uits and veg- 
etables bland-tasting and vitamin-deficient at best, 

nutritionless food, growing one’s own food becomes 

and inedible at worst, causing that old decorative bowl an increasingly desirable idea. At some point in the 
of wax fruit on the dining room table to look more and not too distant future, it will become a necessity. 
more appealing with each passing season. 

So, at this timely juncture in the early stages of this 
“Give us the strength to encounter that which is 

year’s growing season for North America, we enthusi- to come that we may be brave in peril, constant in 
astically reprint Rick Martin’s excellent tutorial on tribulation, temperate in wrath, and in all changes 
home gardening from our 7/4/95 CONTACT. Believe 
me, I’ve been the delighted benejiciary of surplus 

offortune, and&m to the gates of &a& loyaland 

bountyfiom Rick’sgarden each year andlcan testify 
1 oving to one another.‘” [Robert L. Stevenson] 

under oath or a big green salad-that Rick knows that The Golden Rule as given by the Prophet to the 
of which he speaketh. So get to work-and enjoy! Shawnee: 

-E. Y. “Do not kill or injureyour neighbor, for it is not 
he that you injure; you injure yourself. Do good to 

6l23l!M RICK MARTIN him, thusa&ingtohisakaysofhrrlppinessevenasyou 
then adi to your own. 

THE 
SOWER 

“Do not wrong or hate your neighbor; for it is 
not he thatyou wrongqou wrongprse& Rather 
love him, for The Great Spirit loves him, even as He 

That same a%zy Immanuel went out of the house, loves you. ” 
aruisat by the seasiak. Most people in cities have no idea how to begin 

And many people gathered around him, so that a garden or even consider the possibility that such a 
he had togo up andsit in a boat, andall thepeople thing can be done on a smaller scale using planter 
stood on the seashore. boxes. But for the average person in more rural areas 

And he spoke many things to them in parables who is unfamiliar with the often technical aspects of 
andsai~ “‘Behold a sower went out to sow; growing a garden, the prospect becomes too over- 

And when he had sown some seed fell on the whelming to consider and is put off indefinitely. 
roa&i&, and the fowrS came and ate it. “... the E&rth is utterly broken a&n, the Earth is 

Other seedfell upon the rock, where there was utterly moved the Earth is staggering exceedingly. 
not su$fkient soil; and it sprang up earlier because The Barth shall reel to &fio like a &unkard and 
the ground was not deep enough; shallbeshakenlikeahutanditstr~essionsshall 

But when the sun shone, it was scorched and fall and not rise again.” [Isaiah 24: 19-20.1 
because it had no root, it dried up; Well, dear readers, the time for putting off 

And other seed fell among thistles, ami the growing your garden, big or small, is past and it 
thistles sprang up and choked it. truly is the better part of WISDOM to take steps 

And other seedfell in good soil and borefruit, in this direction to insure quality nourishment in 
some one hun&ed-fold and some sixty and some the days, months, and years ahead. I know that 
thinty. the time for beginning a garden may seem too 

He who has ears to hear, let him hear. ” late+but please remember that the garden spot 
[Matthew 13: l-9.1 you prepare will be needed and used not only thii 

season, but for many years ahead. Therefore, 
even though it is late in the summer season, by aU 
means, get busy. Also, buy a straw hat for sun 
protection. 

The instructions here are something that I have 
personally used over the last fifteen plus years. Ifyou 
follow the instructions explained here, it will work 
and you will have food to eat. This initial financial 
outlay can be considerable-but in subsequent years 
the cost is relatively small. When you consider 
growing your own food rich in nutrients, the cost 
should be secondary. The charts within this article 
hold a wealth of critical information-by all means, 
USE THEM. Even the most sophisticated gardener 
can learn from the information contained within 
them. 

“Our oldfoodwe used to eat wasgooa! The meat 
porn the buflalo andgame was good It ma& us 
strong. These cowsare good to eat, sofi: tenakr, but 
they are not like that meat. Ourpeople used to live 
a long time. Today we eat white man’s foai, we 
cannot live so km-be seventy, maybe eighty 
years, not a huMFed Sweet Medicine told us that. 
He said thisfdwouldbe sweet, andafler we u&e 
this food we want it, and forget our own f&. 
Chokecherries and plums and wild turnips and 
honey from the wild bees, that was our food This 
otherfoodistoosweet. WeeatitandforgeLIt ‘Sal1 
coming me, what he said ” [Fred Last Bull, Keeper 
of the Sacred Arrows of the Cheyenne Tribe, told 
that to an audience in Busby, Montana, in 1967.1 

SIZE Up YOUR PROPERTY 

An obvious first step is to survey your property 
to see what the most reasonable location for a garden 
would be. Always keep in mind the availability of 
water. Choose a location with lots of direct sunlight. 
Also consider overall size--the larger the garden is 
the more time and water it will take to maintain. You 
want an area large enough to produce sticient food 
for you, your family and friends, but small enough so 
you are not an absolute slave to it. As a siie person, 
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startingwithagardenassmallas10feetxlOfeetis 
not unreasonable. I would recommend, however, 
that larger would be more desirable. For the pur- 
poses of this article, I use the hypothetical garden 
space as 20 feet x 80 feet, which is a pretty good- 
sized garden for a small family. When you start 
planting more than a quarter acre, then you’ve got 
something which will keep you tied to it with a ball 
and chain. 

If you only have an area where there is a lawn, 
consider pulling it up and planting a garden instead. 
In difficult times you won’t want to eat the lawn-or 
perhaps I should say: you may want to eat the lawn 
but a garden will look a lot better. 

In times of drought, a small, intensively grown 
garden is highly de&able as the yield is very high and 
it requires less water than traditional ting meth- 
ods. 

“No one shouldcontrol more arable landthan he 
can maintain in a high state ofproductivity, the four 
greatfactors of which are goodseed, suitable mois- 
ture, abundant available pIrmt food and rational 
tillage. In a large majority of cases where failure, or 
partial failure of an abundant crop is observed the 
meagre results are due to a partial lack of one of 
these fourfin&mentals. ” [Isaac Phillips Roberts 

Territorial Seed Company 

comparison with the expense of the season ‘s labor 

and the value of the crop. ” [L. H. Bailey in The 
P. 0. Box 157 

are Yost a few: 

Principles of Vegetable Gar&ning.] 
Cottage Grove, OR 97424 
(503) 942-9547 HIGH-YIELD GARDENING- 

RAISED BEDS 
SeedsTrust ’ 
High Altitude Gardens I’...ere long the most valuable of all arts will be 
P. 0. Box 1048 the art of &riving a comfortable subsistence porn 
Hailey, ID 83333 the smallest area of soil. No community whose every 
(208) 788-4363 member possesses this art can ever be the victim of 

oppression in any of its forms. ” 
Abundant Life Seed Foundation [Abraham Lincoln, 1859.1 
P. 0. Box 772 Once you’ve identified the location for your 
Port Townsend, WA 98368 garden, then the work really begins. This article will 
(206) 385-5660 concentrate primarily on raised-bedgardening, which 

is referred to by various names. The beds generally 
Garden City Seeds are rectangular in overall shape, varying in width 
778 Highway 93 North from 3-5 feet across and whatever length you deter- 
Hamilton, MT 59840 mine but if the shape of your particular piece of land 
(406) 961-4837 is such, the beds can take on curves or even become 

circular. The finished beds are elevated above the 
Native Seed/Search ground, anywhere from six inches to a foot high. But 
2509 N. Campbell Ave., #325 let’s begin with soil preparation, because without 
Tucson, AZ 85719 that there won’t be any food for the table. 

Why raised beds? Well, for one thing, raised beds 
‘Wze cost of seedisordinarilya t#ingmatter in can solve a wide range of gardening problems. Here _ _ _- from Ten Acres Enough.] 

SEED 

Once you’ve decided to put in a garden, then you 
need to choose what you’d like to grow-always 
keeping in mind the specifics about your particular 
geographical region and the time of year. GET 
YOURSEEDORDEREDONCEYOU’VE GIVEN 
SOME CAREFUL CONSIDERATION TO IT, 
AND THAT WAY THE SEEDS CAN BE ON 
THEIRWAYTOYOUWHlLEYOUCOMI’LETE 
OTHER ASPECTS OF THE GARDEN PREPA- 
RATION. ORDER SEED FIRST, THEN PRE- 
PARE THE SOIL. ALSO, ORDER NON-HY- 
BRID OR SO-CALLED “HEIRLOOM” OPEN- 
POLLINATED SEED. With this type of seed, 
which is rare in this country, you may replant year 
after year after year using seed fiom your own crops. 
Most seed at grocery stores, hardware stores, and 
most seed companies are hybrid-which means that 
you can only use the seed for one grciwing season- 
and then you need to repurchase seed for the next 
year. THIS IS SOMETHING YOU WANT TO 
AVOIDIFATALLPOSSIBLE. PLANACCORD- 
INGLY AND ORDERNON-HYBRID SEED-IN 
THE YEARS AHEAD YOU AND YOUR 
FAMILY’S LIFE COULD DEPEND ON IT! Here 
are some non-hybrid seed companies that I strongly 
recommend you communicate with and get their 
catalog: please tell them CONTACT sent you.] 

Ecology Action 
5798 Ridgewood Rd. 
Willits, CA 95490 

I HOW HIGH-YIELD GARDENING CAN SOLVE 
THESE COMMON GARDENING PROBLEMS 

I 

According to a National Gardening Survey, the 
following are the most vexing problems that plague 
backyard growers. The techniques used in high- 

yield gardening can solve or even prevent these 
common dilemmas. 

Not Enough 
Water 

Weeds 

Hot 
T~peratures 

Too Much 
Water 

AnimriPcsb 

The high humus content, uncompacted soil, and the self-shading created by closely 
spaced plants act to conserve soil moisture deep down. Beds allow you to concentrate a 
limited water supply directly where it’s needed; you won’t waste water on pathways. It’s 
easy to lay out an efficient drip irrigation system among beds. Plants growing in raised 
beds develop deep, probing root systems and are more resistant to drought. 

Mixing plantings within a single bed (instead of growing row upon row of the same crop) 
confuses insects, making it harder for them to locate their host plants. It’s much easier to 
monitor each plant’s development in the confined areas of a bed, so insect problems can 
be caught early, when they’re easier to treat. Entire beds can be outfitted with a cheese- 
cloth or other covering to keep egg-laying worms away. 

Closely spaced plants that form a “living” mulch in conjunction with stbdard mulches 
laid on the soil control weeds and cut down on the time spent weedii. 

Closely spaced plants shade the soil and each other, offering some relief from the heat. 
Interplanting taller and shorter crops shades the lower level planting. Lath or other 
shading structures are easy to set up to cover a whole bed. 

Raised beds drain very quickly and alleviate soggy soil conditions. 

Bids and rabbits can be kept at bay by covering beds with curved frames draped with 
plastic netting. You +I get in and out easily, but the &ild creatures can only gaze instead 
of graze. 

Problans with Raised beds overcome problem soils. You can create ideal growing mediums inside the 
Plant Grow& beds by blending soil, sand, manure, peat moss, and other amendments. You can also 
andSoil tailor the soil to meet plan& specific nutrient needs. Because beds are never walked on, 
Gmh plants have a soft, deep area for excellent root development, which mcouages strong, 

healthy plant gtaivth. 
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Spectacular yields depend first on soil condition- 
ing that can readily meet the heavy demands ofclose 
plant@, carefully timed successions, and agrowing 
season stretched to its absolute limit. 

“Te~hustoKnowandtoseeallthepowersoft~ 
Universe, amigive to us the knowkdge to undkr- 
stund thut they are all reully one Power.” [Black 
Elk.] 

Iwillassumethatmostofyouputtinginyourfirst 
garden will not go to the trouble of having your soil 
actually “tested”. But if you do, keep in mind that 
most plants thrive on a pH range snywhere between 
6.0and7.5. Agoodruleofthumbwouldbe: Assume 
your soil is very poor and needs amending with 
nutrients and organic matter. It is essential to have 
organic mate&l in the soil, such as manure, com- 
post, minerals, or combination amendments which 
loosen the soil to allow for retention of moisture and 
healthy root growth. If you are purchasing manure, 
be sure it is “aged” 6 months to a year-otherwise 
you’llendupwithalotofweedsandgrassseedinthe 
garden. Most bagged manure at nurseries is steril- 
izedandaged. Inmanyruralareasmanureisreadily 
available from local ranchers and is generally adver- 
tised in the want-ads, and of&n will be delivered for 
a fee. Larger gardens can require quite a few cubic 
yards of manure and it is considerably less expensive 
in bulk-however the danger comes in not knowing 
ifit is “aged”, and that can really make the difference 
if you end up with a huge pile of grass or weeds in 
your garden. 

Go out to the area you’ve chosen as a garden 
spot and carefully examine and feel the soil. Here is 
one guide which may be useful to you. 

“Creation does not take place where them is a scattering and dissipation of energies. 
Creation requires a gathering together and focusing of your power within a circle of 
commitment-i&e a seed, an egg, a womb or a marriage. If you would create and not 

destroy, you must re- 
member always the Sa- 
cred Hoop. Consider 
wisely the ways in which 
you would use your 

North power and then around 
WISDOM 
BE%o 

those ways draw the sac 
cred circle of commit- 
ment. in the warm at- 

l t* 
.i l 

mosphere of that circle, 

West 0 

. . ..~~.a. 
East the power of love builds 

INTR%SgFION ILLUh4h44~ION and builds like a storm 

BLACK a . a YELLOW above the wet summer 

*;* 
prairie until suddenly 
the circle can hold no 

South 

YZEF 
GREEN 

more and explodes in the 
conception of the new. ” 
[words spoken by 
White Buffalo Calf 
Woman, ii-om Ken 
Carey’s Return of the 
Bird Tribes,] 

DISCOVERINGYOURSOILTYPE FIRSTMW 

lf1tLooks... AndFeds... 

hardbaked,auseandperhapaeven harshandrockhardwhendry hardtowork 
deeply cm&d when allowed to dry out 

substantisl additions of ec materials to break up the compaction and open 
&arm& for aeration and cbahage. Some d choices: compost, manure, leaf 

vayslowtoabaorbwaterandto mold, rice hulls, pat moss, coarse sand, sawdust, and wood chips. 
uaKeinporeaputaholdingairand 

zmm or rubbery 
drlr- 

, 

water I lime to improve it8 texture and free lo&d-up roil nutrients for the use of plants. 

devoid d individual particks 
alowtowarmupinapring 

keuminourgnar-~cropr. 



And It%... 

CLAY lfotherkindsofparticleSare 
plxsent in quarlti~ such soil CM be 
classified as a stony clay, gravelly clay. 
sandy day, or siky clay. 

SANDY Depending on the size and 
texture of the particles, such soil may 
k dassifkd as graveuy, coarse, 
medium fine, or loamy sand. 

MUCK or PEAT Peat is not fully 
decomposed. Muck is the same soil in 
a more advanced state of decay. It 
teds to k waterlogged and lacking 
in lie but rich in nutrients such 
as nitrogen. 

LMM Amixtureofsand,sik,and 
clax thisclose-to-ideal sofl combines 
the bat qualities of light and heavy 
growing media. Depending on the 
kindandsizeofthepartkleschat 
predominate, a sample may k 
cakgorid as a coarse, sand:r, 
medium Mnd, fine sand silty. stony 
rilt, or day loam. 
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PREPARING THE SOIL Depending onwhere you live, your local nursery can do want some organic matter mixed into the soil for 
provide you with a wealth of information. Different healthy root production for your crops. What you 

The next intermediate step will be to till the soil. nurseries have different soil amendments. There are elect to use may very well be determined by what is 
Many gardening purists insist on digging by hand- many excellent “soil building” products on the mar- availableinyourarea. Ihaveofienbeenfiustrated by 
but I have found over the years that a rototiller can be ket-some organic, some not. Don’t get too “hung- this one point. Try not to be-use what is available 
a good friend indeed. up” on a strictly organic approach, but you certainly to you. 

There are a variety of excellent books availabk 
on the subject of raised-bed gardening, and most gc [ENERAL FERTILIZER PROGRAIM-PER CROP’PER 100 SQUARE FEET 

into great detail about double-digging the beds b! .ssuming no soil test is performed. 
hand while addii various soil amendments. The 
instructions I am providing here are geared for those 
of you readers who have never planted a garden 

WlCtiOM 5ourcea 1l4t & 2nd yr. 5th yr. 
orlatyear 

aren’t particularly interested in digging a quarter ingoodsou 

acre plot by hand but would still like to prepare soml 
soil in which to grow food without killing your&fir litrogen Cottonseed Meal 10 lbs. 6 lbs. 3 lbs. After 
the process. (or Fish Meal) (5 lbs.) (3 lw (l-2 lbs.) 

Tilling is best when the soil is somewhat mois (or Blood MealP (5 lbs.) (3 lbs.) (l-2 lbs.) 

but not soaking wet. Many types of tillers are good 
(or Hoof&Horn (4jbs.) (2 lbs.) (1 lb.) 

I prefer Troy-Bilt Voracatalogcall800-230~61611 
MM 

Very dry soil is difficult to break-up and the tiller wil 
tend to “buck”. If you are starting your soil prepa 

‘hosphorus Bone Meal 4-5 lbs. 2 lbs. 2 lbs. 2 lbs. After 

ration during the summer months, you may have tc 
(or Phosphate Rock) (10 Ibs.) 

8::; 
(3 lbs.) 

(or Soft Phosphate) (ItO lbs.) (3 lbs.) 
heavily water the garden area over a period of severa 
days and then wait for it to partially dry out. Some 
what moist is best-soggy wet is not. 

‘otash Kelp Meal 1 lb. 1 lb. 1 lb. l/4 lb.13 After 
nd Trace and Wood Ash 2 lbs. 1 lb. 1 lb. 1 lb. 

Once you’ve tilled the soil so that the top foot 0 vllinerals (or Granite) 

more is loose, then you are ready to begin adding th (or Greensand) 

necessary soil amendments to properly build up th 
soil. Here are some guides for your assistancr 2 cu. ft. 2 cu. ft. 2 cu. ft. 2 cu. ft. After rexturizer, 

7 
Manure 

Compost 

Zalcium Eggshells 

Ihnnic Acid “Clodbuster” 

up to 1 cu. 
yd. (1st crop), 

8 cu. ft. 

8 cu. ft. 
(ea. addit. crop)ll 

2 lbs. 1 lb. 

1 lb. - 

8 cu. ft. 8cu.ft. After 
for best 
result+ 

as available up to l/2 lb. After 

- - After 
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NITROGEN (N), PHOSPI$ORUi(P) AND POTASH (K) 
Pounds of fertilizer to add per 100 square feet. Pounds of pure nutriment added given in parentheses. 

Hi&ho 

Mediltm High 

Medium 

Medium Low 

LOW 

Very Low 

Nitmgeb (N) Phosphorus (P) 

(-1) 
.75 lb. blood meal or l 
1lbAishmealor 
2 lbs. cottonseed meal or 
.75 lb. hoof and horn 

1.5 lbs. blood meal or 
2 lbs. fish meal or 
4 lbs. cottonseed meal or 
1.5 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

(.25) 

2 lbs. blood ma1 or 
2.5 lbs. fish meal or 
5 lbs. cottonseed meal or 
2 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

63) 

2.25 lbs. blood meal or 
3 lbs. fish meal or 
6 lbs. cottonseed meal or 
2.25 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

635) 

2.75 lbs. blood meal or 
3.5 lbs. fish meal or 
7 lbs. cottonseed meal or 
2.75 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

64) 

3 lbs. blood meal or 
4 lbs. fish meal or 
8 Ibs. cottonseed meal or 
3 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

(.Sj , 

4 lbs. blood meal or 
5 lbs. fish meal or 
10 lbs. cottonseed meal or 
4 lbs. hoof and horn m&l 

w 

1 lb. bo&‘or 
2 lb. phospha+te 
rock or soft 
phosphate 

4.3) 

1.5 lb. bone or 
3 lbs. phosphate 
rock 

(*35) 

1.75 lbs. bone or 
3.5 lbs. phosphate 

v k- 

64) 

2 lbs. bone or 
4 lbs. phosphate 
rock 

645) 

2.25 lbs. bone or 
4.5 lbs. phosphate 
rock 

65) 

2.5 lbs. bone or 
5 lbs. phosphate 
rock 

(.6) 

3 lbs. bone or 
6 lbs. phosphate 
rock 

Potash (K) 

t-151 

1 lb. kelp meal9 or 
2 lb. greensand or 
3 lb. crushed granite 

1 lb. kelp plus 66 lb. 
greensand or 1 lb. granite; 
or 2.66 lb. greensand; or 
4 lbs. granite 

W5) 

1 lb. kelp plus 1.33 lb. 
greensand or 2 lb. granite; 
or 3.33 lbs. greensand; 
or 5 lbs. granite 

f-3) 

1 lb. kelp plus 2 Ibs. 
greensand or 3 lbs. granite; 
or 4 Ibs. greensand; or 
6 lbs. granite 

t.351 

1 lb. kelp plus 2.66 lbs. 
greensand or 4 lbs. granite; 
or 4.66 Ibs. greensand; 
or 7 lbs. granite 

64) 

1 lb. kelp plus 3.33 lbs. 
greensand or 5 lbs. granite; 
or 5.33 lbs. greensand; or 
8 lbs. granite 

(*5) 

1 lb. kelp plus 4 lbs. 
greensand or 6 lbs. granite; 
or 6.66 lbs. greensand; 
or 10 lbs. granite 

8. Addition of nutriment at these levels is optimal. 
9. Bec+se of the growth hormones kelp meal contains, do not add more than 1 pound per 100 square feet per year. 
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ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDED ORGANIC 
SOIL AMENDMENTS 

N, P and K refer to the three main nutrients plants need: NITROGEN 
for green growth and in compost piles to speed decomposition, PHOS 
PHORUS for root growth, disease resistance, and production of good 
fruits, vegetables, and flowers, and POTASH for strong stems, vigor 
ous roots and increased disease resistance. Plants also need HUMUS 
which is provided by decomposed organic matter such as compost and 
manure. For information on the application rates for organic fertilizers 
when a soil test is not used, see the Fertilizer Program Tabk which 
follows this table. 

NITROGEN 

Cottonseed Meal 
3-5% N 2% P 1% K Lasts 4-6 months. Use up to 10 lbsllO0 sq. ft. 
Fair source of nitrogen. Especially good for citrus and-azaleas because 
it has an acidifying effect on soil. 
BlOdiUd 
12.5% N 1.3% P .7% K Lasts 3-4 months. Use up to 5 lbs./lOO 
sq. ft. A quick acting source’of nitrogen, good for slow compost piles. 
Can burn plants if using more than 3 lbs. per 100 square feet. If using 
higher amounts, wait 2 weeks to plant. 
Hoof & Hom Meal 
14% N 2% P 0% K Lasts 12 months. Use up to 4 lbs.1100 sq. ft. 
Highest nitrogen source. Slow releasing: no noticeable results for 4-6 
weeks. 
Fish Meal 
10.5% N 6% P 0% K Lasts 6-8 months. Use up to 5 lbs.1100 sq. ft. 
Good combined nitrogen and phosphorus source. 

PHOSPHORUS 

Bone Mm1 
3% N 20% P 0% K Lasts 6 months to 1 year. Use up to 5 lbs./ 100 sq. 
ft. Excellent source of phosphorus. Especially good on roses, around 
bulbs, and around fruit trees and flower beds. 
Phosphate Rock 
33% P Lasts 3-5 years. use up to 10 lbs./lOO sq. ft. very slow re- 
leasing. 
soft Phosphde 
18% P Lasts 2-3 years. Use up to 10 lbs./lOO sq. ft. Clay base makes 
it more available to plants than the phosphorus in phosphate rock, 
though the two are used interchangeably. 

POTASH 

Kelp Mm1 (.%xwm$ 
1% N 0% P 12% K 33% trace minerals. Lasts 6 months to 1 year. 
Excellent source of potash, iron, and other minerals. Repor~lly, the 
proper amount of trace minerals in the soil may mean only one-half 
the fertihsers will be needed for the same growth and yield! Kelp meal 
isalsoanaturalfunsicide.Use~(uptolpaundper100square 
feet per year) because it contains growth hormones. 

W&Ashes 
l-10% K Lasts 6 months. Use up to l-2 lbs.1100 sq. ft. Ashes from 
wood are high in potash and help repel root maggots. Ashes also have 
anantalineeffectafthesoil,sousethemwithcareify~soilisalready 
alkalme. Black wood ash is best. 
CnukGdGmnitl 
3-5% K Lasta up to IO years. Use up to 10 lbs./lOO sq. ft. Good slow- 
releasing source of potash and trace minerals. 
G?lwnsand 
O%N 1.5% P 6.7% K Use interchangeably with crushed granite. 

SOIL pH SCALE 

aclz neUtYU1 

A pH reading tells you the relative acidity/alkalinity of the soil. Most 
vegetables will grow well in a range from 6.0 to 7.5. 6.5 is probably 
the best all round PH. In extremely acid or extremely alkaline soils 
valuable nutrients are tied up and thus unavailable to the plants. An 
acid soil can be sweetened by the addition of dolomite lime. An alkaline 
soil can be brought closer to neutral by compost or manure. Compost 
hasabufferingeffectonso$amedingbothacidandalkabneconditions. 

alkaline 

SOIL MODIFIERS 

LIdomitic Lime 
A good source of calcium and magnesium to be used in acid soils. Do 
not use lime to “sweeten” the compost pile; it resuks in a serious loss 
of nitrogen. You can discourage flies and odors with a layer of soil. 

GYP- 
Gypsum is not needed by organic gardeners. It is normally used com- 
merciahy in soils made impermeable by excess exchangeable sodii. 
‘~Cbdbuslcr ” 
15% Hunk Acid 5.5 pH Lasts 1 year. It is aushed “rock” deposits 
made up of Fcient plant and animal remains. Helps make soil less 
alkaline and releases nutriments tied up in the soil. Use up to 1 lb./HlO 
sq. ft. 
cnfshedEggsAclls 
Highincakium.Espe&@goodforcabbagefamilycrops.Helpbreak 
up clay and release nutriments tied up in alkaline soils. Use up to 
2 rha./100 sq. ft. 
Mm- 
A good source of humus in the garden. Nutriment levels depend on 
proper handlhlg and the amount of straw or sawdust present. Large 
amounts of beddii may add up to 2 years to the decomposition time. 
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INUTRIENT PROFILES OF COMMON ORGANIC AMENDMENTS1 

OrganicMaterial Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium 

Activated sludge 
Alfalfahay 
Animaltankage ’ 
Apple leaves 
Basic slag 
Bloodmeal 
Bone meal (steamed) 
Brewers’ grains (wet) 
Castor pomace 
Cattle manrlre [dried) 
ClattJe manure (fresh1 
Cocoa shell dust 
Coffee grounds (dried) 
Colloidal phosphate 
Cornstalks 
Cottonseed 
Cottonseeci meal 
Dned blood 
Fish emulsion 
Fish meal 
Fish scrap 
Granite dust 
Greensand 
Guano 
Hoof meal and horn dust 
Horn manure (composted) 
Horse.manur_p ffreshl 
Lgaf mold. komposted) 
Mwhmpl compst 
Oaic&aves 
Peach leaves 
Phosphate rock 
Pig manure (fresh) 
Pineneedles * 
Poultry manure (fresh) 
Kabliit maute (kesli) 
Roses (flower) 
Sawdust 
Seaweed . 
Sheep manure (fresh) 
Soybeanmeal . 
Tankage 
Tobacco stems 
Wood ashes 
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5.0 
2.5 
8.0 
1.0 
0 
15.0 
4.0 
0.9 
5.5 
2.0 
0.3 
1.0 
2.0 
0 
0.8 
3.2 
7.0 
12-15 
5.0 

10.0 
7.8 
0 
0 
12.0 
12.5 
0."7 

04:: 
0.447 
0.8 
0.9 
0 
0.6 
0.5 
.,2-o 
2.4 
0.3 
4.0 
1.7 
0.6 
6.,7 
6.0 
2.0 , 
0 

3.0 0 

0.5 2.1 ' 
20.0 0 
0.2 0.4 
0.8 0 
1.3 0.7 
21.0 0.2 
0.5 0.1 
1.5 1.3 
18. 2.2 
0.2 0.4 
,1.5 2.7 
0.4 0.7 
18-24 0 
0.4 0.9 
1.3 1.2 
2.5 1.5 
3.0 0 
2.0 2.0 
4.0 0 
13.0 3.8 
0 5.0 
1.5 5.0 
8.0 3.0 
1.8 0 
0.3. $6 
0.2 g-4. 
0.2 0.4 
ST-62 OS,3 .s 
0.4 0.2 
0.2 0.6 
30-32 0 
0.4 0.1 
0.1 0 
1.9 l?? 
0.6 0.1 
0.1 0.4 
2.0 4.0 
0.8 5.0 
0.3 0.2 
1.6 2.3 
Jv ? 0 
0 ia, 7.0 
1.5 7.0 

Rate of 
Release 

Medium 
- 
Medium 
- 
Rapid 
- 
Slow 

Slow 
Mydium 
lvleclium 
5l ow 
- 
Slow 

Slow-medium 
Medium-raprd 
Medium-rapid , 
Slow 
Slow 
Slow 
Very slow 
Medium 
Slow 
,@igdium 
Mtium 
Medium 
Sk& 
Rapid 

Very slow 
Medium 
- 

Medium-rapid 
Medium 
- 
Very slow 
Slow-medium 
Medium 
Slow-medium 

Slow 
Rapid 

’ - - I - 
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“It is a fundamental error to suppose that approximately 4 feet across and 80 feet long. 
farming is neither a business nor a profession. 
It is a business which requires the highest SHAPING 
business talent, it is a profession which re- THE BEDS 
quires the best technical skill...No other pro- * 
fession requires such a variety of learning, Now, using a k&-handled (preferably wide) 
such an insight into Nature, such skill of a rake you will begin to shape and even out the 
technical kind in order to be successful, as the beds. The beds should be, for all intents and 

I profession of farming. ” [Harvey W. Wiley purposes, flat on top. 
from The Lure of the Land.] When there is a lot of organic matter in the 

Once you’ve purchased and spread your soil soil, the beds can be shaped as rounded mounds, 
amendments (which can include manure, or- but for purposes here I’ll generically describe 
ganic compost, and other material) across the them as “flat-surfaced”. You’ll be able to tell 
entire surface area of your garden spot, once by the texture of your specific soil what is the 
again, till the soil with the rototiller-or dig by most appropriate shape for your unique garden. 
hand if you are so inclined. A flat surface tends to be the easiest to work 

Fertilizer, whether organic or commercial, ivith. 
should be spread across the top of the com- With the flat-surfaced bed, sides should be 
pleted beds and then lightly worked into the top at a 45degree angle to the horizonital-in 
several inches of the soil. Therefore, when other words, a moderate slope upward. As you 
spreading amendments for tilling into the soil, work with the dirt you will develop a “feel” for it. 
hold the actual fertilizer aside for the final step Once you’ve completed the general shaping 
after the beds have been constructed. of each of the beds, you should be pretty tired, 

so, take a break and have some lemonade. 
BED Now, sprinkle the chemical or organic fer- 

CONSTRUCTION tilizer evenly across the top of each bed. Then, 
gently work the fertilizer into the top several 

Once you’ve spread the soil amendments inches of the beds with a rake. When complete, 
over your garden area and have rototilled it smooth the entire top of each bed to a flat 
thoroughly, next comes the hard part (physi- surface. Then, take a piece of plywood, say 2.5’ 
tally). For the sake of discussion, let’s say your x 4’ and place it across the far end of the first 
garden area (plot) is 20 x 80. At this point bed. Stand on top of the board and gently jump 
you’ll be needing a flat, square-end shovel with up and down-you will flatten the surface of 
a short handle. Beginning at one end, shovel an the beds to the extent that they will keep their 
outer pathway along the 80 foot side. The shape in all weather conditions. Step off the 
pathway will be approximately 18 inches wide. board, move it slightly and repeat the process 
As you shovel (deeply) the soft, tilled soil, until the entire surface is gently flattened. Do 
throw each shove&l right next to you as you this to all of the beds. 
go-on what will be your first bed. The beds I would also recommend, with the beds now 
will be, on the average, about 4 feet across. complete, that you drive wooden stakes into 
You could, theoretically, have a bed which the ground at various spots around the edge of 
would, in this case, measure 4 feet by 80 feet. (It is each bed-say, the four comers and then every 
nice to breakup theselongbedswithcrosspathways six to ten feet-right up to the outer edge of the 
for ease of moving around in the garden.) bed. These stakes, say four inches wide, 1 inch 

When you have finished shoveling your first thick, by 1 foot long-will serve as “hose 
outer pathway by placing the excess dirt onto guides”. As you drag hoses around your gar- 
your first bed-then measure 4 feet across and den, this will prevent the hose from running up 
mark it with occasional’ stakes or with stakes the sides of your beds and destroying your 
and a long string. Then, beginning at one end plants (which can often happen in a mere mo- 
along the 20-foot side, 4 feet in from the 80- ment). 
foot outer edge, begin shoveling an inner path- 
way. The pathway should be whatever width FENCING 
you are comfortable with-don’t crowd your- 
self-l 8 inches is a good standard (less if space Prior to planting and depending upon where 
is limited). With the fust shovel of dirt, throw you live, you may want to consider putting up a 
it immediately to your left. With the next wire fence to keep out dogs and cats and ani- 
shovel, to your right-left then right, left then mals like rabbits who may view your garden as 
right until you are all the way across the 80-foot theirs. Just one animal can do a great deal of 
length of land. You now have an outer path, damage to the completed beds. Cats will often 
one 4-foot very rough looking bed, another use the soft dirt in a freshly prepared garden bed 
path, and then the rest of the plot. Repeat the as a “litter box”. 
process. In the end you will.have 4 raised beds, Generally speaking, fencing your garden is a 

good idea. 
PLANTING 

Using the raised-bed method of gardening, 
due to the loose soil structure, you are able to 
plant the rows closer together because the roots 
themselves grow straight down rather than flat- 
tening out with harder soil. You are also able to 
plant closer together within rows. Therefore, 
the overall yield is higher in a smaller space. 
Due to the high percentage of organic material 
in the soil, by using the raised-bed method the 
plant’s root structure develops more fully and 
is, overall, healthier. A healthy root structure 
equates to greater yield of food production. 
The old saying, “Everything is connected to 
everything” really applies to gardening. 

A good recommendation, even though 
slightly more costly, is to “sow heavy”-that 
means, use quite a bit of seed within the rows 
while you are planting and then “thin out” the 
plants later. This will prevent bald spots or 
open spots within the rows. Also, a common 
mistake for new gardeners is to plant the seed 
too deep-don’t do it. 

You want to plant (and later thin) in such a 
way as to have the mature leaves of the plants 
touching one another row-to-row. This creates 
a “mini-green-house effect” or a “living mulch” 
effect which softens the negative effects of hot 
mid-day sun. After all, sun-scorched plants 
must first repair damage before devoting en- 
ergy to further growth development. Planting 
in this manner also shades the topsoil, thus 
preventing excessive water loss due to evapo- 
ration and it also discourages weed growth. 
The raised-bed method of gardening is really 
the very best of many approaches. And, by the 
way, with raised beds you don’t have to lean 
over as far to harvest or pull weeds throughout 
the season. I believe this is why the Irish refer 
to raised beds as lazy beds. 

You will probably want to plant some flow- 
ers throughout your garden. They add color 
and some, such as sun-thriving marigolds, deter 
insects. Plant flowers that you’d like to see and 
use for dinner-time table decoratiom. Mix it up a bit. 

Also, when planting, don’t plant all of any 
given crop at the same time-particularly with 
something like lettuce. Plant a few rows, then 
leave some open space for a second, or rotation 
planting. That way you&ways have fresh lettuce 

II 
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when the old lettuce has Mted, or gone to seed (which tends to happen in very hot P 
1. 

r sp LTISFACTORY (AND OPTIMAL) PLANT GROWING TRMPERATURE RANGES 

%mnine PlantingRangeCal~darForYourh Area 

-- 
weather). Here is a chart to assist in your planting. 

- _ 

A-----.- 
STAfiT MINIWM SOIL FROST SPACING SPACING SPACING 

I- SOH 
w-w TEMP.* w TOLERANCE PLANTS BETWEEN 

IN BEDS ROWS ,yg$ T&M”,” 
--- .____ 

ARUGOIA 40°F. 6.0-7.0 Good 

ASPARAGUS 8 60°F. 6.0-7.5 Good 

BEAN 60°F. 6.5-7.5 None 

BEET 60°F. 6.5-7.5 Good 

BROCCOLI 4-7 60°F. 6.5-7.5 Goodti 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS 4-7 60°i. 6.0-6.7 Goal 

12-24 4’ 

12’ 

6’ 

3’ 

16 

16 

15-16’ 

16 

2 

15’ 

8-12 

12 

8” 

16 

3-4 

6-12 

1-3 

10 

3 

3-4 

12-16” 

12’ 

2-3 

4 

16’ 

32 

10-12 

16-24’ 

2-6 

4s 

18-36 

12-24 

9-15 

3-8 

4 

24 

30 

12-24 

18 

CABBAG; Good a 

CHINESE CABBAGE 

CARROT 

4-7 60°F. 6.5-7.5 

45°F. 6.5-7.5 

60°F. 5.5-6.7 

4-7 60°F. 6.5-7.5 

65°F. 6.5-7.0 

70°F. 6.0-7.0 

40°F. 6.5-7.5 

40°F. 6.0-7.0 

8-12 50°F. 8.5-7.5 

4 4OOF. 6.5-7.5 

5OOF. 6.5-7.5 

4O’F. 6.5-7.5 

10°F. 6.5-7.5 

40°F. 6.5-6.0 

6-8 70°F. 6.0-7.0 

40°F. 5.5-6.8 

u)“F. 6.0-7.0 

4OOF. 6.5-7.5 

7QaF. 6.5-7.5 

70°F. 6.5-7.5. 

5O’F. 6.5-7 5 

6-8 70°F. 6.0-7.0 

30 

30 

18-24” 

18 

12-18 

l-3” 

CAUUFLOWER GOCdO 

5 

CORN 

(3 kUCUMBER 

z 
FAVA BEAN 

Fm 

5 LEEK 

a LETTUCE 

ul 
$ BUNCHING ONION 

s PACCHo’ 

$ 
PARSNIP 

g PEA 

PEPPER 

24’ 

24-36 

12-24 

None 12’ 

36 8-12 

Good 

Good 

GOOd 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

24” 8” 

24-36 18-24’ 

24” 4” 

12-24 8-12 

18-24” 2-4” 

16-30 lo-18 

None 

18-24 

24-36 

24-36 

2-4’ 

3 

12-24” 

RADlCCHlO 

RADISH 

SPINACH 

SUMMER SOUASH 

WINTER SQUASH 

SWISS CHARD 

TOMATO 

36 

8-16 

12-24 

8-12’ 

2-3” 

2-6 

None 18-24” 

None 

Fatr 

None 

24-36” 

24-36 

24” 

36-48’ 

24-36 

8-12 

12-24’ 

l/4’ 

1n* 

1’ 

I& 

114’ 

l/4’ 

l/4 

114’ 

l/2 

l/4 

1’ 

1’ 

1’ 

l/4 

114’ 

l/4 

114’ 

l/4 

l/2 

lf2 

l/4” 

l/2 

l/2 

l/Z? 

I’ 

1’ 

l/2 

l/Y 

l/2 

Temp. 
Plant 

2~1 Stwsm 30°F. 
:rsps 

4565’F. 

Asparagus l Rhubarb 

(55-75 “F.) Chicory l Chive l Garlic l Leek l 
Onion l Salsify l Shallot 

40-75 ‘F. (60-65 “F.) Beet l Broad Bean l Broccoli l 
Brussels Sprouts l Cabbage l Chard l 
Collard l Horseradish l Kale l Kohlrabi 
Parsnip l Radish l Rutabaga l Sorrel l 
Spinach 9 Turnip 

45-75 “F. (60-65 ‘F.) Artichoke l Carrot l Cauliflower l 
Celeriac 9 Celery l Chicory l Chinese 
Cabbage l Endive l Florence Fennel l 
Lettuce l Mustard l Parsley l Pea l 
Potato 

Vann Seuwn 50-80 “F. 
hpS 

50-95 ‘F. 

50-90 OF. 

60-90 OF. 

(60-70 OF.) Bean l Lima Bean 

(60.75 “F.) Corn l Cowpea l New Zealand Spinach 

(65-75 “F.) Pumpkin l Squash 

(65-75 “F.) Cucumber l Muskmelon 

65-80 “F. (70-75 ‘F.) Sweet Pepper l Tomato 

65-95OF. (70-85 “F.) Eggplant l Hot Pepper l Okra l Sweet 
Potato l Watermelon 

:rop 
eMon 

50°F. 6.0-7.0 3-4 12-24 2-5 
._ ..--____-- -_-. -_ - ~-__.-~_- ._~_ 

TURNIP 

n. From Jamea Edward Kmtt, Hrmclb4a for Vwtik C- 

John Wiley 8 Sons, Inc., New York, 1957. pp. 6-7. 

m d 5Frost will harm young transptants. %sl toierant once established. e = Minlrum MII temp. for 
direct eeedtng to m84m tirnety gennmatton. 

SELECTED VEGETABLE ROOT Sy$rEMS SHOWN IN SCALE -__A -- . 

‘- 
sweercan. lerruce carrot cauliflower beet 
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COMPOSTING 

If you are just beginning a garden, you may 
be too overwhelmed in the moment to even 
consider cornposting. But let me strongly ad- 
vise you to include cornposting as part of your 
gardening experience. This is true for many 
reasons, not the least of which is that it is a 
tremendous way to recycle the large quantity of 
excess greens that will be a by-product of the 
garden as you move through the seasons. 

Why compost? Well, it’s no accident that 
gardeners with the best yields tend to be fervent 
cornposters. Compost serves several functions. 
It improves the structure of the soil, which 
allows for easier working of the soil, and it 
increases aeration and water retention. Addi- 
tionally, it provides much needed nutrients to 
the soil, including nitrogen. Improved texture, 
structure, and nourishment lead to healthy soil. 
Healthy soil allows for higher and better quality 
yields of produce. 

Yes, but how do I do it? Well, there are as 
many ways to start a compost as there are to 
plant a garden, but I will present here one of the 
cheapest, easiest, and most effective ways that 
I have found [see box]. And there are also as 
many books on composting as there are on 
gardening, so you can read in greater detail 
independently as you go along. In the mean- 
time, using 4-foot (approx.) fencing wire, 
chicken wire will do, roll out enough fencing to 
produce a circle approximately six feet across. 
Then, with the wire laying on the ground, cut 
2x4s into four-foot lengths and nail the fencing 
to the 2x4s at four-foot intervals. Pick a space 
to the side of your garden, one which is out of 
the way, yet with convenient access to the 
actual garden area. Also, your compost pile 
must be within reach of water. Once you’ve 
chosen a (permanent) spot for your compost 
pile, using a shovel, dig down one or two feet 
and turn over the soil in a circle approximately 
six feet in diameter. 

Once the soil is “broken up”, place kindling, 
twigs, a wooden pallet, shrub materials, or 
anything which will create an air-pocket a foot 
high above the soil-line, Now, take your fenc- 
ing with 2x4s nailed to it, and lift it up verti- 
cally. Then join the ends so that you have a 
circle six feet across and four feet high. Now 
move the fencing circle over your hole. You 
now are ready to b& building your compost 
pile, much like a layer cake. A good general 
recipe for cornposting is, by weight: l/3 dry 
vegetation, l/3 green vegetation and kitchen 
wastes, and l/3 soil. 

Some important things to remember, how- 
ever: DO NOT add to your compost, under any 
circumstances, ever, the following: pine needles, 
fruit/fruit peels, meat of any kind. As you move 
along, you might want to add some humic acid 

to the pile to increase the availability of nutri- into a very nitrogen-rich material which will be 
ents for plants later on. It is also very important added back to the garden later on-and thus 
to know that you must add soil to your compost save you money. 
pilein fact, soil will keep down flies and odors. This method that I am recommending is 

Once you have your fencing up and you are relatively low maintenance, although you DO 
ready to begin, you ‘may well wish to create need access to dirt and/or manure to maintain 
several large separate piles in the immediate the compost pile properly. When you are throw- 
vicinity of the compost pile, comprised of: ing kitchen scraps on the pile, be sure not to 
manure, dirt, straw, grass clippings. Don’t throw meats onto it. But when you do throw 
start your compost pile by just throwing some wet waste on the pile, always follow that up 
garbage down and thinking you have the mak- with a covering of dirt. This makes the process 
ings of compost-you don’t! Always think in of composting’much more pleasant. (Trust me 
terms of a layer cake. Once you lay down, say, on this one.) 
a one- to two-foot layer of grass clippings, then Bottom line? Every time I’ve planted a 
take your shovel and throw onto it a layer of garden and haven’t started a compost pile at t’he 
manure or a layer of dirt. Then, repeat the same time, I’ve regretted it. You will be amazed 
process-a green layer or a wet layer, and a dry at how much’ excess greenery comes off of a 
layer. garden over the course of a season.- And be- 

To BEGIN the pile, try to build up the sides, why pay for nitrogen-rich materials to 
compost to at least three feet high. Another add to your garden when you can create them as 
combination would be: a layer of straw, a layer you go? 
of green materials, a layer or manure and/or Many people say you must constantly turn 
dirt. When you’ve completed this step, get the the compost pile. This method that I am sug- 
hose and water the compost just like it is your gesting does not require this laborious step. 
garden. The compost should be moist at all One way to observe whether it is “working” is 
times. That means whenever you water the the following: if you notice that the compost 
garden, water the compost. You want to gen- pile suddenly drops down a foot or two, you 
erate enough heat within that pile to allow the have successtil composting in action. Con- 
microorganisms to break down the materials gratulations! Happy composting. 

large wire-fabric type 
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COMPO!5TINGMA“RIALS 

Mad 

Bone med 
coffe!egrounds 
Corncobs and stalks 

cottonse!ed 
Cowpeas (green 
f-W 
Eggshells 

Grass clippings 

Hair (animal and 
human) 
Hay 
Hoof and horn 
meal 
Hops (spent) 
Leather wastes 
Leaves 

Manure 

Peanut shells 

Sawdust, shavings, 
wood chips 

Seaweed 
Soy meal, soy pulp, 
and other oil-pressing 
wastes 

Spice waste 
Stablebedding, 
sw=fPrn 
Sugarcane and sugar 

.’ beet pste 
Vegethble waste 

weeds 

Wheat straw, oat 
straw 
Wood ash 

Wool wastes 

worm culture soil-t 

Source 

Garden centers 
Restaurants, off ices 
Farms, canneries, garden refuse 

Garden centers, gins 
Farms, gardens 

Egg farms, restaurants 

Lawn mowing, lawn services, 
neighbors’ bags set at curbside, 

Barber and beauty shops, pet 
groomers 
Farms 
Slaughterhouses, garden 
centers 
Breweries 
Tanneries, manufacturers 
\Voods, dumpings in parks or 
at curbsides 

Farms, stables, poultry houses, 
circuses, feed lots 
Farms, gardens, peanut butter 
processors 

Lumberyards, tree surgeons, 
sawmills, carpentry shops, 
furniture makers, utility crews 
for chips 
Beaches 
Garden stores for meai; oil 
processors of tung nuts, castor 
beans, sunflowers, rapeseed, 
linseed, and so on for’other 
materials 
Spice makers 
Stables, farms 

Refineries 

Canneries, restaurants (espe- 
cially vegetarian ones), sorted 
garbage, food stores, farm 
markets 
Gardens, fields, road sides, 
pond dredgings 
Farms 

Fireplaces, wood stoves, wood 
furnaces, bonfires 
Mills 

Wholesale worm farms, fishing 
worm dealers 
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Very high P* source 
Good N* source 

. 

Best when ground or used as a soil textur&r or 
mulch; high in C* 
High in N and P 
N and K* source 

Supplies calcium and N 

Use only clippings from herbicide-free lawns; very 
high in N; decompose rapidly and help create 
necessary heat to break down other materials in 
pile; odoriferous unless blended well with C-rich 
materials 
Good N source, but slow to break down; avoid 
human hair that’s been dyed 
Bulky, high in C; alfalfa highest in N 
High in N; slow to break down 

Wet and hard to manage; rich in N; odoriferous 
Good N source, but slow to break down 
When decomposed to the form of leaf mold, 
make an excellent soil texturizer; contain growth 
inhibitors if not first composted; shred before 
adding to pile 
Listed from high to low N: pigeon, chicken, duck, 
horse, rabbit, pig, cow, sheep, goat 
Good soil texturizer with moderate humus 
potential; slow to break down; high in C and K 

High in N, I? and C; exceedingly slow to break 
down; never add fresh sawdust directly to soil 

High in N and K, but odoriferous 
High in N, but often hard to find 

Mustard seeds are high in N 
Better nutrient balance than manure alone 

N source, but hard to w&k with 

Pea pods are especially high in N 

Cut before seeds set, or use in hot compost pile; 
purslane is very high in N 
High in C; slow to break down 

K and P but no N; strongly alkaline; don’t use 
ashes from fires started with charcoal 
High in N but low humus potential; slow to 
break down 
Rich in N from castings 

*N = nitrogen, P = phosphor& K = potassium, C = carbon 
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Rosemary 

~- 

Savory 

FIRST GROUP 
This tremendously productive annual imparts a unique flavor to sauces, stuffings, soups, 
salads, and meat dishes. Good bets are the compact l&inch-high BUSH BASIL and the 
larger-leaved LETTUCE LEAF, which is great for drying. Other recommended varieties are 
RSTIVAL SWEETS, DARK OPAL, and LEMON, which is strongly favored by The Liberty 
Herb Farm in Maine, because “it makes wonderful herb vinegar and is excellent with fish 
and salad.” BASIL SPICY GLOBE (48) is a spacesaver. 

The most frequently mentioned variety of this tomato-mite and meat stew and salad- 
enhancing herb is the tender evergreen GREEK form, which gratis to 18 inches or more. 
According to Carol Hildebrand of Casa Yerba in Oregon, GREEK is best for long-cooked 
dishes, while the l&inch-high ITALIAN oregano excels in quickly pepared soups and salad 

~ dressings. 

Thyme is superb mixed with soft cheeses and as a seasoning in stuffing, salad dressings, 
gravies and sauces, and egg and meat dishes. Mtilyn Hempstead of Fox Hill Farm in 
Michigan reports that both ENGLISH and LSMON thyine “offer a .big return for the 
space.” The ABC Herb Nursery in Missouri recommends the “really hi-yielding” 
sr. LouIs thyme. 

SECOND GROUP 
This grassy, bunching, 12 to l&inch-high pemzmial member of the onion family is 
endlessly useful as a flavoring agent in sauces, soups, and salads of all kin&. Many herb 
growen also recommend garlic chives, which combine the flavor of mild garlic and chives. 

\ 

An extremely hardy pemnnial, Eench so& grows 2 to i feet high. Its tart green leaves 
arr high in vitamin C and make a tangy addition to salads or are tasty cooked together 
with other greens like spinach or cabbage. This herb also ia the star of a famous 

Unusually prolific and adaptable, this 2 to 2%~foot-high self-renewing pemnnial is tasty 
as a solo tea or added to tea and other beverages. It also contributes a pleasant subtlety 
to vegetable and fruit salads. Lemon balm attracts bees for better pollination of other 

Though not as sweet as the curly form, flat-leaved parsley is recommended by Kmt 
Taylor of Taylor’s Herb Gardens in California and by Anna Smith of Country Herbs in 
Massachusetts, who cited its “tremendous yield” and suitability for most cooking purposes. 

A perennial herb that blends well with eggs, soups, gravies, stuffings, fish, and meats, 
sage comes in several varieties, some quite ornamental. The yard-high HOLTS MAMMOTH 
is favored by one southern herb farm because it is fast growing and doesn’t die back. But 
a better choice in intensive gardens might be DWARF SAGE-~ 12-inch-high form that is 
less likely to be winter-killed in northern areas. 

The French form of this anise-flavored, t%-foot-tall perennial is the most superior. 
According to Fairman Jayne of The Sandy Mush Herb Nursery in North Carolina, French 
tarragon loses no flavor “even when grown under very intensive conditions.” Much more 
flavorful fresh than dried, this herb m&s a delightful vinegar and is superb in tartar 
and other white sauces, and with fish, cheese,. eggs, and cauliflower. 

THIRD GROUP 
Hardy and self-seeding, this femlike annual attracts honeybees when allowed to mature 
to 2 or 3 feet. Dill needs just &inch spacing on all sides. If harvested young, it can be 
interplanted with cabbage, carrots, cucumbers, lettuce, and onions. Dillweed is a tasty 
addition to cheese or tofu dips, soups, salads, and creamed ent&s. It’s also a staple in 
making vinegars and pickles. - 

Upright forms of this elegant tender perennial are often recommended, but North 
Carolina grower Fairman Jayne s?ys the most productive variety for small spaces is the 
toot-long creeping HUNTlN&N CARPFT rosemary. North of Virginia, rosemary must be 
protected over the winter or takeh indoors. This very decorative herb makes an unforget- 
table accompaniment to meat and poultry and is also memorable in soups, stuffings, 
gravies, sauces, and salad dressings. 

I 
The compact, 1%~foot-high annual SUiNMER variety of this spicy plant was preferred by 
all but one of the growers who included it on their lists. Once called “poor man’s pepper,” 
savory’s small, zingy leaves can be used to perk up soups, salads, sauces, or sandwiches. 
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WATERING YOUR GARDEN ~ WHAT NOW? tial eternally uncoihfrom the heart of God” Ken 
Carey from Starseed-The Third Millennium: 

Once again, don’t be a slave to the garden unless If you have followed the instructions to this Living in the Posthistoric World. ] 
you want to be. We live in a modem age and one in point, you’re there! As the vegetables begin to grow, 
which, thank God, there are digital, battery-operated thin them caremy. I always recommend using a RECOMMENDED READING 
automatic timers which you can attach directly to sharp knife ,when harvesting. For example, when 
your faucet and garden hose system. It is possible to harvesting lettuce I like to cut away the outer leaves Here’s a list of some books which are extremely 
program up to 4. waterings per day with a quality while letting the plant continue its growth. Experi- well done, some of which are out of print. Check 
timer, which is well worth the expense in the time it ment. your local library. 

Keep in mind, while the timer waters the 
Many of these books are available 

saves you. I believe you will find that growing a garden is an 
garden, you can go somewhere else. 

directly from the seed companies listed earlier in this 
extremely rewarding experience-not to mention article. 

Just a few tips--while it is true that overwatering the auality of food you’ll soon be eating! If it is done 
is a common problem, underwatering is a real mis- 

1. How To Grow More Vegetables-than you 

take-particularly in the very beginning of germina- 
right, it can even be FUN. Learning about gardening t&r thought possible on less land than you can 
is a lot like life-it takes time and just goes on and on 

tion. 
imagine, by John Jeavons. 

DO NOT LET THAT NEWLY PLANTED and on. The secret lies in beninning. 2. 
SEED DRY OUT-EVER. If you are watering 

The Backyard Homestead Mini-Farm d5 
If you’ve completed the garden, you’ve accom- 

several times per day by hand, you will literally be 
Garden Log Book, by John Jeavons, J. Mogador 

plished a great deal. Agarden at home is worth ten Griffin & Robin Leler. 
able to tell when enough is enough. If you are using insurance policies, because when all is said and done 3. 
a timer, which I DO recommend, you’ll just have to 

Spure Foot Gardening, by MelBartholomew. 
you can now go out into your own back yard and pick 4. 

play with it a bit to get it *‘just right”. But under no 
?%e New Seed-Starters Handbook, by Nancy 

your next healthy meal. Well done! Bubel. 
circumstances let the seed dry out. I cannot empha- 
size this enough: It is better to overwater, if you 

“We are gardeners, you andl, in the Gar&n of 5. How To Save Your Own Vegefabie See& by 

must, than to underwater in the beginning. Besides, 
the ConsciousPresence. We &aw the substance of the Heritage Seed Program, Ontario, Canada. 
the pasf info conceptions of the fifure. I am the 6. 7%e One Straw Revolution, by Masanobu 

the raised-bed method of gardening will be more source of the garden’s &sign a& I return to the Fukuoka. 
forgiving of a bit of overwatering than will a regular, garden fhrough you. 
hardpack f&ming method. 

Together we fend fhefields of 7. Bio-L@amic Agrictdtire: An Infroducfion, 
possibility, dawingforth the inexhaustible beauties by Herbert H. Koepf 

But what kind of sprinkler should I use, you may 
ask? P N OSCILLATING SPRINKLER IS, IN MY 

of struchrrep objecti@ing wonders, andman~esfing 8. Intensive Gardening, by Faber & Faber. 
~lt?w orders. 

OPINION, THE MOST PRACTICAL. Also, they 
9. High-Yieid Gardening, by Majorie B. Hunt 

As each universal confext spirals outward fo- and Brenda Bortz. 
do have plastic Y adaptors to allow for two hoses, ward mafuration, if gives birth to new and more 10. 
and thus, two sprinklers off the same water line. in~~e~,nfextswithini~~revohrtiiacli 

?%e Expert’s Book of Garden Hints. 
11. 

kep in mind, I’m giving instructions here for a low- 
2% Heirloom Gara&, by Jo Ann Gardner. 

umiersfarx&ngs of scale and revealing a hosf of new 
maintenance garden that will grow quality food. If+ work&oexphx-e, inhabit, andenjoy. &chsuccessvi~ 

12. l%eNewOrganicGrower, byEliotColeman. 
13. 

you want to live in the garden day and night, that is 
Organic Gar&ning Almanac-&we&n ‘s 

order of man~estation becomes the basis of yet 1995. 
your choice and you certainly are free to do so. My another order and then of stiil another. So new 
only point here is that over-work isn’t necessary to 

14. ljhe Bio-mic Farm, by Herbert H. 

get results that you’ll be delighted with. 
creatures coalesce from the fields of possibility, Hoepf 
populating every desirable realm, as infinifepoten- 15. Home Grower ‘s tii& fo &ed Saving, by 

WHAT ONE PLANT WILL YIELD 

Knowing how many pounds of peas that one plant, or seed, will produce or how many cucumbers to expect from one 
. vine is invaluable when you’re planning your garden. For vegetables that yield once per plant, like carrots and onions, 

the figuring is easy. But what about all those that yield steadily over weeks? Here is a list of xregetabies and the yield you 
can expect from one plant of each. 

One PIant Produces How Often 

QUANTITY WEIGHT (LB.) 

Asparagus 1 spear vl2 

Beans (lima) 
per week for 4 weeks 

- Y25 
Beans [snap) 

per week 
- vl6 

Broccoli 
per week for 3 weeks 

- 2h 
Brussels sprouts 

main head plus 115 lb. per season 
100 sprouts 3. 

cantaIoupes 
per season 

2 cantaloupes 2 
CUCUIltberS 

per season 
2 cucumbers 1 

fEhts 

per week 
1 eggplant ‘A per week 

Peppers 
I146 per week for 4 weeks 

1 pepper ?4 
Potatoes 

per week 
2% 

Squash (summer) 
per season 

3 squash 1 

~~~~) ,I 

per week 
1 squash 1 per season 

1 
Tomatoes 

per season 
3 tomatoes 1 per week 

Vivecca Price. 
16. Vegetable and Herb Seed 

Growing, by Douglas C. Miller. 
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LIMITED LIABILITY CONiPANIES 
tions, to come together for mutually beneficial business 
in a fairly simple format. 

Part 3 of 3 LLCs & BUSINESS TRUSTS 

3/14/97 CORT CHRISTIE 

Nevada LLC Resident Agent: As with a corpora- 
tion, an LLC is required to have a Resident Agent in 
the state (of domicile) as its statutory agent. Nevada 
requires certain documents to be kept in the main 
offices of an LLC’s Resident Agent. The documents 
are as follows: 

1. Name and address of each member & manager. 
2. A copy of the current Articles of Organization. 
3. A copy of the current Operating Agreement. 
4. A written statement reflecting cash and any 

value of the property placed into an LLC. 
5. The timing of any future contributions. 
6. The handling of distributions. 

7. Any event that would cause the LLC to be dis- In some cases, the IRS has claimed that trusts (used 
solved and its affairs wound up. to operate a business) could be taxed as a corporation. 

In this circumstance, you may want to utilize a trust and 
LLC USES: PARTNERSHIPS an LLC. The LLC could run the business and the trust 

would receive the income from the LLC. This will 
As previously mentioned, I feel I’m my own best guarantee that the business is taxed as a partnership 

partner, if for no other reason than I usually agree with and not a corporation. Revenue will go directly into the 
myself. With that in mind, I feel LLCs are a very trust and then out to its channels or beneficiaries. 
attractive way of bringing people together, in a simple 
manner, for the purpose of doing business. For in- AVOIDING HIGH TAX STATES 
stance, I may have quite a bit of money and very little 
time, while a friend or family member has very little If rental real estate is owned in a high-tax state like 
money and much more time. Together we could form a California, an LLC could be set up in California to own 
simple LLC to purchase and rent real estate. Personally, that property. Remember, an LLC is not taxed, but its 
I may need the losses on the properties to offset other members are. Therefore, why not have its members be 
income, while my partner may need the income for Nevada corporations. This would allow the income to 

be channeled from the renters through the LLC and into 
Nevada. California wouldnYknow what hit ‘em! Keep 
this one under wraps, because before you know it, the 
Franchise Tax Board will catch on. Today, however, 
this real estate strategy is still effective. Businesses do 
not work quite so nicely, as California will require to 
you register your business in their state. Play the game 
while you still can! 

Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. 
Presents: Monthly Workshops Of 1997 

Yhen: Sat/Sun- 

Lpril 5-6, 1997 

Yhere: San Remo Hotel 

#as Vegas, Nevada 

Iotel Information: To reserve 
‘our room at the special dis- 
ounted rate, call NCH’s exclu- 
ive, fill-service travel agent: 

Phe Travel Shop-(?02)233-6444 
>uestions: Call NCH, Inc. at 
800) 398- 1077 

Regular Tuition 
$495.00 

Spouse/Guest Tuition 
Only $295.00 

bay 1: IMtrstan4ng Ctrparatirn Funduitntals 
ky 2: MC Corporatim Stratqits 

Featuring: 
Cort W. Christie, CEO 
of Nevada Corporate 

Headquarters, Inc. 
-Plus- 

Pat Cavanaugh 
Ex-IRS Examiner 

Discover all the benefits 
of Nevada Corporations in 
one exciting weekend! ! ! 

Achieve real personal & 
business privacy by attend- 
ing this hard-hitting course 
exclusively for Nevada Cor- 
porations ! . 

AVOID PERSONAL SERVICE 
CORPORATION TAXES 

If your business is looking for limited liability or 
perhaps just a separate entity to operate under, consider 
how an LLC may help. An LLC can solve the problems 
associated with Personal Service Corporation taxes. 

Personal Service Corporations are corporate oils set 
up by professionals such as doctors, lawyers, a2coun- 
tams and consultants for the main purpose of limiting 
their liability. Because their main reason for creating 
a corporation was to just eliminate personal liability, 
the IRS has placed a flat 35% tax on each dollar they (as 
PSCs) earn. This large tax can really hamper the up- 
and-coming professional. Instead of incorporating 
their services, these professionals could establish their 
businesses as LLCs. This set-up allows income to flow 
directly through to the members, thus avoiding the 
Personal Service Corporation taxes altogether. 

CAUTIOUSLY VENTURE ONWARD! 

As you can see, Limited Liability Companies cer- 
tainly have their place. However, they do not solve all 
of our business iHs. As regulating bodies come together 
and establish ground rules for taxation and the han- 
dling of the sale of interests in LLCs, we will be able to 
better see where this new form of business is heading. 
Legalpre&emssetfolthwillde&minetheuseofLLCs. 

If you find a situation where an LLC could be of 
good use, go for it, and pave the way for the rest of us! 
Remember, always keep good records, even when you 
are told you do not have to. No one knows when the 
rules of the game may change. For now, have fun and 
enjoy this New Frontier! 

For more information about the benefits of 
Nevada Corporations call Nwada Corporate 
Headquarters, Inc. at l-800-39:b1077, (702) 896- 
7001 or write to them at P.O. Box 27740, Las Vegas, 
NV 89126. Essentiai books available from Nevada 
Corporate Headquartcrr: For a comprehensive look 
at the advantages of Nevada Corporations order 
the Nevada Corporatim Mrmwal for S32.95 
(helades S/II). For the do-it-younelfer order tke 
book Incorporating In Nevada-The Complete Kit 
for $34.95 (heludes S/E). 
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Target, Libya 
The Making Of A Scapegoat 

[Continued from Front Page] 

Since we are writing at present about such as 
Simpson and Farrakhan, it is time you have a better and 
objective look at such as Libya, the scapegoat. I don’t 
need to make much comment along the way because a -TARGET LIBYA- 
very good job of presentation has been offered by David 
G. Guyatt and reprinted in NEXUS, Feb.- Mar. 1997. 
[NEXUS Magazine, P. 0. Box 177, Kempton, IL 

60946; phone: 815-253-6454. Within the USA, a one- THE MAKING 
year subscription (13 issues) is $19.95. This magazine 
is often loaded with excellent material olinterest to OF A SCAPEGOAT 
CONTACT readers.] 

David G. Guyatt can be reached at S Mucking Hall by David G. Guyatt, (written in 1996) 
Cottages, Mucking Hall Road, Barling Magna, Essex 
SS3 ON& England, UK At theend of our reprinting we The murder of UTC Fletcher in London, the bomb- 
will gi :re you more information about this author. Read- tng o/La Belle Dtscotheque in Berlin, and the downtng 
ers, we must support these daring authors and protect of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie were the three 
them to the best of our ability and, always, PUBLICITY 
is the best mode of security. 

outrageous “terrorists” events that led to Libya being 
outcast by the international community. These atroci- 

[QUOTING:] 
ties are now revcakd as yet firther examples of the 
‘decades of tension ’ insptred by the West. The dirty 
trtcks, resulting in hundreds of deaths, were artfully 
hatched in Washington and London under upmost se- 

Suppressed, overlooked and 
unreported information on 

l conspiracies 
l health’ 

l future sciences. 
l the unexplained 

. l the new world order 
l Earth’s ancient past _1 : 

Tune into the news you are not 

spp/ikgsed to.know 
: 

Subscribe.to:- 

$25.00 for 6 issues per year 
$5.00 for sample issue 

PO Box I 77, Kernpton IL 609460177, USA 
or, bx credit card details to (815) 253 6300 

crecy. 

LOCKERBIE 
WHISTLEBLOWER 

SILENCED! 

Scotland. The MP has a special interest in both cases. 
Somehow I had missed picking up the US nuclear threat 
on the news. When Sir Teddy mentioned it, my jaw 
dropped with a jowl-shuddering “clunk”. I later con- 
firmed the story with American media sources. In the 
event, it was just bluster. 

The year 1996 has proven to be a peculiarly good 
one for Libya. For the second time in a decade, it got 
shunted into the political backwoods by presidential 
warlords. Instead, the mad ayatollahs of Iran took 
centre-stage as America’s arch-demon in this election 
year. But by all accounts it was touch-and-go whether 
Libya or Iran would be awarded the honor of the black 
boot this time around. 

Les Coleman is the first DIA operative to have gone 
public and blown the whistle. His book blew the lid on 
the Lockerbie story. Because of his inside knowledge 
he was inundated with death threats from the intelli- 
gence community, so he fled with his family to Europe 
for safety. Originally given temporary political asylum 
in Sweden, two years later he was forced to move on. 
Most recently he was residing in Spain. 

When I spoke to him, he was planning his return to 
the US after years of exile. Now penniless and un- 
settled, he spoke about his chances of arrest on an old 
charge of obtaining a passport in a false name-some- 
thing he did under DIA instruction as a field operative.. 
In any case, Les was hoping that the [then] forthcoming 
US presidential election might insulate him from pros- 
ecution, but he was going to return “home” no matter 
what. His family had understandably grown tired of 
their nomadic life and missed home. 

Unsurprisingly, word of his imminent return to the 
US had leaked out. A short while before finalizing his 
flight plans, he was attacked by four men and beaten to 
a pulp. He arrived in the US in a wheelchair on 17 
October 1996 and was arrested and placed in custody on 
Federal charges. [H: Nice world you have in the &ood 
old “free- USA, right?] 

The US edition of Coleman’s book, due to be pub- 
lished by Signet Books, has now been SUPPRESSED. 
US distributors for Signet say the publication date is 
‘postponed”, possibly in perpetuity. 

CIA 
DESTABILIZATION 

OF LIBYA 

Les Cdeman was one of many people I spoke to in 
“It’s an easy hit.” The voice of Lester an attempt to get a clear understanding of the nonsen- 

Coleman, former Defense Intelligence Agency sical US position on Libya. For the better part of 20 
(DIA) operative and joint author of the explo- years, Libya-and its leader, Col. Muammar al- 
sive book Trail of the Octopus, echoed hol- Qadhafi-had been listed atop America’s most-hated- 
lowly down the line. Lester answered my nation list. It was a form of political vilification that 
question in a few simple words. I had asked Europe didn’t share-until the murder of Yvonne 
him why the US continues blaming Libya’s Fletcher (to which I shall return). 
Colonel Qadhafi for all the woes of the world. Upon taking power, the Reagan Administration 
Since his enforced “exile”, Lester has become immediately commenced a bitter campaign against 
something of an expert on Libya. Qadhafi, principally under the guidance of Director of 

“Listen, David,” he continued. “It’s all Central Intelligence, Bill Casey-a gruff, no-nonsense, 
domestic politics.” Libyan skulduggery plays financial street-fighter whose lack of political elo- 
to the “rednecks” who inhabit middle America. quence was matched by a well-used blackjack. Casey 
Lester, an accomplished linguist, launched had been Ronald Reagan’s campaign manager and 
into a humorous backwoods drawl to empha- carried Reagan to victory on the back of the “October 
size his point. Most Americans believe any- Surprise” issue of 1980. President Carter’s re-election 
thing they’re told about “Ay-rabs”, he said- chances were dashed by the intransigence of both the 
particularly at politically sensitive times or Iranians and US officials who, unknown to him, had 
during an election year. One reason, perhaps, concluded a secret deal to delay the release of US 
why the US had threatened to use a nuclear hostages held by Tehran, in exchange for battlefield 
weapon against Libya in the spring of 1996. weapons. Reagan romped home to a landslide victory 

I was told this latter piece of gossip by Sir and immediately announced that the hostages would be 
Teddy Taylor, Conservative Member of Par- released. It is now clear that Casey was one of the 
liament. Sir Teddy has consented to an inter- central architects who negotiated the deal with the 
view to provide background on the assassina- Iranian ayatollahs. 
tion of WPC Yvonne Fletcher and also on the A virulent pro-market anti-Communist, Casey 
downing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, shared his views with British Prime Minister Margaret 
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Thatcher-a close personal friend. Thatcher was one 
of the few prime ministers who took an active interest 
in the machinations of the intelligence community. 
She went out of her way to attend Joint Intelligence 
Committee meetings and insisted on being regularly 
briefed. Her interest in these exotic areas may have 
been whetted by many of her ardent supporters, like 
Airey Neave, who possessed intelligence backgrounds. 

Casey also had a “thing” about Qadhafi, whom he 
saw as a low-life rebel-rouser who bankrolled the globe’s 
terrorists. Along with other administration hard-lin- 
ers, Casey set out to destabilize Libya and overthrow 
Qadhafi in true CIA fashion. 

Within months of taking office, President Reagan 
authorized a battle fleet to sail along Libya’s coastline. 

. Announced to the media as a “naval exercise”, the 
‘manoeuvre was designed to challenge Libya’s recently 
declared sovereignty over the Gulf of Sidra-a move 
that extended Libya’s territorial claims well beyond the 
internationally recognized 12-mile coastal boundary. 
Ordinarily, a territorial dispute of this nature would 
typically be subject to international diplomacy and 
discussion. 

In the event, the Reagan Administration saw it as a 
perfect excuse to buckle on the hip-holsters and start 
blasting away with a set of Texan six-guns. Qadhafi 
was about to get a taste of Reagan’s gung-ho, go-get- 
‘em diplomacy-the first in a series of “police actions” 
that were later to lead to the illegal invasions of Grenada 
and Panama. 

On 19 August 1981, two US Navy F-14 “Tomcats” 
patrolling 30 miles inside the disputed territorial wa- 
ters were attacked by Libyan jets. In the melee that 
followed, two Libyan jets were shot down. [Note: Many 
researchers dispute that the Libyans attacked first.] 

A delighted Ronald Reagan mimicked his old west- 
ern-movie days for the benefit of his close aides by 
drawing two imaginary six-guns and peppering an 
equally imaginary Qadhafi with bullets. It was pure 
Boys ’ Own stuff, but backed by multi-megaton missiles. 

Over the following months, numerous intelligence 
briefings reported that Qadhafi had ordered a revenge 
attack against President Reagan and other high-level 
administration officials. Quickly shown to be un- 
founded, the fabricated report was traced to Manucher 
Ghorbanifer, a shadowy Iranian arms dealer who had 
helped to broker the arms-for-hostage deal. Despite 
this, the “false” death threat gave Casey and other 
administration insiders the ammunition they needed to 
wage a protracted campaign against the Libyan leader. 

By November 198 1, a top secret National Security 
Planning Group, chaired by the president (who was 
known to sleep through Cabinet meetings), authorized 
planning for “a military response against Libya in the 
event of further Libyan attempts to assassinate Ameri- 
can officials or attack US facilities”. Soon drafted, the 
“Top Secret” memo, “Counter-terrorist planning to- 
wards Libya”, recommended that the President “imme- 
diately direct the Joint Chiefs of Staffto ready assets to 
carry out military action against Libya in self-defense, 
following a further Libyan provocation”. A number of 
retaliatory “graduated” responses were planned. Gut of 
the main five options, four centered on air strikes 
against Libyan targets. 

Fear-stricken at these developments, Qadhafi re- 
acted by sending an envoy to Washington, pleading 
that the whole thing was pure bunkum. The strateb7 
proved successful-for the time being. 

There followed an hiatus in US activity against 
Libya, as Casey focused most of the CIA’s resources on 
the Nicaraguan situation. But Qadhafi was not to be 
forgotten. After a tour of European capitals in early 
1984 (a US presidential election year), US officials 
seeking allied co-operation against Libya-returned home 
in bleak mood. The picture they presented of European 
attitudes to Qadhafi was not encouraging. The Libyan 
leader was generally well-regarded; he did a lot of 
business with Europe, he wasn’t a fundamentalist, and 
a lqge number-of European ex-pats!&ed. and worked in 

Libya. Collectively, the Europeans wouldn’t sanction 
US hostilities-hardly surprising when the bulk of 
Libya’s crude oil (almost 80 per cent) is exported to 
Western Europe, principally Italy, Germany, Spain and 
France. 

With administration insiders concluding that 
Qadhafi would be just-the “ticket” leading to a Reagan 
victory at the upcoming election that November, some- 
thing had to be done to modify European public opin- 
ion. Within months, “fate” seemed to lend a helping 
hand. 

THE KILLING OF 
WPC FLETCHER 

Woman Police Constable Yvonne Fletcher was on 
duty outside the London Libyan People’s Bureau on 17 
April 1984. Located in the fashionable and serene St. 
James’ Square, the Libyan Bureau building huddles in 
a corner of the square. Its address is No. 5. On that day 
a hail of automatic guntire disturbed the tranquility, 
sending pigeons flying in all directions. The 11 -round 
burst, fired by a 9-mm Sterling sub-machine-gun from 
the first floor of the Libyan building, felled a number of 
anti-Qadhafi demonstrators protesting outside. WPC 
Fletcher was killed outright. 

The slaying caused uproar and hit the headlines 
around the world. Condemned in the world’s media 
and British Parliament, all Libyan diplomats were 
expelled by a furious Home Secretary. The only prob- 
lem with the Home Secretary’s understandable indig- 
nation was that the Libyan gunman didn’t shoot Yvonne 
Fletcher. 

The Fletcher killing occurred out of the blue, and 
singularly changed British political and public opinion 
overnight. Gpen season was declared on Qadhafi and 
Libya by the US and, most importantly, was supported 
by Britain. The rest of Europe kept silent and sulked, 
having been out-maneuvered. With the aid of a single 
bullet, the Reagan Administration’s “destabilization” 
plan against Qadhafi was back on track. 

DISCO INFERNO 
PROVOKES TROUBLE 

IN TRIPOLI 

Eighteen months after Fletcher’s assassination, 40 
US warplanes screamed across the night sky above 
Tripoli and Benghazi. Of those, eight F-l 11 bombers 
had been launched from bases in East Anglia, England, 
with the blessing of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher 
and a still-enraged British population. Each bomber 
carried four 2,000-pound laser-guided “smart” bombs. 
In all, 32,000-pounds of high-explosive ordinance were 
explicitly targeted to kill Qadhafi. Miraculously, he 
escaped unhurt, but his fifteen-month-old daughter 
was killed and two adopted sons badly injured. [H: 
Just how well would Americans take a direct inten- 
tional bombing of the White House and the murder 
of the Clintons’ child?] 

The Reagan Administration loosed the warplanes 
on Libya following the bombing of La Belle Disco- 
theque in West Berlin nine days earlier. One US 
serviceman and a young Turkish woman had been 
killed outright and 230 people injured. The disco was 
a known hangout for off-duty US servicemen. 

President Reagan claimed he had irrefutable proof 
of Libyan sponsorship of the atrocity. Despite this 
claim, no evidence was ever submitted by the Reagan 
Administration to support its allegations. A host of 
well-informed individuals and “sources” doubts any 
proof ever existed-except in the fevered imagination 
of CIA boss, Bill Casey. Conservative MP Sir Teddy 

bish”. 

MEDIA REVELATIONS 

In April 1996, Britain’s Channel Four “flagship” 
documentary programme Dispatches, in a massively 
researched broadcast, revealed that WPC Fletcher had 
been murdered by elements of British and American 
intelligence. The purpose of the slaying, as outlined 
earlier, was to “shape” public opinion and, impor- 
tantly, pre-empt parliamentary indignation for the later 
bombing of Tripoli by British-based US warplanes. 
Disgracefully, these astonishing revelations went un- 
reported by the media. 

The film, made by the highly regarded Fulcmm 
Productions, was the subject of a debate in the House of 
Commons on 8 May 1996. MPs Sir Teddy Taylor and 
Tam Dalyell demanded the government initiate a full 
inquiry. Responding for the government, Home Office 
Minister of State David Maclean described the Dis- 
patches programme as “preposterous trash”. In doing 
so, he called into question the reputations of leading 
ballistics experts and gunshot specialists-and care- 
fully avoided reference to information provided to the 
documentary team by well-placed, and knowledgeable, 
intelligence sources. It was a white-knuckle statement 
that hopefully, one day, will boomerang back on him. 

Fulcrum learned that British and US intelligence 
had established a major surveillance post adjacent to 
the LibyanPeople’s Bureau, at No. 8 St. James’s Square. 
This post had been “active” for at least six weeks prior 
to the shooting, with up to 40 individual intelligence 
officers present-but on the morning of the shooting, 
the post was abandoned. Moreover, Fulcrum also 
learned that the demonstration outside the Libyan Bu- 
reau was phoney: the demonstrators belonged to a CXA 
front organization. 

Crucially, Fulcrum Productions learned beyond 
doubt that the bullet that killed Fletcher had been fired 
from the upper floor of No. 8 St. James’s Square-the 
location of the surveillance post. Ballistics experts 
consulted by the documentary team confirm,:d the 
bullet’s entry track to have come from No. 8. 

The team also learned that the bullet was adapted to 
fire with “terminal velocity”. This technique-a spe- 
cialty of JAS “shooters” -is achieved by removing 
some of the explosive propellant from the cartridge. 
The result is a quieter shot, similar to using a silencer. 
A side-effect of a bullet fired in this manner is that it 
flies more slowly and “tumbles’ as it strikes the target, 
wreaking havoc as it rips through soft tissue. In every 
respect it is a “killer” shot, where chances of survival 
are so slim as to be negligible. The information on the 
bullet’s terminal-velocity characteristics was also con- 
firmed by independent experts. 

[H: Well, readers, so much of truth.] 

A CYNICAL 
SECRET CABAL 

A well-placed and reliable “source”, interviewed 
by this writer, explained why WPC Fletcher was tar- 
geted. Intelligence operatives believed Qadhafi had 
authorized a “hitman” to let loose with a Sterling 
automatic weapon against CIA-funded demonstrators 
gathering outside Libya’s London Bureau. This infor- 
mation was gleaned with the aid of signals intelligence 
(SIGNT) intercepts and human intelligence (HUMINT) 
sources inside the Bureau itself. 

The great worry amongst the secret cabal who 
planned the assassination was that the random killing 
of Arab protesters would not be sufficient to force the 
British Home Secretary to expel all Libyan diplomats. 
It was argued that targeting a British “bobby”, espe- 
cially a policewoman, would do the trick. Such appall- 
ing cynicism is the handmaiden to the intelligence 

Taylor regards the American. al,legatjons as “total rub- community its well as heartless politicians who believe I ^.. . 1. L,i i:‘y.,o,+..; 7 a r+!y’).<. ?&!$ ‘$.., ‘+ra . ‘< < .‘: ‘< i: ‘< ..) < y, ” ‘., ‘, .: ‘\ ~ . . .: ‘, > 
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the end justifies the means. ments were part of a Drug Enforcement Administration 
The “source” also explained that it was an “off the (DEA) “sting” operation, dedicated to tracking distri- 

books” hit and that “elements” inside the British and bution networks inside the USA. 
American intelligence communities were “out of con- Unknown to North and his cohorts, there was also 
trol”. But the suspicion remains that someone- with a secret five-man DIA team working in Lebanon. The 
power and influence gave “a nod and a wink” to the team, headed by Major Charles “Tiny” McKee, was 
operation. It is just not credible to suppose otherwise. independently tasked with locating and rescuing the 

The key to this convoluted reasoning was the cabal’s US hostages. During the course of his work, McKee 
fear that the Home Secretary, Leon Brittan, would not stumbled across al-Kassar’s CIA One-protected heroin 
act as required without immense public and political,” network. Reporting his “discovery” to CIA HQ at 
pressure to jog him along. This is the rationale of Langley, and outraged at the lack of response, McKee 
someone with a well-developed sense of political real- booked his team on a flight home. At this point, al- 
ity. Kassar learned of. McKee’s activities and was also 

After the shooting, Brittan immediately ordered an informed of his flight plans. Anxious that McKee 
investigation-which las remained under lock and key would put a stop to his activities, he contacted his CIA 
ever since. Not long afterwards, sordid stories began to One handlers who, in turn, communicated with their 
circulate amongst the British media that the Home “control” in Washington. 
Secretary had unusual sexual appetites. The rumors [H: Now, continue to hang onto your pants be- 
were fed to the satirical magazine, Private Eye, whose cause this gets even worse.] 
editors recognized the handiwork of the security ser- 
vice and refused to publish the allegations. However, 
within a year, Leon Brittan was forced from office for CONSPIRACk’ ON THE 

Octopus”. The latter is said to operate with organized 
crime and leading politicians who covertly traffic in 
guns, drugs, laundered money and any other commod- 
ity that can generate massive profits. Whether the 
proceeds of these illegal activities are siphoned back 
into the “black” budgets of the CIA, or fill the pockets 
of participants, or both, isn’t entirely clear. 

Despite Coleman’s caution, the CIA’s infamous 
history-stretching over 50 years-clearly suggests 
that US foreign policy and private gain “coalesce” into 
a game plan that benefits various parties. Some “intel- 
ligence watchers” point to the wealth of some long- 
term CIA officers and ask how they amassed their 
fortunes based on salaries of US $60,000 a year. It is a 
valid question that can equally be addressed to former 
and serving politicians and senior government bureaucrats. 

care of, Qadhafi’s demonization went into full gear. 
The anachronistic Bedouin was rapidly elevated from 
“useful” to “primary” Middle Eastern “scapegoat”. 

Against this insidious backdrop, other, unrelated, 
At covert plans were being hatched. Following the July 

the same time, as a result of the Libyan bombing, 1988 shoot-down of an Iranian Airbus by the US Navy 
European governments learned just how hard the US battlecruiser Vincennes, hard-line Iranian ayatollahs 
was prepared to play in pursuit of domestic politics and demanded swift retaliation for the 290 lives lost. 
wider foreign policy. 

They 
Tarring Qadhafi as the world’s 

his part in the Westland helicopter debacle. 
With Western European objection so neatly taken 

CRACKS IN THE 
MIDDLE-EAST 

“bad boy” suited the selfish interests of the political 
hired the Syria-based Popular Front for the Liberation 
of Palestine, General Command (PFLP-GC) for a tit- 

power elite in the US and was an added bonus when 
other illegal CIA Middle East “covert ops” went belly- 

for-tat attack. Led by Ahmed Jibril, and with a US-$10 
million Iranian bounty, the PFLP-GC searched for a 

up. One such operation was the CIA-protected heroin suitable target. 
pipelilie operation from the Middle East to the USA. 

An expert at bombing aircraft, Jibril 
soon learned of al-Kassar’s Frankfurt-based dope pipe- 
line and persuaded al-Kassar to place a bomb inside the 

DRUGS PIPELINE 

CORRUPTION BEHIND 
THE ANTI-LIBYA 

LOCKERBIE TRAIL CAMPAIGN 

By attributing the responsibility for Lockerbie to 
Qadhafi, the US administration was following in the 
well-worn footsteps of many predecessors in similar 
situations. It’s a technique as old as the hills. Caught 
virtually red-handed in massive illegality, the first 
thought is to cast around for a suitable scapegoat. 

As Lester Coleman said when I first spoke to him, 
Qadhafi is an easy target. Independently-minded and 
unwilling to align himself with US Middle Eastern 
policy, he became a target of the US. His past bankrolling 
of “terrorist” causes-and one-time expansionism- 
also did him no favors. It’s a case of, “If you’re not for 

heroin-laden suitcase. Pan Am-Flight 103 was sched- 
us, you’re against us.” 

uled for destmction. 
Meanwhile, Germany’s Federal Police, the 

Bundeskriminalamt (BKA), received a warning that a 
bomb was to be substituted for the dope shipment 
aboard Flight 103. They alerted CIA One, who passed 
the information on to their Stateside “C6ntTOl”. The 
reply came back: “Don’t worry about it. Don’t stop it. 
Let it go.” [H: Ah, there just isn’t anything flying 
those friendly skies!] 

A recurring problem for President Reagan was his 
inability to rescue the US hostages held in Lebanon by 
HizbAllah. Hanging like a dark cloud over his other- 
wise successful term of office, the hostage problem was 
turned over to Lt. Colonel Oliver North to resolve. 
North, a medium-ranked military officer with close 
personal ties to the CIA’s Bill Casey, was the 
administration’s global “MT. Fixit”. He, in turn called 
on the services of his old friend, Monzur al-Kassar-a 
Syria-born “big time” narcotics and arms trafficker. 
Earlier, the Syrian had assisted North in his time of 
need by brokering a large shipment of weapons to the 
CIA-backed Nicaraguan Contras. It earned him a lot of 
kudos inside the administration. 

Sitting on vast reserves of crude oil is also a 
significant factor for Libya’s treatment -,t the hands of 
the US. The fact that most of this oil flows to Western 
European oil companies clearly doesn’t cut much ice 
with the US. Rivalry between the European and US 
business elite is as intense as ever. US oil companies 
can’t be pleased that they are effectively out of the 
picture. In that sense Qadhafi was, as Les Coleman 
said, “an easy hit”. 

On 2 1 December 1988, Pan Am’s Jumbo 747, “Maid 
of the Seas”, exploded high above the Scottish village 
of Lockerbie. All 259 passengers perished. A further 
11 people died as wreckage from the aircraft hurtled 
down to earth. 

Lebanon’s Beqa’s Valley is a fertile and productive 
area specially suited to growing opium poppies. Rifat 
al-Asad, the brother of Syria% President Hafiz al- 
Asad, was widely known to have been in charge of 
Syria’s narcotics enterprise. As the “Supremo” of the 
Beqa’s Valley’s massive opium industry, he was also a 
paid “asset” of the CIA and was being “groomed” to 
succeed his elder brother as President. He was also an 
extremely close friend of al-Kassar. It is widely be- 
lieved,,that the influx of 30,000 Syrian troops into the 
Beqa’s Valley during the 1980s had as much to do with 
protecting the lucrative opium fields as with separating 
Lebanon’s warring factions. 

Within hours, a host of CIA agents arrived at the 
crash scene. It is thought that the CIA search team 
arrived via helicopter from a US Special Forces facility 
located at Machrihanish, on the Mull of Kintyre. The 
speed of their arrival suggests they had foreknowledge 
of the bombing. In any case, the CIA agents, dressed in 
Pam Am overalls, set about ransacking the crash site in 
a desperate search for incriminating evidence. For two 
days they searched for the luggage of the dead DIA 
team and frantically sought the suitcase containing the 
heroin shipment. One suitcase was recovered, flown 
out and later returned empty, to be “rediscovered” by 
the forensic team scouring the wreckage. It belonged to 
Major Charles McKee. Curiously, one unidentified 
body was snatched from the wreckage and never re- 
turned. 

Les Coleman believes it would be wrong to blame 

Perhaps more telling than anything else, British 
support for the US anti-Libya “campaign” clearly dem- 
onstrates the moral and ethical bankruptcy of the Brit- 
ish political process. That those in power manipulated 
the British judicial system and continue to lie to the 
families of the Lockerbie victims is sinister enough. 
That they not only tolerated but connived in the murder 
of an innocent woman police officer-to further Ameri- 
can political designs-says more than any party politi- 
cal manifesto could begin to utter. All power corrupts, 
but the continued exercise of raw, unadulterated power 
of this magnitude is the very antithesis of a participa- 
tory democracy. 

In researching this article, I spoke with many 
different individuals. Some agreed to speak on the 
record, whilst others requested anonymity. One well- 
placed and knowledgeable source summed up the situ- 
ation with these words: “There is no democracy. There 
is no free press.” That source remains a leading 
Member of Parliament. 

END NOTES: 

the CIA in toto for the Lockerbie atrocity. Intelligence Goddard, Donald, with Coleman, Lester K., Trail 
outfits do not work as cohesively as many outsiders of the Octopus: From Beirut to Lockerbie-inside the 

Al-Kassar agreed to negotiate on behalf of the US believe. There is a great deal of rivalry and fragmen- DIA, Bloomsbury, UK, 1993. 
for the release of the US hostages. His side of the deal tation at work. DC1 Bill Casey had plenty of detractors This is not really surprising when you consider 
was to get an agreement that the US would protect the inside the monolith he directed. Some worked hard, what Iran has been involved with in 1996: the bombing 
Syrian drugs pipeline that shipped through Frankfurt feeding their favourite journalists with unattributed of TWA 800; the deadly explosion that rocked the US 
airport to the USA. The CIA allegedly established a information that was designed to damage Casey and, barracks in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia; and the fatal stab- 
group, known as “CIA One”, which would oversee and hopefully, lead to his removal. Others were known to bing of a U.S. Diplomat. (Source: Defence & Foreign 
protect the drugs route. If publicly discovered, the operate as part of a small and secretive core that has Affairs Strategic Policy, UK, August 1996) 
response was to say that the “protected” drugs ship- variously been identified as “the Enterprise” or “the See Bob Woodward’s Veil: The Secret Wars of the 
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CIA, 1981-87 (Headline Books, London 1987) for com- 
prehensive background on Bill Casey and his role in 
Libyan destabilization. Casey died in 1987. [II: Yes 
indeed, of a sadden onset brain tumor?] 

Information provided by the Institute of Petroleum. 
The breakdown is as follows: Italy, 42.2% Germany, 
2 I%, Spain 11% France, 3.4% “Others” account for 
22.3% of Libya’s oil 

The MulI of Kintyre, Machrihanish, was the loca- 
tion of the 1994 helicopter crash-alleged to have been 
an accident-that killed a fistful of high-ranking Mili- 
tary, Intelligence, Special Branch and Police officers. 
Officially said to be over-flying the Mull of Kintyre en 
route to Aberdeen, the chopper’s destination was AC- 
TUALLY the Machrihanish Special Forces base, HQME 
OF THE US SEALS. Never satisfactorily answered 
was why so many important officers flouted standing 
orders by traveling together. All the deceased were 
IRA anti-terrorist specialists. Within a year, the much 
touted US-sponsored “IRA Peace Process” was an- 
nounced. A Special Forces source told me a week after 
the “accident” that there was something about the crash 
that didn’t stack up. 

ABOUT 
THE AUTHOR: 

David Guyatt was born and educated in Hampshire, 
England. His career in the stockbroking, investment 
and banking industries spanned 28 years, the last 12 of 
which he spent as a director and treasurer of a major 
British bank. There he gained insight into the world of 
international weapons financing and was familiar with 
all aspects of international capital, foreign exchange 
and money markets, with global trade finance his spe- 
cialization. 

For the last seven years, David has pursued a career 
as a freelance writer/researcher, contributing to a num- 
ber of screenplays, novels, documentaries and feature 
articles. He is currently researching high-tech, anti- 
personnel, electro-magnetic weapons systems and their 
focus within military/intelligence “black” mind-con- 
trol/behavior-modification programmes. [H: And I 
surely do HOPE he is in close coalition with David 
Icke. I also hope he becomes associated with Mark 
Phillips and Cathy O’Brien.] 

His other in-depth research project at present cen- 
ters on the structure, power and hidden influence of 
elitist groups and interlinlcing tax-exempt foundations, 
including RIIA (Chatham House), the Council on For- 
eign Relations, Trilateralists, Bilderbergers, the shadow 
Cercle, the Rockefellers Brothers Fund, Ford, Carnegie, 
Hoover, IMF, the World Bank, ad nausecim... 

[END OF QUOTING] 

May I repeat for the benefit of the likes of chaps like 
Icke and Phillips, David can be reached at Phone/Fax: 
+44(O) 1702 217523, or at the address given up front of 
this article. 

Does anyone STILL wonder why Rev. Farrakhan is 
not allowed to receive monies in any form from Qadhafi? 
Come on, world citizens-WAKE UP-for the blood 
you are about to spill will be, undoubtedly, your own. It 
is really sad when the source of this type of comprehen- 
sive coverage has to be located somewhere other than 
the USA and information flow back in from another 
half the world distant. May the force be with you 
because “IT” sure is tired of the way it’s going. You 
citizens just slop up everything and anything the elite 
buzzards leave as carrion left-overs. Wow, doesn’t 
your tummy hurt yet? 

Well, we’ll move on to the O.J. Simpson LYNCH- 
ING and perhaps you will be better able to adjust your 
microscopes. 

Thank you, scribe, for a long day. 
Salu. 

Nevada Corporate Headquarters 

: Alert! 
In the past week, we have discovered that there may be efforts to solicit our customers 

by a new resident agent service, formed under cover of individuals formerly associated with 
our business. Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc., has responded to this unfair trade 
practice with necessary legal action. 

Though the individuals involved have been terminated, NCH, Inc., has made other 
minor, yet important, adjustments to processing and internal operations. We are dedicated 
to serving our clients in an efficient and timely manner, and it is for this reason that we are 
diligently working through this unfortunate situation. If you are experiencing ,any delays or 
believe that you have not been given enough attention over the past week, we hope that you 
will be understanding of this situation. 

Additionally, NCH, Inc., feels it is necessary to alert you that you may be solicited by 
a company possessing a name similar to our own, and by individuals who may be familiar to 
you from past dealings with our compeny. If this should happen, please report this contact 
to NCH, Inc., to better assist us in our efforts to deal with this situation. 

Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc., would like to thank you for your patronage and i 
understanding in this matter and wishes to apologize for any inconveniences or concerns 1 

I provoked by this conduct. If you have any questions or comments regarding this letter, we 
encourage you to call our offices at 800-3 98- 1077. Thank you for your understanding and 
anticipated cooperation with us. 

Previously Out Of Stock-Limited supply now available- 
Only One volume of the Pleiades Connection series was released from the court in Fresno: 

Pleiades Connection: Volume I 
Return Of The Phoenix 

By Gyeorgos Cores Hatonn 
(522) $6.00 210 Pages 

You can learn the truth about the ori- 
gins of humans upon this planet, our pur- 
poses here and why the truth has been 
hidden from us. 

We have help to overcome all of our 
major difficulties Ewe will return to living 
under the Laws of Creation and God. 

Other topics covered: types of dwellings 
best for our use from now on (patterened 
after Pleiadian dwellings). What true love 
is-Spacecraft-Types of metal used in 
them-About 666 and its significance-The 
truth about robotoids as our world leaders 
and much, much more. 

(see Back Page 
for ordering information) 

FREE CATALOG 
AVAILABLE 

FROM 
PHOENIX SOURCE 

DISTRIBUTORS, INC 
BY CALLING 

l-800-800-5565 
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g/11/97 DR AL OVEREOLT 

“I know no safe depository of the ultimate powers 
of the society but the people themselves: and if we think 
them not enlightened enough to exercise their control 
with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take 
it from them, but to inform (them).” 

-Thomas Jefferson, Author of the Declaration. of 
Independence, Co-Author of the U.S. Constitution. 

What a refreshing way to look at the solution to our 
problems and yet several hundred years old. When 
will we ever learn?? 

LOW GRAIN SUPPLY 
KEEPS WORLD ON EDGE; 

THINK TANK 

From the INTERNET, by Charles Abbott, 3/6/97, 
[quoting:] 

The world will be “living close to the edge at least 
through the 1997 harvest” because of small grain stock- 
piles and ever-growing demand for food, think tank 
chief Lester Brown said in a pessimistic look at food 
security. 

Farmers harvested record grain crops-about 1.846 
billion metric tons-in 1996/97 but little of it will 
remain as a cushion against crop shortfalls or price 
shocks, Brown said in a Worldwatch Institute “briefing 
paper’ to be released Thursday. 

‘I’h*re will be about 55 days worth of grain on hand 
when this year’s crops are ready for harvest, little better 
than the 51 days on hand one year earlier, Brown 
calculated. 

“The inability to rebuild depleted stocks to a more 
.tecure level from the 1996 harvest has lefi the world 
living close to the edge-at least through the 1997 
harvest,” Brown wrote. 

A number of other analysts have been more opti- 
mistic. They project an upturn in grain and oilseeds 
this year as well as a further padding of stockpiles. 

“The world’s pretty resilient,” said James Rude, an 
analyst with the Food and Agricultural Policy Research 
Institute at Iowa State University. Supplies will be 
tighter in coming years than in the 1980s and prices 
will be somewhat more volatile, he said, but the situa- 
tion would not be drastic. 

Replenishing stockpiles “will not be easy, certainly 
not something we can automatically assume,” Brown 
wrote. 

“A harvest of 1.921 billion tons would be needed 
this year,” he said, “ifthe goal was to create immedi- 
ately a stockpile equal to 70 days’ grain use. A 70&y 
stockpile would ensure stable prides and orderly sup- 
plies,” he said. 

“Rebuilding the wotild’s grriin stockpiles will be 
difficult.” Brown said, “because of annual population 
growth of 80 million people, Asia’s demand for meat, 
encroachment of cities onto rural land, and urban 
demand for water now used for irrigation.” 

For years, Brown has warned of perils in the world 
food supply. He says, “critics do not recognize forces 
impinging on output.” They say Brown does not ac- 
count for the powerful effect economics has, both in 
spurring farm production and controlling food con- 
sumption. 

“If the price of corn gets to $5 a bushel, the world 
will be awash in corn,” said consultant Bill Lesher. 

Last week, the U.S. Agriculture Department said a 
recovery in global grain sowings was expected in 1997- 
2005 thanks to “firmer prices and supportive policies”. 
Continued improvement in yields also was anticipated. 
FAPRI projected the global stockpile of wheat, feed 

(coarse) grains and rice would grow by more than 13 
million tons during 1997/98. @nd quoting] 

The trouble with putting confidence in any harvest 
predictions, especially in these times of man-controlled 
weather and biological warfare, is that the Elite can 
wipe out crops at any time and place they desire. 

AN OPEN CONGRESSIONAL 
IOR UN. ETC.> MEETING WITH 

FIRST-HAND UFO (ETCA 
WITNESSESL 

From the INTERNET, 3/7/97, [quoting:] 
Given the illegal and extra-constitutional nature of 

current covert projects dealing with these issues, CSETI 
maintains that government and government contractor 
witnesses to UFO programs and events have a constitu- 
tional obligation to come forward with information on’ 
this subject, and are encouraged to do so. 

CSETI will be convening a closed meeting of such 
witnesses in the early spring of 1997, and will be asking 
members of Congress to hold open hearings where 
these witnesses may testify. 

Since the current covert management of this issue 
constitutes a grave and growing threat to the national 
security of the United States, CSETI is asking that 
these hearings take place by this summer. 

Any government employee or government contract 
UFO witnesses who would like to cooperate with this 
initiative should contact CSETI’s International Direc- 
tor Steven M. Greer M.D. as soon as possible. CSETI 
has determined that assembling numerous such wit- 
nesses in a coalition, to come forward in unison, is the 
safest and most credible way to move this subject to 
public disclosure. 

These prospective witnesses should contact Dr. 
Greer at: 

Tel: 704-274-567 1 or Fax: 704-274-6766, e-mail: 
<103275.1472@compuserve.com> or write to: CSETI, 
PO Box 15401, Asheville, NC 28813 

REFERENCES: CSETI Position Papers on the 
Web: 

1. PRESS RELEASE: CSETI HEADQUARTERS, 
ASHEVILLE, N.C., 25 JANUARY 1997 <http:// 
www.cseti.org/pressrl.htms 

2. Deadline Expires on CSETI Ultimatum to US 
Government Regarding UFO Disclosure <http:// 
www.cseti.org/wit.htm> End. [End quoting] 

It will be interesting to see if this organization .can 
make a dent into the cover-up? If aavbsdx kmews, it 
shoald be them. 

Excerpted from SALMON &&PER newsletter, 
February 1997, [quoting:] 

“The very purpose of the requirement that a man be 
indicted by grand jury is to limit his jeopardy to of- 
fenses charged by a group of his fellow citizens acting 
independently of either prosecuting attorney or judge.” 
-Stirone v. United states, 361 U.S. 218 

“The grand jury is designed as a means, not only of 
bringing to trial persons accused of public offences 
upon just grounds, but also a means of protecting the 
citizen against unfounded accusations, whether it comes 
from government, or be prompted by partisan passion 
or private enmity.” -Ex parte Bain, 121 U.S. 1, 11 
[End quoting] 

Do you ever hear much news or talk about a grand 
jury anymore? Very rarely do I hear anything. WV dp 
you 8uDDOst this is kept so ariet?? 

Excerpted from a FAX, 3/9/97, (quoting:] 
A new book will be released this week in which the 

author, Dr. Richard Rhodes, claims that “A native 
strain of BSE has been in the U. S . for decades and could 
spread to infect Americans who eat beef if the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) does not strictly enforce a 
ban on feeding processed ruminant waste to cattle,” 
according to a report in the weekly letter from the 
National Milk Producers Federation. 

Since the mid-19808, USDA has been tracking 
neurological disease in U.S. cattle and has found no 
BSE. 

The book, titled Deadly Feasts, will be heavily 
promoted, according to the NMPF. 

Dr. Rh& Q rchedukd to appear on Dateline NBC 
on March 11, md the Toduy Show and &tra Magazine 
on March 12. 

Between March 12 and h4axh 27, according to the 
NMPF, Dr. Rhodes will conduct a nine-city media tour. 

In late February, the National Cattlemen’s Beef 
Association (NCBA) noted that anticipating the issue, 
planning a response and taking early action were the 
keys in preventing BSE from causing a consumer scare 
in the U.S. and in minimizing risk of the disease 
entering thir country. 

“We’ve had BSE on our issues radar screen since 
1986,” said Dr. Gary Weber, NCBA’s Director of Regu- 
la2ory Alairs. ‘USDA and the Centers for Disease 
Control designed the U.S. BSE surveillance program in 
1986. It’s viewed as the most intensive in the world 
&nd, to date, after evaluating over 5,000 cattle brain 
samples, no evidence of BSE or any similar disease has 
been found.” @nd quoting] 

m You can’t trust anything the govem- 
.ment says today and espe&lly anything they say about 
diseases of any kind &cc thev are the mes trvinr tQ 

worst eveall 
d. to da it fast rrd without a rousinr VOUF susoi- 

FiQW 

CLONES OF YOUR OWN: 
,4 COTTAGE INDUSTRY ARISES 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 
319197, {quoting:) 

. . . . . But what will happen to the ordinary, flawed, 
old-fashioned human being who arrived in the tradi- 
‘~olllgwaf’ 

“Well, what happened to the flat-headed swamp 
crawdad? And the three-toed squiggle toad?” 

You mm extinct? 
“I’m afraid it is bound to happen. It is the nature 

of An&cans to want the new and improved model of 
everything. There is no such thing as brand loyalty 
mymore. Out with the old, in with the new. Especially 
when you #h order it for overnight delivery.” 

I doubt very much that any American 
w&d permit something like that to happen. 

president. 

‘Ah, but what about a perfectly packaged cloned 
presiden27” 

CouId that actually happen? 
‘Yea acu e [emphasis #nine] [End quot- 

mid 
Looks like amor Mike Royko knows the tmth 

of the matter about some of our presidents. 

From THE MODESTO BEE, 214197, [quoting: ] 
The nation’s largest book distributor cheated 

schools and librarier across the country of up to $200 
million by overcharging for discount books, the U.S. 
attorney general’s office said Monday. More than 90 
percent of the nation’s libraries buy some or all of their 
books from the fm Baker & Taylor Inc. owned by The 
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Carlyle Group. [End quoting] 
Do you suppose they might get fined about $1 ,OOO? 

Knowing how their game is played, they may not even 
get fined anything. A hefty political contribution 
would be in order, however. 

GREENHOAX 

Excerpted from ACTION newspaper, (quoting:] 
We have snow on the Snowy Mountains in January 

here in the Southern Hemisphere summer. In the 
Northern Hemisphere the winter freeze kills hundreds. 
They die trapped in cars suddenly immobilized. The 
poor die in unheated huts and homes. The fights over 
gas and fuel to keep alive if not warm almost leads to 
war and insurrection. 

All is quiet on the news front. Nobody mentions the 
Global Warming, the Greenouse/Greenhoax effect. The 
icecaps aren’t melting. The seas aren’t rising. The 
computer modellers/muddlers sit silent with egg on 
their face, but what of the big picture? 

The international marketeers made a killing forc- 
ing millions of businesses to replace perfectly service- 
able refrigeration equipment. Hair spray companies 
were forced out of business for using the wrong propel- 
lants. The motor manufacturers sold their bunkum 
antipollution equipment to make family cars so com- 
plex they could not be maintained or repaired by anyone 
without the mumbo-jumbo box. 

Nobody will admit they were talking nonsense. 
The professors, lecturers and current affairs program- 
mers wait their next load of mushroom medicine. The 
world wiremen cannot wait to feed the next tirade of 
tripe down the line. The politicians grovel for a new 
load of bull, so they show their concern and curry 
favour with the half-wit greenies just to get a few votes. 

We have had the coming Ice Age, global warming, 
the world oil shortage/energy crisis, the great coffee 
bean shortage, etc. Beware! The next crisis might be 
the onset or re-emergence of common sense across the 
world. [End quoting] 

Amen!! 

INVENTIVE N.Y. TEEN WINS 
SCIENCE TALENT SEARCH 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 
3/9/97, [quoting:] 

Adam Ezra Cohen, 18, on Monday was named 
winner of the 56th Westinghouse Science Talent Search 
for developing a technique that encodes info on a 
microchip 16 times as dense as the current method. 

The senior at New York City’s Hunter College 
High School whipped almost 1,600 other seniors na- 
tionwide to win a $40,000 scholarship. His technique, 
which he calls “near-field photolithography,” prints 50 
words on a surface the width of a human hair. 

Cohen, who set up a lab in his bedroom, has 152 
inventions-including a windshield with elastic springs 
that gives on impact--but has no patents. He said he 
started his winner with “a few really simple experi- 
ments (then)...just sort of followed down this tree of 
posaibilitieo...whatever looked coolest-until I ended 
up with this.” 

He’s been accepted by Harvard and awai2s word 
from MIT. @nd quoting] 

We have a large number of bright students in our 
schools; I just hopt we give them the opportunity to put 
their talents to use in bettering this world instead of 
designimg war racklnes ud weapoma aa in the past. 

SOME ABORTION DOCTORS MAY 
FACE HOMICIDE CHARGES 

.Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 
l/12/97, [quoting:] 

South Carolina will be the first state in the nation 
to bring homicide charges against doctors who perform 
some late-term abortions, the state attorney general has 

promised. Republican Charlie Condon, relying on the 
state Supreme Court’s ruling in July that a viable fetus 
is a person, said Friday that doctors could face up to life 
in prison for performing “partial-birth” abortions. A 
similar attempt to make partial-birth abortions a felony 
in Ohio was blocked by a federal judge. [End quoting] 

At least it’s a small “break in the damm to stop 
the murdering of b.abies. 

PROPOSAL TO REVAMP CPI 
WOULD BE GOOD PUBLIC POLICY 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 
3/7/97, [quoting:] 

Few issues have as much MEG0 (My Eyes Glaze 
Over) power as questions about the accuracy of govern- 
ment statistics. For informed public discussion, how- 
ever, understanding such issues can be crucial to evalu- 
ating public policies. 

That is clearly the case with current proposals to 
change the Consumer Price Index, triggered by the 
Consumer Price Index Revision Commission report 
that the CPI overstates inflation and the search for a 
politically workable balanced 2002 budget deal. 

Proposing a CPI fix hardly seems like edgesf- 
your-seat news. But the CPI is an important policy 
variable. It is used to index Social Security, military 
and civil service retirement benefits, income tax brack- 
ets, some labor contracts, etc., to offset the effects of 
inflation. 

However, the CPI overstates inflation by 
undercounting quality improvements and people’s abil- 
ity to purchase different products as relative prices 
change, as well as the effects of new products and new 
distribution channels (such as outlet stores). 

The CPI Revision Commission estimates that these 
well-known (to economists) biases cause the CPI to 
overstate inflation by a “best estimate” of 1.1 percent- 
age points per year. 

Fixing this error in the CPI would generate some 
very good fiscal news for the government. In par- 
ticular, it would make controlling entitlement rpend- 
ing and lowering future budget deficits far easier. 
[emphasis mine] [End quoting] 

The Iart Daranranh savs it all. When did you ever 
hear the government tell you the truth when they wanted 
more tax money. This is just a sly way to raise taxes on 
everybody and let them say that they haven’t raised 
your taxes. 

Figures don’t lie, but politicians that use figures 
can make them say anything they want them to say. I 
defy anybody to prove that the average family is better 
off today than 10 years ago comparing hours worked for 
the amount of goods and services received. The family, 
in some cases, may be better off, but usually it’s because 
more hours of the family are given over to working to 
pay for those same goods and services. 

The day is long gone when you could believe 
poiiticians when they want to get more money from 
your pockets, and this last election of the gangsters 
to office shouid be aii the proof you should ever 
act d! ! 

This tax hike is going to affect everyone since most 
paychecks are either directly or indirectly tied to this 
number, except possibly the very wealthy whose in- 
comes go up no matter what happens 20 yours. Some 
2hink it will only a&c2 the pensioners, Socisl Security 
receivers, etc.-these wili soon have a sad awakening 
when they fiad their paychecka don’t bmy aa much as 
they did. 

PAROLE BOARD LOCKS FELONS 
UT OF ACCESS TO INTERNET 

From the INTERNET, l/6/97, <http:// 
www.vom.com/rc/home.htm>, (quoting:] 

So you think guns, drugs and alcohol are danger- 
ous? Have you looked a2 the Internet lately7 The U.S. 
Parole Commission has, and it was so disturbed by the 

amount of information about child sex rings, recipes 
for explosives and plans for hate crimes that last month, 
without holding any public hearings, it approved re- 
strictions on the use of computers by certain federal 
parolees. 

The new restrictions, which parole officers can put 
into use as they see fit immediately, will range from 
prohibiting offenders from owning a computer to in- 
stalling monitoring equipment on their computers that 
will keep tabs on where they roam on line. [End 
quoting] 

When did the Feds ever really successfully stop 
crime? So please tell me how we can expect them to 
clean up anything, except if they have some selfish, 
greedy purpose to gain for themselves. The more 
responsibility we turn over to them the more they like 
it and the more we fiebten the noose around our owu 
necks. 

Lazy people who want some other person to do it for 
- them will never have freedom!! 

WE CAN’T HAVE FREEDOM AND HAVE 
FEDS DOING TEE POLICING. WILL WE EVER 
WAKE UP TO OUR OWN BESPONSIBILITIES?? 

HIGH-TECH MILITARY GADGETS 
NOW TAKE AIM AT CRIMINALS 

From the INTERNET, chttp://www.vom.com/rc/ 
home.htm>, l/l l/97, [quoting:] 

Seconds after gunshots broke the relative quiet of a 
Dallas neighborhood, a police cruiser was on its way 
not just to the area, but to the precise spot where the gun 
was fired, give or take a few feet. 

The incident occurred during a federally financed 
test of a device known as SECURES (System for Effec- 
tive Control of Urban Environment Security), which i,: 
being touted by a defense contractor. 

In addition, Defense Department planners and con- 
tractors, concerned with post-Cold War demands on 
the military, are already talking about new “urban 
terrain” warfare technologies that may have pi*ofound 
impact on police efforts to deal with bad guy a few 
years from now. 

Taken together, the military technologies already 
being modified for civilian use range from far-out to 
mundane: 

+ Improved bullet-resistant vests. 
l Ways to safely disable automobiles in police 

pursuits. 
* Facial recognition computer software. 
* New bomb detectors. 
* Robots the size of ants that may be deployed by 

the thousands to monitor what’s happening inside a 
building that is of interest to military or police person- 
nel. 

* Tiny helicopters or other craft that would incor- 
porate the flight physics of hummingbirds might hover 
outside the windows of a downtown building or locate 
people through walls with heat sensing devices. [End 
quoting] 

I bet our minds could go wild imagining to what 
devious uses the government control freaks have put 
some of these goodies. 

From THE NEW FEDERALIST, l/27/97, letters to 
the editor, [quoting:] 

According 20 the letters of James Madison, the 
proposition that the judiciary would pass on the consti- 
tutionality of legislation was proposed five times in the 
Constitutional Convention and for the fifth time was 
turned down on August 15, 1787. 

Nowhere in the LI.S. Constitutton does it give the 
right to tie U.S. Supreme Court to determine what law 
is or is not constitutional. only uwe the people” have 
that right. Here is the proof: 

The charge to the jury in the first jury trial before 
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the U.S. Supreme Court illustrates the true power of the 
jury. In the February term of 1794, the Supreme Court 
conducted a ju ry trial in the case of the State of Georgia 
vs. Bruitsford, et ul. 3 Dull said: “...[l]t is presumed 
that juries are the best judges of facts; it is, on the other 
hand presumed that the courts are the best judges of 
law. But still both objects are within your power of 
decision...you have a right to take upon yourselves to 
judge of both, and to determine the law as well as the 
fact in controversy.” 

That same truth-that juries can decide both the 
fact and the law in a case before them-was strongly 
upheld in at least two other court decisions (here cites 
are given from 1972 and 1969-ed). 

Also, the following judges support this truth that 
juries can determine the law. 

“The jury has the right to determine both the law 
and the facts” (Chief Justice John Jay, 1794). 

“The jury has the power to bring in a verdict in the 
teeth of both law and facts” (Justice Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, 1920). 

It is time we the people, as jurors, “nullified” laws 
that are patently “unconstitutional”. 

Why didn’t you learn about this in school? The 
U.S. Supreme Court exceeded its authority by claiming 
the right to declare what law is or is not unconstitu- 
tional. It is time “we the people” put them in their place 
by “nullifying” unconstitutional decisions handed down 
by a power-hungry U.S. Supreme Court. 

. ..The so-called legal profession is destroying our 
country, our freedom, and purposely making laws so 
complicated that they themselves can’t eve. agree on 
anything. The average citizen has more sense. It is 
time that we, the people, impeach most judges, defeat 
any politician who is a lawyer, and as jurors protect our 
rights under the Constitution. 

If you were never taught any of the information I 
cite, nor studied the Constitution in school, it is be- 
cause the money powers who determine what books you 
learn from, or exactly what you are taught, want to 
:nslave you under a One World government that will be 
2: Socialist dictatorship. Hence you are brainwashed in 
school in favor of interdependence worldwide, instead 
of “independence”. Isn’t it time we stopped foreign 
aid, stopped being involved in foreign problems, as 
George Washington advised, and put America first 
instead of last’? -Thomas W. Lippitt, Rinard Mills, 
Ohio [End quoting] 

It’s time to wake up and take command of our 
government by enforcing our CONSTITUTIONAL 
RIGHTS. 

WHAT THE NW0 HAS IN MIND 
LL MAKE FASCISM AND 

COMMUNISM SEEM LIKE 
KINDERGARTEN CLASS 

From the INTERNET, 2/21/97, <http:// 
www.vom.com/rc/home.htm>, [quoting:] 

I read your e-mail. Interesting. I am certain there 
is someone who is doing clandestine mind control. 
Based on what I have been able to find out the only one 
that can do this sort of thing is the government and 
possibly, organized crime. 

The reason I know, is, I have been the recipient of 
this mind control technology. 

I have also had some contact with the “agents” who 
are involved in this and have had some of what they did 
to me verified by them. 

I have also been given information I could not 
possibly know via mind control which uses technology 
similar to this. 

There has been much discussion of “Microwave 
Hearing” phenomenon on the net. I was intrigued by 
this and have done some research. It turns out that 
microwave hearing does indeed exist. There is a fair- 
sized body of research available on the subject. This is 
one of the more complete reviews of the subject. The 
entire article is long, and I am not going to post it all. 

But I will review it. 
The name of the Article is: Auditory Perception of 

Radio-Frequency Electromagnetic Fields 
It appeared in: from The Journal of Acoustical 

Society ofAmerica 1982 pages 1321-1334. 
It was written by: Chung-Kwang Chou and Arthur 

W. Guy. The above authors were Ph.D. Researchers at 
the University of Washington as of the publication date 
of this article. 

This research was funded by: Office of Naval lntel- 
ligence, National Institute of Handicapped Research, 
and Department of Education with a special thanks to 
Richard M. White of University of California, Berkeley. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pulsed microwaves have been heard as sound by 
radar operators since radar was invented during World 
War Il. 

The earliest report we have found on the auditory 
perception of pulsed micro-wave appeared in 1956 as 
an advertisement of the Airborne Instruments Lab in 
Proceedings of the IRE. The advertisement described 
observations made in 1947 on the hearing of sounds 
that occurred at the repetition rate of a radar while the 
listener stood close to a horn antenna. When the 
observers first told their coworkers in the Lab of their 
hearing experiences, they encountered skepticism and 
RATHER POINTED QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR 
MENTAL HEALTH, (emphasis this author). 

POWER LEVELS 
AND FREQUENCY RANGE 

At very low frequency range (IMHz) a human-size 
biological object absorbs very little radio-frequency 
energy; however, the absorption can be appreciable at 
the resonant frequency near 70-80 MHz (where the 
long dimension of the body is approximately 0.4 wave- 
lengths) (Durney et al., 1978). For a human head, the 
resonant frequency is near 600 Mhz....Although there 
is universal agreement on the thermal effects of the 
highlevel (100 milliWatts/centimeter squared) radio- 
frequency electromagnetic radiation, there is consider- 
able debate on the biological effects of low-level 
(lOOmWatts/cm2) electromagnetic radiation. 

The thresholds (for hearing, ed.) of average power 
density of fields at the head were determined to be 0.4 
and 2mW/cm2, respectively for the two transmitters. 

In another experiment they used a 245OMHz pulse 
generator with pulses in the 0.5 to 32 microsecond 
width. The generator produced peak power of 1Okw. 
Calculations indicated that the maximum amount of 
absorbed energy was 16 microJOULES/gram. (They 
are talking microjoules per gram now instead of milli- 
watts per cm squared. They use microjoules when they 
talk of absorbed energy and milliwatts when talking 
about radiated wattage. The two are related of course, 
but the energy absorbed depends on the makeup of the 
human head, whereas the energy radiated is dependent 
on the transmission power). 

In another experiment thay used 5 to 15 microsec- 
ond pulses at 3 Ghz frequency. 

DISCUSSION 

The microwave-induced auditory phenomenon is 
an example of a microwave-biological interaction that 
has been WELL QUANTIFIED and has been WIDELY 
ACCEPTED (emphasis this author) as abonafide “weak- 
field” effect. Although originally the hypothesis of a 
direct nervous system stimulation was proposed, the 
evidence is now strongly convincing that the hearing 
phenomenon is related thermoelastically induced me- 
chanical vibration. The same type of vibration can be 
produced by other means, e.g. by a laser pulse, or by 
activating a piezoelectric crystal in contact with the 
akull (Hmm, implants? ed.). 

The paper ends with about a page of references to 

other works, one of which is Frey’s paper published in 
1963. 

So there you have it folks, Microwave hearing is 
fact, not fiction. [End quoting] 

Hopefully, we all can begin to understand how 
the HAARP system and the local microwave tow- 
ers-planted approximately every SO miles around 
our country-and other means can be used for pro- 
gramming us on an unconscious level. 

SCIENTISTS FIND 
GROWING PROOF OF PLANT-SPEAK 

A Tobacco Plant Threatened By Disease 
Warns Neighbors To Watch Out For Germs 

Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 
2/20/97, [quoting:] 

A tobacco plant under attack from a virus gives off 
a chemical vapor that warns its neighbors, “Look out 
for the germs!” 

Researchers said the finding is the first demonstra- 
tion that plants can send an airborne warning about 
disease to other plants. Scientists have known for some 
time that plants can put out such signals about insects. 

In lab experiments, tobacco plants gave off a vapor 
when attacked by a virus. When healthy tobacco plants 
were exposed to that vapor, they rallied their anti-virus 
defenses. 

Other crops may communicate in the same way, 
said researcher llya Raskin of Rutgers University. But 
he said it must be proved that this signaling system 
works outdoors. 

The research might lead to new pesticides, Raskin 
said. 

There’s already evidence that trees can warn each 
other about insect invasions by airborne means. And 
scientists have identified an airborne chemical signal 
that sage plants send when chewed by insects; tomato 
plants respond to the signal by making themselves 
unpalatable to insect marauders. 

Raskin and colleagues presented the work in today’s 
issue of Nature. [End quoting] 

Many years ago Cleave Backster did research with 
plants whereby the plants could pick out guilty parties 
who put out thought waves of murder or injury to others 
or even to other plants. He used the plants as truth 
detectors. 

WORDS OF WISDOM FROM 
H, JACKSON BROWN’S MOTHER 

Excerpted from BOTTOM LINE PERSONAL, 
8/15/96, [quoting:] 

Over the years l’ve saved the letters from my 
mother. What I cherished most were the postscripts she 
would write at the end of each one, such as... 

* Promise only what you can deliver. Then deliver 
more than you promised. 

* Praise is satisfying to receive, but it never teaches 
you anything new. 

* Don’t be afraid to go out on a limb. That’s where 
the fruit is. 

* You can consider yourself a good manager when 
you get superior work from average people. 

* It is my observation that too many of us are 
spending money we haven’t eamed...to buy things we 
don’t need...to impress people we don’t like. [Ar 
excellent definition for too merry Americans.] 

* Everyone you meet knows something you don’t 
know but need to know. Learn from them. 

* You’ll learn more about a road by traveling it 
than by consulting all the maps in the world. 

* Almost all our unhappiness is the result of com- 
paring ourselves with others. 

l Be smarter than other peoplbjust don’t tell 
them so. [End quoting] 

How much better the world would be if we all 
lived up to this advice. 
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World 
@ Pine 

Context For Understanding 

Gap 7 Australia Secret Base 
The majority of people, all over the world, are not the United States or Australian magazines (alwaysvery 

lingering in doubt as to whether [or not] Unidentified short and terse paragraphs), and anything the locals 
Flying Objects (UFOs) and Extra Terrestrials (ETs) are may notice. 
real. They know they are real. Here in early 1989, no It is said that under Pine Gap is the deepest drilling 
one questions their existence. The case for UFOs hole in Australia-about 5 miles (more than 8,000 
aroused passions, controversies and grandstanding for metres). Such a hole is likely used as an underground 
many years. Some of it has not been auite rational. The antenna able to recharge the batteries of submarines in 

3/12/97 Ul HATONN 

We will be going into more on the O.J. Simpson 
matters within the next days because the Blacks are 
becoming more and more restless over the entire lynch- 
ing of Simpson. However, life goes on in other places 
around the globe and since Libya is more connected 
than you might surmise at first glance, it involves 
associations with the Black communities and leader- 
ship of such as, say, Rev. Farrakhan. 

However, we, long, long ago wrote about some- 
thing which must be again brought to your attention, 
what with cloning now established and the E.T. farce 
about to land on you while Hale-Bopp is be-bopping 
around and about, and that was Pine Gap, Australia. 
This is where there is a MAJOR U.S. military experi- 
mental base located with all sorts of strange and unique 
things going on. I, therefore, choose to offer some 
information on that installation prior to speaking fur- 
ther on the Black circumstances. 

The article offered here comes from The News 
Monitor, Australia, and they make a special notation: 
‘information contuined in this Monitor has been care- 

fully selectedfrom sources believedreliable, but abso- 
lute accuracy can not be guaranteed. ” 

We respect that stance and, just as have they at The 
News Monitor, we share this article, translated from 
French to English by Dr. Jean Francois Gille, of a 
writing of Lucien Cometta. 

Now readers, as you go into this, KEEP IN MIND 
that anything you don’t recognize in the skies are UFOs 
if you can’t identify the object or objects. Also, remem- 
ber that anything NOT TERRESTRIAL is extra-terres- 
trial-even God and Hosts-since they are not ROOTED 
in terra-firma (earth) substance. Remember that in 
reality God is of essence of Spirit substance and even 
though HE may well dwell within you, He is not repre- 
sented in YOU as a physical substance other than 
essence. And further, you simply cannot count on 
governments giving you ACCURATE INFORMA- 
TION-ever1 Especially in a world moving toward 
control by the Elite ONE WORLD ORDER, you must 
realize that YOU are the PAWN PUPPET while “they” 
OF THIS NEW WORLD ORDER represent, AND ARE, 
the puppet-masters. 

[QUOTING, from THE NEWSMONITOR, No. 15, 
Vol. S/l. Caption: “Publish and Conceal Not. Jer. 
50:2. Sorry, there is no contact information given with 
this article document. :] 

PINE GAP BASE- 
WORLD CONTEXT 

In order to understand the case of the Pine Gap US 
base (near Alice Springs, Australia) better, I feel com- 
pelled to give some explanations before-hand. I hope 
these explanations will help to increase the general 
awareness of the extraordinary importance that facility 
has for mankind as a whole. 

PINE GAP - US BASE 
the Pacific and Indian Ocean 
through Extremely Low Fre- 

matter being relatively 
settled, public opinions 
should cool down. It is 
with a serene and clear 
mind that we ought to be 
thinking of our future rela- 
tionship with the peoples 
from space. However, the 
public mindis not at peace. 
It vaguely feels that the 
governments are hiding 
“something real big”, and 
it wonders where our lead- 
ers are going to lead man- 
kind. 

During the process of 
research and study of UFOs, researchers who do not 
take the explanations of the scientific establishment at 
face value have discovered unsettling facts; these facts 
have started the lifting off [ofl the lid of the cover-up. 
The value and prestige of their sources of information 
do not leave any doubt about the truthfulness of these 
reports; the main outlines are summarized below. 

PINE GAP 

The United States has three major bases in Austra- 
lia. One is in South Australia (Nurranger, near 
Woomera, T.N.), another in New South Wales, and the 
third (and by far the largest) is located within about 230 
km (143 miles) of the geographical center of the conti- 
nent, not far to the west of Alice Springs (Northern 
Territory), at the foothills of the southern slopes of the 
MacDonnell Range. This base is completely under- 
ground, with barely visible entrances to the surface. 
This aTop Secret” base is entirely financed by the 
United States Government, and is officially known as 
the Joint Defense Space Research Facility (JDSRF). 
[H: To you who asked about the bases and “other” 
bases to identify these loeations, I did so, but here is 
your eonfirmation so why don’t you get a map and 
locate the areas.] 

When the JDSRP was first initiated, its aim was 
scientific research for the supposed development of a 
space defence technology. It is now known that since 
its inception, its primary purpose was research into 
electromagnetic propulsion. 

What exactly is Pine Gap? As strange as it may 
seem, even Australian Federal Parliament member& do 
not know. Among the Cabinet members, only a small 
number of “initiates” have a vague idea of what this is 
all about. The only information source available to the 
public is the cross-checking done by private research- 
ers such as Jimmy Guieu, following statements made by 

quency (ELF). broadcasts. 
Such a gigantic antenna 
could be used to generate the 
gigantic stationary wave 
around the Earth. 

[H: I ask that you be 
aware that this is so; how- 
ever, the reason it is some ‘I 
miles in depth is that alt 0.c 
the navigation and fre- 
quency crystals of univer- 
sal (eosmie) use are under 
the crust surface some 6 
miles in depth. Thir &at- 

ing of the “antennaC allows a bounce-off ust of the 
crystals located in various places around the globe 
and, yes indeed, are fully used by extraterrestrials.] 

Some say that Pine Gap has an enormous nuclear 
generator to supply energy to a new type of transceiver. 
It seems, too, that there is a high-powered, high- 
voltage plasma accelerator which may be put to use to 
transmit electric current, or even to produce a “death- 
ray”, or quite simply to feed a plasma gun. Ail this is 
not as incredible as it sounds; it is now known that the 
US base of West Cape, near Exmouth Gulf in Western 
Australia (Harold E. Holt USN Communication Sta- 
tion), has an older type of the transceiver used at Pine 
Gap which is used to send electric current to submerged 
US submarines who trail a wire antenna. It is known 
that electric currents transmitted in this way are re- 
ferred to as plasmo-dynamic cells. 

Several times, locals have seen WHITE DISKS 
about 30’ in diameter in the process of being unloaded 
from large US cargo planes at the airports serving Pine 
Gap. Those disks had the USAF emblem on them. It 
seems likely that disks are assembled and based at Pine 
Gap. The number of disks seen at night leaves no doubt 
in anyone’s mind. An amazing quantity of furniture 
has been delivered by plane from the United States. 
The locals also say that an enormous amount of food is 
stocked in warehouses of what could well be a true 
multi-leveled underground city. 

On the other hand, Pine Gap is well known as one 
of the most important control centers for spy satellites 
which circle the globe. An article published in late 
1975 claimed that the Pine Gap installation, along with 
its sister installation in Guam, were used to control the 
photographic missions of the large American satellites 
in orbit above the Earth. 

Pine Gap has enormous computers which are con- 
nected to their American and Australian central coun- 
terparts, which collect all the information secured in 
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these countries, not only about finance and technology, 
but on every aspect of the life of the average citizen. 
Those computers at Pine Gap are also evidently con- 
nected to similar mainframes in Guam, in Knigersdorp, 
South Africa, and at the Amundsen-Scott US base at the 
South Pole. 

Let us say, incidentally, that the employees (more 
than 1200) of the US base in South Africa all claim to 
be members of the US consular mission in that country. 
It may be worthy of note that the Amundsen-Scott base 
at the South Pole is located on a sensitive magnetic spot 
of our planet, that it holds exactly the same assets as 
Pine Gap, and that all the information about most of the 
average citizens of Western Europe is stored there in 
memory banks tens of meters under the icepack. 

A statement made by the Australian premier about 
1987, assuring that “France must disappear from the 
Pacific, fro’m the Kerguelen Ridge, and from Antarc- 
tica ” sheds light on the importance of this polar base 
for the Anglo-Saxon world. 

The most disquieting fact about Pine Gap may be 
that the employees working on the base, and especially 
those earmarked for duty on electromagnetic propul- 
sion projects, have undergone brainwashing and even 
implantation of intracranial devices. Those employees 
have turned into unconditional slaves of their master, 
whoever he is. Rather scary, isn’t it? 

(II: Come ou readers, that is already “old-hat” 
stuff even in the bases, underground quarters, and 
facilities all over the U.S., Canada, and parts every- 
where else. If you encounter workers who know they 
work underground at, say, China Lake, etc., they 
will actually telI you that they have no notion what 
they DO and that it is a TOP SECRET.] 

The true point of the brainwashing of those indi- 
vidual.:, along with the ruthless attempts to implement 
the cover-up of really advanced military technology, 
will become clear at the end of this article. 

For me, it aB began with the construction of the 
new Parliament Building in Canberra, which cost bil- 
lions of dollars. Australia has only 18 million inhab- 
I tams, yet it apparently treated itself to a building far 
beyond its means... supposedly to accommodate its 
government, even if the old Parliament Building was 
perfectly fine. 

This new building, enormous, immense and mag- 
nificent would easily fit the needs of the USSR or of the 
United States, which both have hundreds of millions of 
citizens to rule. That building puzzled me, and I 
started to talk about it until the day I bumped into an 
Englishman who told me that the Australian premier, 
Bob Hawk, was a Rhodes scholar, and as such he 
worked toward the setting up of a One World Govem- 
ment, and that this new Parliament Building likely had 
something to do with it. 

Sometime after, I stumbled on a pamphlet pub- 
lished by the Human Rights Organization, which talked 
about a group of about a hundred people well-placed in 
high finance, politics, the judiciary branch and big 
business. This group was called the “CLUB OF ROME”. 
According to this pamphlet, the CLUB OF ROME was 
pledged to a consortium which controls all interna- 
tional finance. A number of other groups similar to the 
CLUB OF ROME are qually pledged to that finance 
consortium, AND ARE INFILTRATING THE VARI- 
OUS POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS WITH 
THE INTENTION TO MARE PROGRESS TOWARD 
THE INSTITUTION OF A WORLD DICTATORSHIP. 

[II: I ask, please, that the diagram of the hierrr- 
thy of this working organization in Australia be run 
in this paper. Please note that when you consider 
even Common Law, that it is basically a world “right” 
based on the same English rule. You are already 
FUNCTIONING as a ONE WORLD power under 
total control of the Puppet-Masters.] 

The whole thing looked a little bit too preposterous 
to be true, it seemed to me. Nevertheless, a friend of 
mine gave me an audio cassette taped at a lecture given 
by Peter Sawyer, a former Australian civil servant, 
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which exposed a certain number of facts he had noticed 
while in office. He talked, in particular, of a telephone 
exchange in Canberra called “Deacon Centre” [H: See 
diagram on this page.]. This exchange, built in con- 
crete with 4-ft.-thick walls, cost hundreds of millions 
of dollars. It is outfitted with numerous computers, 
arrayed on four levels. When he tried to find out why 
such equipment was needed in a country of only 18 
million, he discovered that those computers were con- 
nected to all the banks, to every post office, to all 
telephones, and to ail of the police stations and customs 
houses; to every arrival and departure desk for air or sea 
travellers; and also and above all, to the other data 
centers collecting data on private citizens-in the United 
States as well as in Europe. 

[II: With the Ekkers, for instance, a whole trunk 
line is now devoted to monitoring of their phones, 
FAKes, computers, etc. Fine, we don’t have any- 
thing coming forth which we would not publish openly 
or, if they are asked about anything, be most happy 
to tell openly and fully. This is, yes, why the “down- 
time* while the phones are out of service. The 
‘company” tried to do the work while Ekkers would 
be away on some regularly scheduled afternoon trips 
to the city so that they would not be discovered 
shutting off transmissions on those ‘Fridays”. They 
THOUGHT you would be gone Monday and yester- 
day-wow, isn’t thls fun? What a bunch of bother 
“they” go to when all they have to do la ask and we 
will give them free access to the lines even wlthin the 
house. Is this dumb or what? There simply is 
nothing hidden here; hasn’t anyone discovered as 
much? Even with financial support it is not a %e- 
cret” nor even twinging on possible indiscretions. 
There is privacy to be considered as we move along 
for the protection of innocent people who wish to 
assist in projects--but no other clandestine or secret 
operations will ever come out of this place. And for 
you at such places as the CLC and CONTACToffices, 
yours (phones, etc.) have already been changed out. 
Some of you are also now on the Ekker trunk llne so 
relax and enjoy the surveillance, for in that surveil- 
lance there also comes protection BECAUSE there is 
nothing to hide in these places. I remind you: what 
you sees is what you gets-from us. 

Yes indeed, they are working on a way to inter- 
cept signals to Dhanua’r brain-and basically have 
worked it out nicely. She only complains that if the 
surveillance teams are already taking off the infor- 
mation-then confound it, save her the work and 
present it directly! At the least, she considers it rude 

and inappropriate to occasionally wipe out her whole 
computer program while tampering with the signals. 

I, personally, use those hook-ins to get immedi- 
ate and direct input to the surveillance teams to pass 
on upstairs to their Honchos [bosses]. 

We get on very well indeed; it is amusing that the 
milly goats are the flunkies of such as Green and 
Binder-who are NOTHING SAVE NUISANCES 
TO TEE SYSTEM ATTENDING THIS SYSTEM 
OF MONITORING. DO YOU REALLY THINK, 
BROTHERS, TIIAT YOU AREN’T DISCOVERED 
OR KNOWN? WOW, WHAT SILLY GAMES TEE 
NIT-WITS PLAY! I THINK MONITORS ARE A 
GOOD THING BECAUSE THEY CAN TRACE 
BACK THE IDIOT GAMES SUCH AS TEE 
INTERNET GAME TO SET UP OUR INNOCENT 
PEOPLE. 

May we always be appreciative of the limited 
security we are given in this game of ‘getcha” be- 
cause what you surmise is coming down-isn’t al- 
ways bad in outcome!] 

That facility on Deacon Street is therefore a Center 
where all the data pertaining to every citizen of the 
Western World ends up being stored. All financial, 
economic, political and military information, as well as 
the information on every inhabitant of those countries. 
As a matter of course, all people living in Australia are 
put on file, kept up with and labelled. [H: So, locals, 
relax and feel comforted by the knowing that you are 
totally watched, infiltrated and realize that the 
TRUTH is atill the very best approach to every 
encounter and every circumstance for in so doing 
and in so acting-there is positive proof of no clan- 
destine, subversion or intent to overthrow anything. 
If we can function within the systems, we will aiwayr 
do no. If not, then we won’t function-period. Those 
who take up weapons of war are not welcome here. If 
something cannot be accomplished within the LAW- 
then it is not acceptable anyway. Do we understand 
one another? I certainly hope so for I weary of the 
rilly and stupid games being played against us.] 

Peter Sawyer discovered also that the president of 
the ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION came for a lengthy 
stay in Australia to supervise in person the construction 
of 20 luxury residences in Canberra (the Australian 
government footed the bill), in the wonderful setting of 
a National Park, where, legally, nobody is allowed to 
build. 

The investigations led by Sawyer exposed, first that 
the new Parliament Building is meant to accommodate 
the world government-to-be; and second, that the 20 
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luxury residences will be allocated to the different attorneys alwayr threatening prison and poverty. MENT OF THE UNDERGROUND BASES WILL 
foreign members of that government... Why choose But remember something: lawyers, judges, pollti- MARE PGSSIBLE THE DISAPPEARANCE, WITH- 
Canberra as the headquarters of the new world govern- clans, etc., ALSO HAVE TO HAVE FOOD TO FILL OUT A TRACE, OF THOSE WHO DO NOT CON- 
ment? Simply because Australia is a peaceful country, THEIR HUMAN BELLI.ES-EVEN AS THINGS OF FORM AND THOSE WHO “HINDER THE HAPPI- 
with very few natives likely to turn rebellious and, ECONOMIC SYSTEMS DETERIORATE, AND NESS OF THE PEOPLE”. Also, it will ensure the swift 
above all, it’s an English-speaking country. No other MORE AND MORE GROWING FIELDS ARE DE- crushing of any possible uprising. IT MAY ALSO 
English-speaking country can offer the safety Australia STROYED, AND IRRIGATION SYSTEMS ARE HAPPEN THAT OUR NEW “MASTERS” WILL END 
will provide at the time of the taking over by the World DESTROYED BY WHATEVER MEANS WHICH UP TELLING THE PEOPLE THAT WE [ARE] AT 
Government. In America and Europe, uprisings are COME ALONG. THAT IS ALL TEAT WE ARE THE “EVE OF THE MILLENNIUM, A GOLDEN 
more than likely, and South America not only is not iBOUT AND WHAT EVERYONE ELSE OR ANY AGE...” IT WILL BE THE WORST DICTATORSHIP 
English-speaking, but its fondness for revolutions and OTHER NATION DOES IS THEIR BUSINESS-- EVER KNOWN TO MANKIND. 
social disturbances is well known. WE HAVE NAUGHT TO HIDE EVEN FROM WHAT IT IS QUITE CERTAIN THAT OTHER BASES 

Australia is thus the ideal place for such an under- OTHERS WOULD CALL “OUR ENEMIES”.] HAVE BEEN BUILT IN THE UNITED STATES AND 
taking. How is the advent of a World Government The holding bank receives the interest paid by the ELSEWHERE IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. 
possible in the near future? It is relatively easy, as we underdeveloped countries, then puts it into another None of the above has anything to do with science 
will explain. “holding bank” which, in turn, invests the huge quan- fiction. All is true, and it certainly doesn’t give a very 

First, who are those 7nternationalists” who want tity of money on behalf of the Arabs. rosy picture of the future. 
to take overthe planet? THE ONES WHO WANT TO Those investments are made into thriving large l +* 

SET UP A WORLD GOVERNMENT ARE 15 FAMI- businesses. In the meantime, only small interests are 
LIES OR SO, WHO ALREADY GOVERN ALL OF sent to Arab countries. Those who engineered the plan “Judges can go crazy-indeed, many seem mad- 
THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND KEEP A were perfectly aware that the leaders of the underdevel- but unless they arefiaming at the month and tearing 

TIGHT LEASH ON MOST GOVERNMENTS oped countries would be tempted to pocket a good part their robes into small pieces, they are permitted to 
THROUGH THE ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF THEIR of the received money. send men to prison, to deny the helpless theirjust dues, 
FINANCES AND THEIR DOMESTIC ECONOMY. The IRB will then tell the Arab countries that the and to interpret the law of the land. ” Famed attorney 
These finance moguls devised their plan after World holding bank investments have turned out badly, all Gerry Spence. 
War I, and have been working since on an insidious their assets had vanished and that no interest will be 
undermining process aimed at economic destabiliza- paid any more. The Arab countries will then have no [END OF QUOTING] 
tion all over the West. choice but to put all the securities they own on the 

If those financiers are obviously labelled “capital- market, as well as quite an amount of property bought Now, why would I dredge up “old stuff’? Because 
ists”, it is a very deceptive label, though, for, in fact, by the second holding bank. A good part of these it is now “new” stuff. Further, you need to have the 
they have never stopped to pull the strings of the possessions will then be frozen, because they will have updates and explanations about why some things are 
progressive parties. Their idea is logical, and lay, quite been bought with the aid of not-entirely-repaid loans, now happening to you even more seemingly atrocious 
simply, in the destabilization of the countries of the and they will be part of the assets of the first holding than prior to now. It is the time of trying to stop the 
West on the political, economic and religious levels. IT bank, gone bankrupt. The incredible quantity of shares word and non-establishment news from reaching 
MAY BE SURPRISING TO SOME THAT THESE “IN- put on the market at the same time will cause a stock through. Well, readers, God said HE wouId make sure 
NOVATORS” HAD INFILTRATED THE TOP LEV- market crash of such magnitude that all the national the truth reaches through and then, it is YOU who will 
ELS OF THE MAIN RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS, economies of the West will collapse at the same time. do that which you will WITH IT. 
ONLY A SMALL NUMBEROF YEARS WAS NEEDED The planet will find itself in a desperate predica- We will hopefully offer some alternative peaceful 
TO MARE THEM VIRTUALLY POWERLESS.. . [Were ment. Cash will not be worth a damn, and the risks of ways to function within what IS. But beyond that, there 
these establishments “bought out” through financial a global confrontation (planned!) will be high. will be no wars from this place or from our places in the 
contributions? Ed.] cosmic realms. What is coming down is truly limited to 

Economic destabilization is implemented through ENTER PINE GAP the human aspect of physical environment wherein 
a slower but most efficient process. This process everybody has to live, eat and hopefully, find shelter. 
(already under way) will cause the entire financial At this point, the usefulness of bases like Pine Gap That is not my problem nor my demand. Take the 
system of the West to collapse. The people involved are will become obvious. If a Global confrontation is going information and toss it if you like or use in the birdcage. 
the same people who cause the price of oil to go up and to break out, those bases will serve as a place of safety However, it is obvious from the restrictive and Admi- 
then, after convincing European neighbors to agree to for the politicians and their staff, as well as the inter- ralty courts now accomplished, that you have some big 
these price rises, provide that the yield coming from the national financiers, their family and friends. social and economic problems. We can offer informa- 
price rises will be paid to the “International Reserve If no confrontation breaks out, the financiers will tion, but FORCING IT DOWN YOUR NECKS is not 
Bank” (IRB), which is entirely at their command. The adapt a “saintly” attitude AND OFFER SUBSTITU- among our wishes nor alternatives. 
Reserve Bank hands the money over to a “holding TION OF ALL CURRENCIES BY PLASTIC CARDS, It is known, recognized, that there will be major 
bank” who lavishly loans the money to Third World ENSURING “TRUE EQUALITY” FOR ALL; THE changes by the turn of the century, so what else is new? 
countries for usurious rates of interest. [H: Please, ABOLITION OF ALL OWNERSHIP RIGHTS, and the I may well not be accepted by you or the general 
Ekkerr, realize that this is why so much is ‘on hold” setting up of a World Government that will “ensure hierarchy, but I AM WELL KNOWN, LISTED A-6 
until the rystems of monitoring could be completed. peace”. SECURITY, BEYOND “TOP SECRET” CATEGORY, 
Never mind it for I repeat that we are not even in The masses (consciousness as a group) will be BY THE ELITE WHO INTEND TO PULL OFF THIS 
competition with anyone or anything-we just want convinced that it is necessary to ensure Peace and MISERABLE FARCE AND FRAUD UPON YOU-THE- 
to build a few nrolects which will make it easier to THE PEOPLE. SO BE IT AND MAY YOUR JOURNEY BE 
pass through tMr dme of hardship as the New World 

Social Justice bv anv means. including force. 
POTENTIAL ACHIEVED THROUGH-THE EQUIP- INTERESTING. 

Order falls into 
Sinai place. Our FRANK & ERNEST 
task is to rlmply 
INFORM. 
Ekkers serve the 
information 
needs .and will 
never have any- 
thing of potential 
value or income. 
It lr too difficult 
to live in the 
world and also 
“have” anything. 
Liars and thieves 
abound at every 
turn, aided and 
abetted by ruth- 
less and corrupt 
polltlclanr and 
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Desperate Antics To Incriminate 
Both Ekkers And CONTACT 

3/l l/97 #2 HATONN No, this is entrapment and a major criminal of- 
fense, for the parties who have done this have named 

The traitors and Green set-ups are doing every- erroneous parties in an attempt to mislead and deceive. 
thing in their power to shut down CONTACT under the This would further move to malicious prosecution of 
claims that Ekkers are guilty of everything short of innocent parties and it is time to stop this game of 
murder and deserve prison sentences and heavy sane- Green’s right now. If it is not PERSONALLY Mr. 
tions or fines-BECAUSE DHARMA ACTUALLY Green’s doing-it is his assigns and emissaries doing 
WROTE ABOUT THE TRUTH OF GOD, based on thisoutrageousa~~~~~~~~~~ol~. 
materials supplied to the court by George Green and his AretherenolengthstogotoofarfoIthesepnposterous 
band of criminals. Ekkers are NOT “CONTACT”. misf~tstqingtogainwealthaheadySRXENbyMr.Green? 
They are not even longer the major contributors of NO! And moreover, the culprits can be traced right back 
writings for that paper. throughoneofthereceivers’FAXsystem. Itwouldhavetobe 

Now it is claimed Ekkers and CONTACT have put traced through the Illinois mceiverbecausehem locally it has 
the banned journals on the World Internet and “just beenatumptedbut ‘blocked”. Mrs. RussellHennan’s equip- 
connect into the system and you can download all nine merit has enough data available to trace because dates and 
banned journals”. The address and phone system GlyEN sender information is mtained in the computer base. A 
ON THE INTERNET look like those of CONTACT. s&poem, however, would have to be issued fix tracing that 
THIS IS PURELY FRAUD. Ekkers are not even web- information. 
site or Internet connected or informed enough of the Therehasbeenanabilitytoreachthmugh,ontheweb,to 
how-tos to accomplish getting hooked in. CONTACT Timothy Binder’s website information and it is possible that 
has neither funds nor inclination to have a hookup of this is the source but it needs further substantiation from both 
any kind. It would be an expensive process to accom- the transmitter AND the user’s equipment. 
plish this copy feat and the evidence is going into the Not being Internet literate we can only offer what 
court today with a demand to investigate this matter for we can glean from the information offered, strangely 
it is a blatant attemut to cause the Ekkers to be susoect. enough, bv a carts oullinn this off the net-in South 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 

tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. 
Postage is included in tape prices. 

Please send check or money order to: ItfE WORQ P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish 
to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatics//y receive tapes from future meetings, please 
send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will 
try to notify you as your balance reaches zero. 

The following is a purtial list of older items but including all of the most 
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and 
mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 
l/7/96 The Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2); 
2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3);2/11/96-(3); 2/25/96 Christopher Reeve 
interview on ‘Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96 (3); 
3/l 7/96 (3)Deepak Chopra “The Wizard Within” & George Hunt ‘1987 Wilderness 
Conference”; 3/31/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96 (3); 4/28/96 (2)Desire & intention; 
5/l 2/96 (3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l l-1 2/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase; 
6/l 6/96 (4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”; 
6/30/96 (2); 7/l l/96(2) Waliy Gentlemen 81 George Van Noy;7/21/96 (2);8/4/96 (2); 
8/l 7/96 (4) “Little Crow”; B/l B/96 (4) 81 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada 81 Commander 
Hatonn; B/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke; 
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) JUDGEMENTDAY-1995, a dramatization; 
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada; 
11/2/96 (3); 11/24/96 (2);12/8/96(2) ;12/29/96(2); 
2/l g/97(4) David Miller Tapes; 2/23/97(2) Little Crow tape; 
3/34/97(S) Eustace Mullins & Cort Christie; 3/l O/97(2) David Miller Tapes; 3/l 6/97(5). 

Africa. The information reads: “World Wide Web site 
created by BINDER INTERNET, contact 
WEBMASTER”. Then there is reference to: “Scien- 
tific Publications. University of Science and Philoso- 
phy, SCIENCE@POBOX COM l-800-882-LOVE (5683)“. 

What you will find if you can pull up this informa- 
tion is a bit mind-boggling as there is full revelation of 
the fact that Dr. Russell gained all his information from 
God, and yet, no other receiver can do the same except 
they be hounded and sued for the information. 

So how is it that Dhatma sits to her keyboard and writes 
on the topic of God in response to specific inquiries and is 
somehow guilty of CONTEMPT deserving prison time and 
massive (sloo,ooo requested) sanctions? 

You who are on Internet or World Wide Web, see 
what you can find, for the FRAUD on the Ekkers and 
CONTACT gets ever bigger and bigger and bigger! Are 
not these outrageous claims presented to a Federal 
Judge even more fraudulent and intentional? 

Are your courts not in SERIOUS trouble? When 
you reach a point wherein you cannot, from heart and 
mind, write your concept of God and Universe, from 
whatever source outside or within self-YOU ARE IN 
SERIOUS TROUBLE, CITIZENS OF THE WORLD. 
And further, HOW this can be construed as direct 
contempt against a SPECIFIC JUDGE, COYLE, IS 
SOMEWHAT BOGGLING TO THE SENSES. When 
inspiration or input from GOD is considered contempt 
of court-specifically the JUDGE of that court-and is 
worthy of imprisonment of innocent parties, you have 
really “come a long way baby(s)“. No, I do NOT think 
GOD IS SITTING STILL FOR THIS ONE! 

If THIS is contempt of court and plagiarism then 
EVERY PREACHER, PRIEST, RABBI, MINISTER, 
SHAMAN, MEDICINE MAN, TEACHER OF RELI- 
GIOUS ASPECTS OF GOD AND SPIRITUALISM-IS 
GUILTY OF PLAGIARISM AND SHOULD BE 
EQUALLY TREATED UNDER THE LAW, SENT TO 
PRISON AND FINED HEFTILY, INCLUDING BUT 
NOT LIMITED TO, GEORGE GREEN1 The attorneys 
who knowingly have foisted this false case upon the 
court should likewise experience a bit of prison and be 
sanctioned very, very heavily for Fraud upon the Court. 
This case in point of US&P va. Ekhrs is fully con- 
temptible in all aspects of charges and is a disgrace to 
your nation and to you, t&c citims. 

I want to leave that “case” now and move on to 
sharing some information that all of you CITIZENS 
should have. You are fed such garbage in the establish- 
ment press as to leave you without any ability to stand 
back and see what is REALLY taking place. 

[Editor ‘s note: This is an adfrom 
Desired Green ‘s NEW Company, 

called Global Insights.] 

THE .SECRET OF LIGHT 

~~~~zgtL& . . . 
ISBNzl-879605-104 

Within the Scaec oblighc is the answer 
to many unanswered q+ionr: What is 
matter, energy, elcccricicy, magnecbm, 
graviraeion. radiation? What is the void- 
ante principle of growth! What is the 
unfoldment-refokimenc principle of 
sequential patterns ‘m nature? Learn why 
God is Light and will work with you. 

NOT FOR YOU! 
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OnceUpon ATitie... 
Editor ‘S note: Many CONTACT readers have received this cover letter anonymousi’y, with some of Russell ‘s 

writings. For those ofyou who haven ‘t seen it, here it is. This particular letter wasfaxed directly to the CONTACT 

ofice by one O~OU~ Hawaiian readers. Please also note box on p. 26for Desired Green ‘s company now oflering 

The Secret Of Light. Let me tol& you a story* 

Once upon a. time there lived a receiver "for God. The 
adversary of truth, in an effort to silence this beins, 
sought a prison term for bringing forth the Word. *And yet: 
neither truth nor God may be silenced1 

Enclosed are some words about God and His Lighted Thought ' 
which vou have. now received. Pl'ease make a few copies and 

ate circle. 

@W;;;;;;$yp$; . ,Bu~~~~!~gy~3 o . 
Dietrich, Glaerud & Jones 

Attorneye at Law 
5250 North Palm Ave., Suite 402 

Fresno, CA 93704 

Then send a duplicate copy of the same material to: 

Mr. Gene Dixon 
ConstitutJonal Law Center 

c/o: CONTACX 
P. 0. Box 27800 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 

When God's Word is r&eived.' around the worlh and t 
victorious? . 

Word? ; I. ";. 
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Some Legal Advice From Mrs, Russell E, Herrmann 
3/10/97 MRS. RUSSELLE.HERRMANN 

Mr. EJ and Doris Ekker 
2 152 1 Adam Drive 
Tehachapi, CA 93561 

Ref: Five (5) pages of solicitations from, parties unknown, telecommunicated by wire, soliciting court ordered “Ban” or “Bar” on selling of the Phoenix 
Journals (affixed hereto). 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Ekker, 
Last evening, commencing at 2252 hours, March 9, 1997, and ending at 22:56 hours that date, five (5) pages of solicitations for court barred/banned sale 

of Phoenix Journals came through on my telecommunications equipment which, in our opinion, should be submitted immediately to the court governing the bar 
on the sale of said Phoenix Journals. This you must do, for serious breach of court order banning said sale has occurred. 

The court should take notice of the following: 
(1) These five (5) pages, at the top of said pages, have the date of 03/02/1997, which does not correspond with the date received stamped by this telefax 

evidenced on the bottom of said page (my receiving fax “G3” security receiver, sending fax signatured). 
(2) The type evidenced on said pages is not familiar type, as relating to prior communications between you and the two (2) of us, Mr. John Ray (my cousin), 

and myself, Mrs. Russell E. Herrmann-Herrman-Herman also known as Catherine and Grandma Herrman-Herman, writing under they byline of “Voice of the 
Old Guard”. 

(3) Probable entrapment is in process, which is a violation of 18 U.S.C. or commonly known to the court as Title 18, which is known as the criminal code. 
In brief, entrapment is defined as inducing of a person or persons to commit a crime not contemplated by him, for the purpose of instituting a criminal 
prosecution against him/her. 

It matters not whether federal agents, agencies, employees, individuals and/or private individuals commit the inducing of entrapment. 
(4) FCC Rules and Regulations as relating to mandatory fax headers, listing the sender’s telephone/fax number have been violated, as no mandatory 

signature/identification is evidenced. Malicious intent to induce entrapment of yourselves, by others, by probable wire fraud and breach/violation of order of 
the court, by legal willfulness of others, is an outstanding probability. This would induce malicious prosecution of innocent parties. 

(5) The court should be noticed per federal civil procedure and rules, per mandatory notice to the court, Rule 60 (b), of newly discovered evidence of 
probable fraud, including violations of Title 18 (18 U.S.C.), Sec. 15 12: Obstruction of Justice. 

(6) Obstruction of justice occurs when a victim or a witness, is prevented from presenting evidence to a U.S. District Court Judge relating to criminal 
activity in a case set before said U.S. District Court Judge. 

For the record, I have taught Constitutional Law since 1957. Also, for the record, I am ex-law enforcement and an officer of the court. 
Also, for the record, if needed, I can produce letters of reference from a city, chief of police, senator, etc. However, I am disabled and unable to travel long 

distances. Said letters evidence my loyalty, integrity, honesty and ability. 
Other law enforcement engagement evidences F# 63 1: 182:001, from which I have not been released. For the record, records of numbers will evidence: 

63 l=s U.S.A., 182=s John Fitzgerald Kennedy, OOl=s the White House. Due to the President’s untimely demise, I “was never released from service,” and in all 
probability, due to the confusion at the time of the President’s death, my records were lost. In searching for my records, a call was made to U.S. House Ways 
& Means Committee Chairman, Andy Jacobs, whereupon I was told that my “records were in Langley, Virginia, and they were not recoverable.” (1993, Rep. 
Jacobs’ telephone equipment can be subpoenaed for verification.) 

John Ray is retired from AT&T with many years of outstanding service, and enjoyment of an excellent reputation, which is above par. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ekker, you are strongly encouraged to take these five (5) pages to the court, and request the court for a court investigation into this matter as 

defined in said five (5) pages, as Acts of Legal Wilfulness have and are occurring. Legal Wilfulness is defined as “intentional disregard of known duty 
necessary to safety of person or property of another and entire absence of care for life, person or property of others. (Bartolucci v. Falleti, 3 14 Ill. App. 551,41 
N.E. 2d 777, 780)” 

I do not practice law, I teach law. 
You are strongly encouraged to take these affixed regional pages, which conform in numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, conforming with the Federal Rules of 

Evidence, Rules, Sec. 1001 and Sec. 1002, to the court of proper jurisdiction over these matters in the case now at issue. 
Also, it is strongly encouraged by myself (since somehow I have become involved due to encroachments of fraudulent intent upon my person, etc.), you 

should pursue addressing the issues to the court of proper jurisdiction of Title 18 (18 U.S.C.) of the RICO Statutes, Sec. 1961, et seq., for extortion exists. 
The extortion exists in the framework of a design to deprive you of your property and your personalities (reputations), by others, who have a modus 

operandi (MO) already preestablished, and in all probability entered into said case now at issue. 
We, Mr. Ray and myself, are not “willing participants”, we do not know the parties involved. The materials came to us unsolicited. We are fully cognizant 

of the fact neither yourselves nor CONTACT has the financial wherewithal1 to set up a WWW, or more commonly known as World Wide Web, site. 
The Honorable Court should, in my opinion, bring forth a court order, ordering an immediate investigation into the telephone and telephone equipment 

records of others involved in this case at issue. Telephone records and equipment should easily verify the offender. 

Mr. John Ray 
916 8wutamre Ct. 
-g; Il.linoie 60193 
Telem (647) 524-5236 
Telefax (847) 524.8842 
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ing, before I formed thee; and before thou comest forth 
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all that I shall send thee, and whatsoever I command 

University Of Science & Philosophy thee thou shall speak...thenihe Lord put forth his hand and 
touchedmymouth. AndtheLordsaiduntom,BehokLI 

(US&P) Court Case - - 
have put My words in thy mouth.” (Jerremiah 2:4-9) 

Or-“And it shall come to pass afterwards, that I 
will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and your sons 
and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall 

Article I (to speak-forth) is a forth-teller, i.e., one who speaks dream dreams, you yaw? men shall see visions; and 
forth the message which has been communicated to also UPon the servants and upon the handmaids in those 

Prophets him through Divine inspiration, whether of practical days will I pour out my spirit.” (Joel 2:~ and 29) 
duties or future events. The emphasis of the prophets’ I believe it will be obvious to any serious reader 
work lay in the former. The Hebrew words are: that not only is the practice of God in relation to His 

Early in 1993 I reviewed some biblical statements (1) Nabi, from a verb meaning “to boil forth” as a Prophets still very much the same today as in ancient 
regarding Prophets for use by the attorneys to show to fountain, hence, one who speaks freely from a full heart times, but also the message of God to the people 
the court the correlation between Walter Russell, Doris impelled by the inspiration of God; through the prophets is of a very similar nature, grant- 
Ekker (Dharma) and Bible Prophets in the reception (2) roeh., from a verb meaning “to see”, hence a ing differences due to the increased use of the printing 
of their inspirations from God. My purpose was to al- seer (I Samuel 9:20), one who saw Divine visions, Di- press, the increase in knowledge and in populations. 
low the Judge to make a judgement in the case, based, vine Truths, and spoke what he had seen from God. For a present day example where a second person, 
not on his own possible belief system, but between two A uartial listing of Drouhets: Moses, Abraham, or several persons, have received information from the 
parties who apparently believed the same in regards to Isaiah, Jeremiah, Samuel, Daniel, Ezekial, Amos, same heavenly Host (i.e., Hatonn, Sananda, Germain) 
their roles-roles which also were of ancient histori- Hosea, John the Baptist, John the Beloved (Book of I refer you to the book: Celestial Raise, compiled by 
cal significance. Both Walter Russell and Doris Ekker Revelation), etc. Marcus, Published by A.S.S.K. Publishing, P.O. Box 
have stated that their inspiration or information comes God’s instructions to the prophets of the Old Tes- 35, Mt. Shasta, CA 96067. Therein you will find a 
from God and is intended for the world. Both insist tament were often prefaced with words such as, for variety of present day prophets and seers who have 
that the information given forth is not of their own example: “Son of man...utter a parable to the rebel- written about their own inspirations from these sources. 
knowledge, etc. Both are commanded to give the mes- lious house, and say unto-them, Thus saith the Lord There can be no monopoly on God’s Word, or on the 
sage to the world, and have tried to do so. God... Woe to the bloody city. . . I the Lord have spoken Hosts, and since the true authors of the words are not 

The ancient examples presented below were taken it”. ..(Ezekial 24: l-24) the receivers or translators, it would appear to me that 
from the King James Version of the Bible with attached Or- “And the word of the Lord came unto there can never be a legitimate earthly copyright Of 

Concordance, Published by Oxford at Clarendon Press: Zechariah saying, Thus speaketh, the Lord of Hosts, the messages, for it is my understanding that copyright 
saying execute true judgements and show mercy and law states that the author is the only one who has a 

MEANING: compassion every man to his brother...“, etc. right to obtain a copyright or to transfer it. 
(Zechariah 7:8 and 9) To be continued. 

ProDhesv: (1) to speak by divine inspiration; 
(2) to foretell; 
(3) to explain religious subjects, to 

preach, to exhort. 
ProDhet: The literal meaning of the Greek word THE GARDEN 

(I)“,“‘,. ..,.. .I ‘1,’ P” s”or$ uo 101, 

Al-THOUGH 

I’M NOT 
VERY IMPORTANT, 

(FOR SOME REASOFj) 

HAS TAKEN 
THE TROUE3LE 

TO CoPYRlarr 
MY FiNGERPRINTS. 

OR 
A YWINKLE 

IN YOUR EYE? 

OF ATON 
A Collection of Research Articles which. appeared 

in the weekly PHOENIX LIBERATOR and CONTACT Newspapers 
under the heading of Nora’s Research Corner from 

l/28/92 through 4127193. 

VOLUME I 

I Order by mail or phone: Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, VISA, credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, 
Nevada 89126. Pleasesend$6.OOplus$2.50forshippin8&han~Nevadaresidents, Nevada 89126. Pleasesend$6.OOplus$2.50forshippin8&han~Nevadaresidents, 
please add 7% aales tax. please add 7% aales tax. 

BY 
NORA BOYLES 
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The Lies Will Eveituallv 
J 

Catch Up With Liars 
3/12/97 Wl HATOIUN the deadly assaults against my typist. Information 

within the U.S. is so structured and so difficult to find 
“in truth”, as the oppression hits harder and harder we- 
the-people, that much information must flow from 
elsewhere on the globe and hopefully find its way into 
such papers aa CONTACT, Spotlight, etc. Truth is 
better accepted from physical experiencers than from 
Hosts at any rate, since all of you simply wait and try to 
confirm what I offer. It is fine and in that way you grow 
and move into investigating your circumstances from 
Australian bases to our local courts and judicial sys- 
tems and from O.J. Simpson’s circumstances to the 
overall Black citizen’s status as a whole. It does, 
however remain totally amazing at the lengths to which, 
and not to mention the expenses involved, to set up 
people in a scam/sham Internet intrigue yet, just to 
keep their terrible secrets of crimes and intent hidden. 
THIS would appear to me to be direct contempt of court 
orders since the parties in blame are also named on the 
documents issued to and by the court. 

DON’T WE WRITE MOR& 
A:OUT GOD AND HOSTS? 

I can’t because even when we write specific an- 
swers to questions, i.e., “Who is God” and “What is 
God?“, Dharma ends up with threat of prison term and 
heavy fines-for contempt of court yet. 

Not until the court matters are settled, and perhaps 
not even then, will Doris Ekker be free to put to paper 
the truth of God for it is considered copywork from 
scientific books of Walter Russell. And no, I cannot 
imagine how this relates either to Timothy Binder’s 
science or to the University of Science and Philosophy. 
That, however, as Judge Coyle of the Federal Bench 
would quickly tell us, is not the issue in point. What is 
the issue in point? I don’t know because what “they” 
say and what “they” claim are two very opposing things. 

So I ask all of you to please understand our position 
here until this “thing” is settled for not answering 
personal or private questions and/or deviating far in 
“freelance” responses because those out-of-context writ- 
ings regarding Light and God, etc., end up, of neces- 
sity, matching pretty much what others before have 
written when they truly write TRUTH about the sub- 
jects. 

Well, it is what we must live with and within, so 
please bear with us while we don’t respond to such 
pointed inquiries regarding God and Man, 

CONTACT was started as a news-sheet and then a 
newspaper, separate and apart from myself so that the 
printed word would not be only a focus on myself. We 
are pleased that the Staff continues to print our input 
and that you continue to demand to have our writings- 
but CONTACT was set forth first as the Liberator to 
match the full extension of truth in happenings as 
offered in Civil War (US) times when there were no 
papers printing truth. You have again reached that 
same control of press and media as you then had. The 
Liberator was finally so hounded and assaulted that it 
had to close and merge with another small offering just 
to afford to go on-this after Green moved to Nevada, 
taking the assets and subscription funds and, unknown 
at the time, $350,000 in gold coins sent to make sure 
the paper could continue via loans and, hopefully, 
grants from the Phoenix Institute for Research & Edu- 
cation. No, in spite of what Green claimed about a non- 
profit tax-free Institute somehow being set up in Cali- 
fornia, THERE NEVER WAS SUCH A PLAN EVEN 
CONSIDERED-WE SHALL ALWAYS PAY OUR 
WAY FAIRLY AND SQUARELY, UNDER AND AC- 
CORDING TO THE LAW. CONTACT IS A NEVADA 
CORPORATION AS WELL. Unfortunately there is 
nothing save debt now or ever prior to now and, with 
people stealing, i.e., Green, Ence, Cleary directly from 
the very corporation, Phoenix Institute, while they 
served as officers and directors, how would that status 
ever be able to change? 

Since, however, documented evidence is what you 
REALLY want from the paper in point, we do very 
nicely simply offering you what is shared willingly 
with us which allows you to have information without 

It would further appear, however, that the adver- 
saries have overstepped their safety zone in this last 
escapade because many people are irate over the insidi- 
ous lies and events presented. We shall see who will 
stand for truth and who will fold in the gardenof FEAR. 

I hope the CONTACT crew will realize 
the serious portent of what has lately been 
foisted off on the Internet public-because 
it will not fall, this time on Ekkers, other 
than as a fallout circumstance as it is real- 
ized, even by the Judge in the cases, that 
Ekkers have nothing with which to create a 
World Web Site nor do they know how to do 
same. They do not even have access to the 
equipment which would allow such transfer 
of anything. However, Green, Williams, 
Binder, et al., DO HAVE ACCESS AND, 
IN FACT, THERE IS A WORLD WIDE 
SITE-PAGE CREATED BY TIMOTHY 
BINDER FROM WHERE HIS OWN IN- 
FORMATION IS CARRIED TO AND RE- 
TRIEVED FROM SOUTH AFRICA AND 
WORLDWIDE. 

“But,” you continue to ask, “does their 
action mean that we can’t live in freedom, 
even here in America?” Well, how many of 
YOU have had to stand in a Federal Court 
while a Federal Judge pronounces that he 
has already decided to punish you with jail 
and massive sanctions for contempt of his 
own ruling? This, without even the ability 
to have an attorney to stand with you to 
explain what is taking place in the foreign 
language system. No, Doris can hold God 
in her heart and keep her tongue stilled 
about it, but I can assure you that the REA- 
SON for the previous writings which are 
now claimed as “copywork” were to re- 
spond to financial people across the nation 
and across the world. There ARE goodly 
people across the globe but you simply are 
not allowed to connect with or find them. 

There are some really important nota- 

tions to be made here, however. Let’s consider some- 
thing quite strange, but questionable here. M. Gill just 
sent some beautiful hand-made “tops” to “Dharma”- 
but obviously Doris will have to wear them or they 
won’t be “worn”, will they? Is that theft of property? 
So, at this point Doris puts them away until she has 
permission to use them. 

A couple of days ago Mark and Della brought, and 
left outside Doris’ front door, a gift containing a won- 
derful flying pewter angel with crystal drop and halo. 
Is it copywork or use of something not personally 
handed and released into her hands as a gift-to hang 
it by her computer and look at it? It brings JOY but 
what does the LAW say about gifts? Does the accom- 
panying card with message regarding the angel suffice 
for offering and then Doris accepting? 

Then, in turn, does it not seem terribly contradic- 
tory to purchase a home study course from a “u&et- 
sity” set forth as a teaching institution-and not even 
be able to utilize the information as presented-for self 
expression? Do not you and your children form ideas 
and accept possibilities from the SCHOOLS? Even 
more so, would a nutritionist or scientist or scholar be 
disallowed to speak of what they have been taught and 
learned from such “home study courses” which actually 
gift degrees upon the students? Are memories so 
limited as to be unable to express, even in the same 
words, the teachings of the professors, when ques- 
tioned? Even a lawyer must spout what he has been 
taught or flunk the Bar. This is SERIOUS consider- 
ation, readers-very serious indeed. Even in the re- 
markable banking system, if you pay them rent (mort- 
gage) on a house-you get to live in it! But, in this 
instance, even if you PURCHASE a study course-you 
are not able to utilize what might be offered within it. 
Or is it just that Mary Doe in Texas or Florida can use 
the information from her mind-but Doris Ekker can- 
not??? Do you REALLY think the Judge in point has 
any idea about all this? He must depend on officers of 
the court TO TELL HIM THE TRUTH--AND THEY 
HAVEOUTRIGHTLYAND OUTRAGEOUSLY LIED 
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TO HIM. THIS. IN MY OPINION. IS GROSS CON- 
TEMPT AND KNOWINGFRAUD UPONTHE COURT! 
Then, moreover, the case is sealed and no one can get 
factual information to THAT COURT, by demand of 
the original liars from the first go at the Judge. 

I am quite serious when I suggest that Ekkers have 
a very good case against the lawyers Buchanan and 
Seymour of “contempt of the Judge” in this case AND 
ask the Judge to issue an order to show cause why this 
is not CRIMINAL CONTEMPT. At the least it would 
allow you to get evidence before the bench. Since, in 
addition, the documents in the case filing CAME FROM 
GREEN and came with collusion and KNOWING of the 
fraud, by Timothy Binder-are those not grounds for 
inclusion in the case itself’? After all, it is most likely 
that the legal counsels were also deceived by the false 
and fraudulent documents given them for the case in 
point. We fear no investigations--do they??? 

We function under a rather unique and apparently 
unheard of position of “what you see is what you get”! 
Refreshing or foolish? Well, it doesn’t matter because 
TRUTH serves us well into infinity while the lies WILL 
CATCH THE THIEVES. 

Just always remember: these assaults by such as 
Binder and Green are full recognition of the fact that it 
is not desired that YOU learn truth about God and the 
connections with SELF. That too is exactly “how it is” 
and therefore within that recognition do we accept the 
reality of same. And no, the Judge is not “bad”-the 
Judge doesn’t even KNOW what is going on. No, I do 
not know how to get him informed of the truth of the 
ongoing trashing-but truth eventually comes forth 
even if temporarily buried by cover-ups. I believe the 
man to be a wise person who certainly can realize 
“something” is sorely wrong with the US&P presen- 
tation. We can simply pray for insight and right 
actions. 

I cannot believe that the man in point wishes this to 
become a public “cause” just to rule with buddies of the 
Bar. There is still some justice and goodness resting in 
many of these Judges sitting upon the Benches of your 
land. And moreover, do you really think the taxpayers 
will continually sit still for the corruption of the judi- 
cial system by having to appoint Ekkers a lawyer along 
with providing the District Attorney’s offices and spend- 
ing years in further litigation? This is absurd even on 
the face of such accusations and demands to this court 
from those counsels KNOWING THAT THEY FOIST 
OFF FALSE, AND ERRONEOUS INFORMATION 
ONTO THE JUDGE AND COURT. IT WILL BE EVEN 
MORE OBVIOUS IF BROUGHT BEFORE A JURY OF 
TAXPAYERS. I mean, how much damage can two 
retired 65year-old people do to this nation and the 
world, talking about God? 

Doris Ekker, who is accused of leading a “cult”, is 
even amused. A cult of one? Not very successful, I 
would guess!’ George Green had already been recog- 
nized as a “cult leader” with a “following” by the very 
groups he inhabits, i.e., patriots, UFO groupies, etc. Is 
there something WRONG with this picture? 

Green even told the world through radio and tele- 
vision that he was a “gold” expert, owned a bank, is a 
multimillionaire financier, a “development” expert, 
creates the “illusion of money” and on and on and on. 
He stated that Hatonn went with him when he moved to 
Nevada-then Montana-then Idaho, etc. Well, then I 
am curious why he continues to quote from the Church 
of Scientology, The Prophet Group in Montana, and 
DUGGAH, whoever in tarnation that might be? Their 
business thmst is toward total “conspiracy” topics and 
other usurped works of authors on topics for which we 
are brought to the court and prison is demanded. Green 
provides and distributes the works of Walter Russell as 
his own inventory. By the way, he never stopped 
selling any of the Journals ordered secured by the 
Nevada court which he had in holding, or the titles 
banned for distribution by the Federal Court in Fresno, 
California. 

Doris has none of her works, my writings, OR 

WALTER RUSSELL’S, as relates to anything of which 
she is accused of using. Again, is there something 
WRONG with this picture? Oh well, the strings get 
shorter and shorter in the uncovering of TRUTH in 
these instances for, after all, is not a decade of ongoing 
litigation quite enough already7 WHO, by the way, do 
you suppose is paying the lawyers of these adversarial 
teams at suit? The bottom has been established HERE 
so we will simply have to go it on our own which does 
require that the Judges be a bit patient while we learn 
to follow the rules correctly so that we do not take up the 
court’s busy time schedules. If the Judge will appoint 
legal counsel, as Ekkers have asked, it will be much the 
more appropriate in the modern courts because the 
rules are too many and too difficult to follow by you- 
the-people in pro per (which means a lawyer represent- 
ing himself). A “person” as in “proper person” indi- 
cates a corporation or like entity. A Citizen in Party 
defines a citizen representing self. My, my, aren’t the 

“catches” abundant? It is like playing a game while the 
opponent has secret rules which only HE HOLDS AND 
KNOWS, AND THAT, READERS, IS THE PURPOSE 
OF A TICKET, OR CARD, WHICH ALLOWS YOU TO 
BELONG TO THE “BAR” CLUB. It has everything to 
do with THE CLUB and nothing to do with law or 
justice. The American Bar Association is a PRIVATE 
CORPORATION and has nothing to do with 
accreditation by anything other than that Bar Associa- 
tion. Do you realize that even the word “Association”, 
as used in American Bar “Association”, is simply an- 
other word used by incorporation regulations as in 
“company”, Ltd., Corporation, Inc., etc? It is abso- 
lutely NO DIFFERENT than, for instance, Santa Bar- 
bara Savings and Loan Association-indicating a pri- 
vate corporation. 

There is an abundance of information left to LEARN, 
students-a great abundance. 

Good morning. 

ORDER NOW From New Gaia 

ii 

Colloidal Titanium (GAIA Ti=22) 

Colloidal Copper (GAIA Cu=29) $10 20~. 

Colloidal DHEA (GAIA DHEA) $20 202. 

~~Mlamin i!l~ Mineral (GAIA VlTE)-8&!1 

Poslin Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

Olive Leaf Extract $24 (60 tabs) 

Gaialife Colloidal Minerals 121+t $10 202. 

Rare Earth Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 

Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the 
newly created, mutated viruses carried by the specialized 
parasites. Call for a free catalog. 
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Latest JournaZ Goes To Press 

MARCH 18, 1997 

[QUOTING:] 

THE VISIBLE FUTURE & YOUR DEFENCE 
THINK CAREFULLY ON THESE MATTERS; 

IF PROBLEMS PERSIST 
FEEL FREE TO QUESTION 

. . . Giining understanding of life is an asset of real What Is Happening Readers value worthy of human effort and sacrifice. 
Understanding is to the human as its hard shell is 

to an oyster; a long neck to a giraffe; high speed to an 
antelope; cunning to a fox. True understanding is our 

Editor’s note: Readers, please keep in mind that world seems to enjoy”. Ah, but ‘tis not to be “ours” this only protection when we can’t run from danger; our 
there is currently quite a long delay, due to lack of journey, my friends-not THIS journey. only hope of a meal when food is beyond our reach; our 
funds, between the time that we announce the latest Grandma has cancer and some days cannot func- only safety when we can’t fight. It is, in truth, our main 
Journal here, onfy now completed in the writing stage tion without great difficulty. Dharma’s lung problems means of community survival and the only asset we can 
and ready to go to press, and when that new Journal is have moved on to become chronic heart failure and accumulate in life that cannot be easily lost or taken 
actually printed and available. each day the question to the mind is, “Will there be from us. 

enough breath to get us through today?” Does life Without true understanding of life [and the order 
3/14/97 HATONN become more important when we face MORTALITY7 with which social behavior and social structure oper- 

No, not to the servants of God, for their only plea is to ate] we have little control of our lives or future. To just 
FOREWORD be allowed to continue to punch those keys until there react blindly-to act, protest or praise without under- 

is no life left with which to punch them. And frankly, standing-is to be no more than leaves blown in the 
THOUGHTS ON LIFE AND DEATH readers, we only LIMIT what we write to accommodate wind. The bliss of ignorance is the bliss of stupidity. 

the sanity of those who have to get the information Understanding of what is outside of ourselves separates 
There was a note to greet US this morning which following our production of the words. We will triple the human from the animal. 

read similarly to: “Foreword needed, less than 8 pages, or quadruple the output as soon as we have the where- Without understanding of life we are no better than 
please.” This indicates another journal, another day, withal to get other help for the processing. But YOU animals and behave worse [cloned or unique]. We are 
another writing, another pouring forth of words and a know what? The majority of the readers will complain a buyer at life’s auctions who doesn’t understand val- 
bit of terror comes within the heart of the scribe. of “too much, already!“. “What can I do?” you ask? ues; a cook who doesn’t understand flavours; a musi- 

We are going to honor and briefly share with Anything you want to do! WHO, I ASK, WROTE cian without rhythm. 
someone who has been in service in Australia for a very YOUR JOB DESCRIPTION? Understanding brings wisdom to knowledge and is 
long time, and, having reached 75 years of age, he is Are there disappointments in our lives’? EVERY of greater value than money or possessions because 
retired from the field of battle to a well earned rest. His DAY! We have ones promising to attend some finan- these can be easily gained with understanding and 
name? Does it matter except to we who love him? It is cial input -and yet, it never comes. They seem to “have easily lost without it. 
Alan Gourley for you who have had access to his it available” but it never seems to get transferred and, It is often said that “life was not meant to be easy”; 
offerings. oh, you know the story, so why linger on about it. if that saying is to have any useful value it has to be 

This gives us here pause to think, for those such as Then, we have to convince over and over again the understood. 
Dharma and Grandma Durham, just as for instances, ones who don’t seem to get the fact straight that we can In fact, life WAS meant to be easy. Life becomes 
are beyond tired, and rest seems to come only with some CHANGE the way things are going if we but do so. “not easy” when we lack understanding of it. Without 
kind of transition without realization of fruitful con- They come, they take, they go, or they stay until the some basic u&&a&g of life we become controlled 
elusion to anything, only a worsening of the stupor necessity of poverty takes over and they commit crimes 

against us or simply steal and move on. This in itself 
by negatives such as greed,, selfishness, feelings, pride, 

upon the majority of the world’s citizens. The MO- prejudice and influences which can be beneficial only 
MENT there is respite, another six or ten tapes are is so debilitating to a mind already weary and accepting so long as controlled by understanding. When we do 
tossed into the weary laps, books are piled upon the area of responsibility for getting our task “somehow” ac- not understand these influences they cause us to behave 
about the bodies, and the mind screams for silence. complished. But THIS is life, readers. THIS, IN AND without human restraint. 
Each moment another seemingly less consequential OF ITSELF-IS LIFE. Without understanding, behaviour is mindless; we 
insane thing happens before the settling of the last Alan Gourley presented what he has chosen to call create pain and trauma for ourselves and others. So, to 
whiplash. And then the very physical beings of self cry the First&Last Newsletter. May we offer some thoughts, have logical meaning, the phrase “life was not meant to 
out for the mind-control ofthoughtlessness--“like the please: 

WE NEED YOUR HELP! 

PLEASE CONSIDER SPONSORING 
A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to offer 
them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial resources. At 
this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing costs of the JOUR- 
NALS. If you are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBU- 
TORS, MC. at (800)800-5565 and ask for Brent. 

We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have helped us 
so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have come this far. 

be easy’ has to be &tderstood in the sense of “easy” 
being the easiness of irresponsible behaviour. It is very 
appealing to the adolescent mind to want to live with- 
out responsibility. Life was not meant to be that kind 
of easy. 

When people understand and take responsibility 
for their actions life wil1 not only be easy but also 
satisfying. Knowledge without understanding can be a 
very dangerous thing. 

However, to achieve the good life, we have to care 
enough about life to put truth ahead of ego, pleasure, 
pride, prejudice, etc., and in conscience, search for, 
and help each other regain social understanding. 

[II: PLEASE PAY CAREFUL ATTENTION TO 
THIS NEXT STATEMENT.] 

The reason for ending this newsletter is because the 
massive flow of information and comment that is pro- 
duced by F & L and other newsletters IS TREA TED AS 
IF SOME KIND OF TV SERIAL-ENTERTAIN- 
MENT. TV HAS CREATED A WORLD OF 
UNINVOL VED INFORMA TION JUNKIES. 

[EC: You think this is not so? Oh readers, even 
here, where I and Ekkers are %u~~osc~~ to “CON- 
TROL” everything around and about and even the 
CONTACT newspaper, I ask and ask and still get 
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nowhere. I asked that EVERY ISSUE bear a LOT of 
information on and from the Conrtitutional Law 
Center and now the only way to retrieve any rem- 
blance of justice in the courts is going to be through 
the KNOWING of how and what to do to regain 
COMMON LAW STATUS in those courts. But I get 
perhaps one notice and then nothing. Grandma 
Durham tries but we can’t even flnd space to print 
all she offers and until YOU KNOW WHAT TO 
DO-YOU CAN’T JUST GO DO IT OR YOU END 
UP IN PRISON. SO, TEE HEART IS RIPPED OUT 
OF THE WRITERS WHO OFFER BUT ONLY “EN- 
TERTAIN-. You claim to concern about %lones” 
but are annoyed with anything that interrupts your 
habitual entertainments. 

I know of one lady who, finding herself in partial 
need for a wheelchair, complained minute by minute. 
The parties in charge arked, “Why don’t you knit?” 
-Oh, it bores me and I never leaned how...” Then 
on through the crocheting, needleworking, 
basketmaking, reading, writing, whatever... but, “No, 
I don’t like to do THAT.” Well, people pushing the 
wheelchair become just aa bored after a time and 
push you to the comer and go on about more enter- 
taining company than you can present-as you writ 
to die. 

The greatest glfts of the scientist Dr. Hawking- 
came when he could no longer even talk or hardly 
take breath. Think about it lest you end up alone and 
miserable even in your transition days.] 

You may recall a case in the USA a few years ago 
where boarding-house people, watching their favourite 
serial, were annoyed by police and ambulance attend- 
ing a real-life drama taking place on the floor above. 
People now tend to value fantasy more than reality. 

Many people have followed the exposure of cultural 
subversion with great concern for years, but without 
serious attempt at involved understanding. When we 
see life as a survival movie it is not so obviously 
important that information be true or realistic. With- 
out involvement each new claim, credible or incredible, 
is just part of a new “traumatic but exciting” episode. 

When suddenly the world we accept as our own 
seems changed and violent we are dismayed, “How can 
such things happen?” we ask each other. “We must 
change the law!” We do not see that law without 
understanding will not change our attitude to life. 

Most crime is not the result of failure of law or 
because criminals are not human, but because of lack of 
human understanding. 

If we understood that truth is the important part of 
kindness we would see the warning signs and under- 
stand the danger of dramatisation. 

The whole literature exposing the subversion of 
culture is treated as was the book “1984”. This book by 
George Orwell was camouflaged as fiction. But stripped 
of dramatisation the story foretold quite clearly what 
was to happen, i.e., that lies would be promoted as 
truth, hate would be disguised as love, and war would 
be promoted as enforcing peace. History would be 
constantly rewritten to suit the plans ,of the criminal 
establishment lbig brother]. Children [taught. false 
values] would “dab-in” their parents for politically 
incorrect behavionr and all would be continually spied 
on. 

We now live in a world of human deprivation and 
ignorance because we could not be bothered to accept or 
study the basic logic of life. Rational behaviour has 
been subverted to self-indalgence. Common sense has 
become a most uncommon commodity. 

I have done my work conscientiously; I have helped 
“show the world to the world” so that at the end the 
world will not be able to say, “We did nqt know; we had 
no warning.” Life is too valuable to waste. When your 
act is over get off the stage, or risk spoiling what has 
been achieved. 

[II: And so we wonder if we should just exit the 
stage lest we simply bore all the people all the time, 
and mankind has come to want abd take more and 

more without any responsibility toward glving and tainment and irresponsible pleasure. Self-indulgence 
regiving, which is LIFE AND GOD ITSELF.] replaces the cooperative attitudes that had originally 

The sham of world government in Australia has made the nation great. 
been exposed. [II: As now, around the world.] With The Bible warns against worship of idols and in 
study we can understand why and how the crime is pre-Christian times idols were mainly images of wood 
committed-how it coald have been prevented. But few or metal. Today we have worship of idols that may 
are prepared to accept that a human catastrophe is range from pop singers and sports teams to political 
being deliberately created and that “OUR” parties and leaders. These occupy massive amounts of 
government[s] is involved. community thought-time as well as the dedicated ef- 

What I am trying to say is that all the needed forts of many intelligent and highly motivated people. 
information has been collected and made readable; to For what? What human or social value results from 
keep writing comment only encourages continued “se- the huge energy occupation and intellectual effort de- 
rialization” and escapism by those who should be study- voted to a very real worship of wasteful activities? 
ing to responsibly understand the world in which we Arts, sports, politics etc, fill a social need but, when 
live. idolised, direct social energy in opposition to human 

welfare. 
THE VISIBLE FUTURE It is often claimed that some civilization was over- 

& YOUR OPTION come by barbarians, but this is the view of the losers. 
There is nothing more barbarous or primitive than the 

It is said that there are three kinds of people in the behaviour that leads to social decay. That the trappings 
world: those who make things happen; those who watch of advancing culture may be retained (whether these 
things happen; and those who never know what’s hap- trappings be exhibited in enlightened science, art, 
pened. Those who cannot be bothered to try to under- engineering, or politics) cannot change the result of a 
stand events make up the last two categories and are social dedication that is intent on personal gratifica- 
now the great majority of the world’s people. tion rather than on human advance. 

We do not have to sacrifice ourselves to ignorance The health of the social heart is measured by its 
and slavery. The lights of the world have never shone morality. By the nature of moral power it may be the 
brighter; night , in the cities, has been turned into day; “barbarians” who are the moral superiors. 
information and technical ability floods over the world Even though the barbarians may be violent, crude 
but still the shadows of despair advance ever more and commit horrific atrocities these acts are of less 
rapidly to cloud more and more lives. importauce than the atrocities created by a degenerate 

Understanding is the only thing of real value we society wasting its human achievements. A crude 
can accumulate. culture, prepared to sacrifice petty self-interest to com- 

A famous Chinese philosopher is reported to have munity welfare, brings a new motivation to replace 
replied to the question, “What is the first thing you degeneration. We think our culture cannot decline but 
would do as ruler of a new state?” by saying: “Thefirst cultural decay is historically common. 
thing I would do would be to define the meanings of Today the advanced nations are effectively ruIed by 
words. ” one dictatorial dementia. There is no large primitive 

This man knew the need for understanding. A clear culture that could destroy the cancer and inspire 8 fresh 
meaning for words we use is essential. start. If a “moral new world” cannot arise out of 

When we allow and enconrage the adaptation of disaster then it can only arise by an unworldly interven- 
words to special-group-meanings we lose social cohe- tion. 
sion and promote social divisions. NOTE: “Dementia: general mental enfeeblement 

So let’s try to define the meaning of what may be with loss of memory [COmmdy that means loss Of 
the most important word in a human society. The word: history], reason, feeling, and will”. 
“moral”. Justice and truth are not enough while activists are 

The word moral means that kind of behaviour or unable to see beyond pleading with our enemies rather 
activity that is socially beneficial. Moral is not (as than enlightening our friends. 
someone or some dictionary may insist) a matter of Think seriously. Reason honestly. The time is 
behaving in accord with convention; or behaviour in coming when you will desperately need to under- 
accord with conscience; or relating toemotional rather stand what is happening. 
than physical effects; it is not an arbitrary demand of 
law, government, parents or God; it is behaviour that [END OF QUOTING] 
(long or short term) is, in true nature, beneficial to life. 
If it makes demands on conscience that is coincidental. Amen! And, yes, I hear the wishing of those 

If the true human meaning of the word “moral” thoughts which say, “I wish I had known of this wise 
were positively taught and socially promoted it is un- man’s works.” Ah indeed-I also wish that. Salu. 
likely that moral decay would prosper. Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

“Ideology”: the word ideology is also worth a men- March 14, 1997 
tion. It means someone’s idea of what they imagine In the year of Satan 1997 and in the YEAR OF OUR 
would be socially ideal. It may be an idea thought up by LOW 10. 
some adolescent academic who believes that culture 
can be planned to suit wishful desires and in contempt Let us call this journal: 
of the lessons of history; or, it may be part of a brilliant 
plot to subvert or undermine an opposing culture. 

What is being done world-wide today is simply a THINK, REASON, DEFINE, 
more refined and “high tech” version of what was done 
in Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s Russia, it is part of a AND KNOW 
plan to take advantage of the common human desire to 
net something for nothing and blame others for trouble. WISDOM IS BUT A 
- The plot& to maniaate social behaviour for the 
benefit of dictatorial power. THOUGHT AND ACTION 

When the lessons of experience, understanding and 
reason are replaced by deformed human desires, then AWAY 
confusion and frustration become the base for human 
behaviour and culture becomes riddled with conflicts, Justice and truth are not enough while activists are 
violence and corrupt practice. unable to see beyondpleading with our enemies rather 

Study of past civilisations reveal common patterns than enlightening ourfiiends. Thinkseriously. Reason 
of growth and decay that end with promotion of enter- honestly. The time is here when you desperately need 

to UNDERSTAND WHAT IS HAPPENING. 
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The Great “National Emereencv? Hoax . ” 

&learning The ,COmmoti’ Law 
Part II: How The Common Law Works 

Editor 3 note: The first part of this commentary Law”; law “common” to all the people. ers in front of any Paula Jones or JeMifer Flowers and 
was in our 3/4/97 issue on p.2. Well, not exactly all the people. That law didn’t be immune from prosecution. If we were to do the 

apply to the King. He ruled by the “Divine Right of same, presuming, of course, we could lower our mor- 
3/14/97 RAY BILGER Kings”, which did not subject him to mere Common als to the level of a Bill Clinton, we would be thrown 

Law. Things do not appear to be much different today in jail immediately. With Clinton, this is normal ac- 
Most ueoule do not have anv ComDrehension of in that regard. President Bill Clinton can drop his draw- ceptable behavior. 

what the Common Law is becauseit has been replaced, 
for the most part, with Admiralty Law. In all 50 States 
of the United States of America the Common Law is 
supposed to still be in operation to the extent that it is 
not in conflict with statutory law, and there is sub- 
stantial case law to support this (See 15A C.J.S., Cor- 
pus Juris Secundum, under ‘Common Law”). But with 
the merging of cases at law with cases in equity and 
with Admiralty, there is little room left for Common 
Law actions. Yet, since the Common Law is supposed 
to still be in operation, we must take this as our open- 
ing to once again use Common Law procedures in the 
State and Federal courts of America. 

SAMPLE ONLY 

NOTICE OF SPECIAL APPEARANCE 

Notice is hereby given that Raymond E. Bilger, Citizen 
At The Common Law, a NATURAL-BORN, FREE adult Citizen of the 
State of Pennsylvania by birth, thus of America, and an 
inhabitant of the Reoublic of California State. who has been 
Ordered to (name Gf court) Court, does hereby 
lawfully CLAIM as follows: 

In mentioning the Common Law in statutes and 
cases within the 50 States, it is the Common Law of 
England which is discussed. The Common Law grew 
out of, and has its roots in, the operation of Natural 
Law or the Law of Nature. Natural Law may be sim- 
ply defined as that system of right and justice held to 
be common to all mankind and independent of posi- 
tive law. 

Cicero (106-43 B.C.) said of Natural Law that it 
is “true law, right reason, diffused in all men, con- 
stant and everlasting.” St. Thomas Aquinas suggested 
that the Law of Nature is “nothing less than the par- 
ticipation of the eternal law in the rational creature”, 
and that it comprises those precepts that mankind is 
able to formulate, namely, the preservation of one’s 
own good, the fulfillment of”those inclinations which 
nature has taught” to man and the pursuit of the knowl- 
edge of God. He contended that human law must be 
the particular application of the Natural Law. 

Our Declaration of Independence makes impor- 
tant mention of the Laws of Nature in the first sen- 
tence: “When, in the course of human events, it be- 
comes necessary for one people to dissolve the politi- 
cal bands which have connected them with another, 
and to assume, among the powers of the Earth, the 
separate and equal station to which the laws of nature 
and nature’s God entitle them...” 

If people never disagreed about their interpreta- 
tions of what the Natural Law is, or means, then there 
would have been no need for the Common Law court. 
However, in this three-dimensional human world, with 
everyone’s perception and opinion being different than 
anyone else’s, it was only natural that there would be 
different interpretations of the Natural Law. Thus the 
development of the Common Law court which acted 
as a third or neutral party to resolve those differences 
through a common sense approach. 

In early medieval England there was only local 
law. There was no national law applicable to the whole 
wuntty. Toward the end ofthe Anglo-Saxtm age, there’ 
began to develop a body of law applying to the whole 
bud, with one king to enforce it. By the time of the 
reign of Henry II (11%1189) it was clear that there 
was going to be a body of law %ommon” throughout 
England. This is the sour- of the term “Common- 

1) I am making a SPECIAL APPEARANCE here today, not a 
General Appearance. 

2) I am not voluntarily appearing here before this Court 
today, I am only appearing here against my will and 
over my objection, and under threat, duress and 
coercion. 

3) r,"t rw$appearing "pro se"!*1 am not appearing 
I am only appearing here today as a 

Citizen Ai The Common Law, and I am demanding all of 
my Rights under the Common Law at all times, waiving 
none of my Rights at any time, including my Right 
to time. 

4) I understand legally that the Military Flag (Military 
Colors) flown in this courtroom does confer Admiralty/ 
Maritime and/or Quasi-Admiralty/Maritime Jurisdiction. 
Therefore, I demand the Remedy of removal of the 
Military Flag, or a written stipulation from this 
Court, in the form of an ORDER, that we are not 
proceedin 
Admiralty %f 

under Admiralty/Maritime and/or Quari- 
aritime Law(s), and that the Military 

Flag does not create, confer, acquiesce, and/or 
othemiae cause a jurisdictional authority to be 
applied, in this case. (Such an ORDER is Attached 
and Filed herewith.) 

5) My appearance here today does not in any way confer 
any Admiralty/Maritime jurisdiction whatsoever over 
my person. 

6) I understand that I have the Right to Appeal any 
outcome of these proceedings. 

THIS 
I;A;PE;IAL APPEARANCE WHEREOF, I HERE UNTO SET MY MAMB 

yF-- : ..* ~._ J 

With Express And Explicit Reservation Of All Right8 Without 
Exception, 

l9.n.c. 
Raymond E. Bilger, Citizen At The Common Law . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . _* 
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Here is an example of how the Common Law works. 
Being a creature who follows the Laws of Nature, when 
you become hungry you want some food and so you go 
to your local merchant at a grocery store. You have a 
common right (“Common right refers to the right of 
citizens generally at common law.” Spring Valley Wa- 
ter Works v. Schottler, 62 C. 69 [ 188231) to go to places 
open to the public and your local merchant appreci- 
ates your business. He expects you to pay for your 
bread, meat and milk and you pay him. If you did not 
pay him you would be stealing, which, of course, is a 
violation of the Common Law, and the merchant would 
have every right to pursue a Common Law action 
against you. 

Since most all of our rights today have been turned 
into privileges now requiring licenses (contracts) in 
order to pursue those rights, that Common Law hardly 
functions at all the way it used to. If you happen to be 
driving your car in a parking lot and someone backs 
out of a parking space and your two cars bump each 
other, you both get out and discuss what just happened. 
This is what responsible people would commonly be 
expected to do, but if you are unable to resolve the mat- 
ter to the mutual satisfaction of the two of you, you 
don’t have a Common Law court in operation to help 
you resolve the matter. Besides, you both now have 

man and you take the matter up in Admiralty Court. 
Americans today are so litigation crazy that as soon as 
someone bumps into their car, they think they just won 
the lottery! ! 

Not to change the subject, but if you really want to 
see how Natural Law works on a larger scale here in 
America, you may soonhave an opportunity to see it. 
Just as important as the Common Law, if not moreso, 
is the fact that we have to face in the not-too-distant 
future what has commonly been referred to as Earth 
Changes. When these Earth Changes manifest there 
may well be total devastation from a magnitude 10 or 
11 or 12+ earthquake! We have not seen this in our 
lifetime and it may be difficult to comprehend, but any- 
one who has reached a certain level of intelligence and 
knowledge about this period of Planetary and Solar 
Transition which we are going through, knows this will 
happen. And when it does, it may well bring down 
any building standing above ground. 

This will mean that all normal infrastructure func- 
tions and services will not be there for us. A firetruck, 
for instance, would have to be parked outside, but even 
if the roads were passable, which is unlikely, the water 
mains underground would all be ruptured and, hence, 
the firetruck would be useless. Besides, there may well 
be gas fires from broken gas lines evervwhere and we 

contracts (driver’s licenses) and you now call a police- wili be thinking only of s-urvival. 

SAMPLEONLY 

ORDER 

This matter comes before the (name of court) 
Court upon filing of a challenge of jurisdiction to the Military 
Flag made by Raymond E, Bilger. Mr. Bilger asserts that the flag 
that is displayed in this courtroom has jurisdictional 
implications of the Military, Para-Military, and/or Quasi- 
Military nature. Mr. Bilger further asserts that this Court is 
proceeding under Admiraltyharitime Law and/or Qua&-Admiralty/ 
Maritime Law. 
the responses, 

This Court, having considered the challenge and 
if any from the Court, and now being fully 

advised in the premises: 

It is hereby ORDERED that the Declaratory Judgment of 
this Court be entered upon the records as follows: The Military 
Flag displayed in this Courtroom does not have any jurisdictional 
implications upon the cases concerning Raymond E. Bilger. Said 
"Flag" does not create, confer, or otherwise acquiesce Mr. Bilger 
into any form of Military Jurisdiction, and we are not proceeding 
under Admiralty/Maritime and/or Quasi-Admiralty/Maritime Law(a). 

Dated: 

Signed: 
.Judee of the Court 

When this happens, those who are alive will natu- 
rally seek each other out. It will be neighbor helping 
neighbor. On the immediate level it will be Natural 
Law and only Natural Law. Common sense tells us 
that. If everyone else in your family is dead 
(transitioned) or alive because you allhappened to be 
in your back yard, people will get together. You may 
go to your neighbor, or they may come to you and say, 
“Bill and Helen are all right because they had just 
pulled up in their car, but the Joneses are all buried 
under their house!” 

In this case, the Natual Law wiIl work, and where 
people can keep a level head and use their common 
sense, it will work well. People will have to work to- 
gether to get what food they can from their broken 
houses, and may be able to make some makeshift 
accomodations for shelter. The survivalist will fare 
very well and be quite popular. According to a writing 
by Serapis Bey which appeared in the March 4, 1997 
issue of CONTACT, “Fear and shock shall be among 
the greater causes of death.” 

There will, of course, be some functioning sectors 
of the Admiralty Law in operation, such as F.E.M.A., 
but to say that they will be overwhelmed would be a 
gross understatement. For those who have survived, it 
will be the Natural Law, that is, common sense, that 
they will have to rely upon. 

Let’s come back now to the present moment. When 
the Common Law works, everyone is happy. But when 
you get a ticket because your registration expired on 
your car, you’re not happy. If you have to pay a yearly 
registration fee (a tax) on your car, then you don’t own 
it. The Common Law has ceased to function in all 
situations, at all times. We now have this enforced situ- 
ation of Admiralty Law and it only makes people un- 
happy. People are not happy under Admiralty Law be- 
cause it has the automatic, inherent potential for cre- 
ating abuses of rights, great unrest aud unhappiness. 

We may eventually come to remember that happi- 
ness is almost a requirement under the Common Law. 
Our Common Eights are our inalienable rights (com- 
mon to everyone) and, if anyone can remember back to 
our Declaration of Independence, those inalienable 
rights come from our Creator and include the right to 
enjoy life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. These 
are just some of the rights which are guaranteed by the 
Ninth Amendment to the Constitution. So, we can say 
that the source of our Common Eights is our Creator. 

Mr. Justice Field of the Supreme Court expounded 
very clearly and very eloquently on those inalienable 
rights mentioned in the Declaration of Independence, 
in his concurring opinion in the case of Butcher’s 
Union Slaughterhouse v. Crescent City Live Stock Co., 
111 U.S. 746, 756,757 (1884): 

“These inherent rights have never been more hap- 
pily expressed than in the Declaration of Zndepen- 
dence, that new evangel of liberty to the people: ‘We 
hold these truths to be self-evident’, that is, so plain 
that their truth is recognized upon their mere state- 
ment, ‘that all men are endowed;’ pot be edicts of 
Emperors or decrees of Parliament or Acts of Congress, 
but ‘by their Creator, with certain inalienable rights’ 
that is, rights which cannot be bartered away or given 
away or taken away except in punishment of crime; 
‘and that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness, and to secure these,’ not grant thorn but 
secure them, ‘governments are instituted among mtn, 
deriving their just powers from the consent of the gov- 
erned.’ 

Among these inalienable rights, as proclaimed in 
that great document, is the right of men to pursue their 
happiness, by which is meant the right to plume any 
lawful business or vocation, in any manner not inoon- 
sistent with the equal righta of others... 

It has been well said that, ‘The property which 
cvcrgmanharinhisown~bor,uitirtheo~~ 
foundation of all other property, a0 it ia the moat u- 
cred and inviolable.. . . ’ Adam Smith, Wealth of Natfons, 
bk* 1, ch. 10.” * , , , 
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We’ve gotten this far in our history because the the United States of America!” Please note the differ- Nor should you appear in court as pro per (in Pro- 
Common Law has worked for centuries, and we made ence carefully, because it is the difference between a pria Persona, in proper person). Both of these, pro se 
progress as a civilization. But with the Admiralty Law life of slavery and a life of freedom. and pro per, admit the jurisdiction of the Admiralty 
now in place, it is worse than anything we’ve ever The words that begin the above statements give title Court. If you do not wish to do that, then perhaps you 
known. America, a nation created to be free, is now over the words that follow them. The Founders and might consider appearing as “Citizen At The Common 
populated by a slave society. The Common Law, by its Framers never contemplated the existence of a corpo- Law”. This seems less complicated than Citizen in 
very definition, demands a just society. rate entity called the “United States”, but this is what Party, and can be understood by even the common man 

What we need to do now is examine how we can has been created on paper and supposedly exists in or woman. It also says exactly what you want the court 
take the Common Law which works naturally within Washington, D.C. If you are a Sovereign Citizen, you to know and understand. 
society, and extend that to once again cover all situa- are free, you have inalienable rights to life, liberty and The use of the term “Citizen” is all important. 
tions not currently covered under the Common Law. the pursuit of happiness, and no one or no thing has Black’s Law Dictionary, Revised 4th Edition, at page 
To do anything less, and to continue to try to work title over you. You are the king of your domain and 3 10, defines the term “Citizen” in part as: “A member 
within the totally corrupt system now in place, is noth- you call yourself a Citizen ofthe United States of America. of a free city or jnral society, possessing all the rights 
ing short of courting disaster and will surely end in If, however, you are a sheep who follows others, and privileges which can be enjoyed by any person 
immense loss. We must return Justice to its rightful and you are incapable of entertaining an independent under its Constitution and government... In re Mcln- 
place in God’s Creation, of which this planet is an thought, you will allow yourself to follow on after the tosh, 12 ESupp. 177. One of the sovereign people. A 
important part., words “United States” and call yourself a United States constituent member of the sovereignty synonymous with 

Things go along through existence in time-until a Citizen. This is the “Statutory n “Person” who may the people. Scott v. Sanfbrd, 19 How. 404,15 L&l. 691.” 
certain point is reached, where, if things are not oper- grumble a bit, but ends up giving 60-75 percent, or You could also state on the record the fact that you 
ating as originally intended, then mechanisms are set more, of what he earns back to the government (both are not making a General Appearance, you are making 
in motion which bring about an atoning or atonement. state and federal) in the form of all sorts of taxes, fees, a Special Appearance, and that you demand all of your 
This is the way nature has always worked. Know, how- charges, costs, dues, penalties, interest, etc. And all rights under the Common Law at all times, waiving 
ever, that our imaginations are sufficient to the task of that money goes toward insuring your own self destruc- none of your rights at any time. According to Black’s 
correcting things, if we will only wake up from our tion! Sad, isn’t it? But it doesn’t have to be that way. Law Dictionary, Revised 4th Edition, a General Ap- 
seemingly endless sleep. What would you do person- Again, it comes down to one: you. What will you, pearance “is a simple and unqualified or unrestricted 
ally in your life to change things to bring the Common as an individual, do about it’? submission to the jurisdiction of the court”, while a 
Law back into play? Think of what it would be like to Know that this corporate entity called the “United Special Appearance “is for the purpose of testing the 
be free and to enjoy all of the fruits of your labors! States” has taken control of almost everything. Let’s sufficiency of service or the jurisdiction of the court.” 

look again at the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Since failure to demand a right waives a right, if 
WHAT’S IN A NAME? (F.R.C.P.), Rule 1, under “Notes of Advisory Commit- you do not state on the record that you are making a 

MORE THAN YOU MAY THINK! tee on Rules”, u 1948 Amendment”, which states: Special Appearance, then it is presumed that you are 
“The amendment effective October 20, 1949, sub- making a General Appearance. Any honest judge 

There has been more than a bit of disagreement stituted the words ‘United States district courts’ for would explain this. Have you ever seen that happen? 
around these parts recently concerning whether or not the words ‘district courts of the United States’.” At your very first opportunity to speak in the court- 
your name should appear on legal documents with all What this means is that the Constitrction is sus- room, you must immediately tell the Judge, “Before we 
capital letters, or whether it should appear with capi- pended and we are “subjects” (or slaves), subject to proceed, Your Honor, I have some Procedural matters 
tal letters only at the beginning of your first and last this corporate entity called “United States”, and that that need to be brought before the court.” This is noth- 
name, with all other letters in lower case. It would we now function under Admiralty Law. Under the Con- ing more than what the attorneys do. You will then 
seem that we have all forgotten who we are! stitution, under Article III, which defines our Judicial deliver a NOTICE OF SPECIAL APPEARANCE with 

When you were born, did your parents name you Branch of government, our district courts would be attached ORDER. (See insets) 
and spell your name with all capital letters? There called, and were called, District Courts of the United The Judge will probably not sign the ORDER, but 
shouldn’t be anyone answering yes to that question. States. With the new wording, those courts now come you should state on the record: “Just let the record 
Well, if your name was not all capital letters at birth, under the control of the corporate entity called “United show that I have asked the court to sign an ORDER 
and someone or something is trying to make you use States”. Note that the year of that amendment, 1948, stipulating that the Admiralty/Maritime flag flown in 
all capital letters today, then something happened is the same year that Israel gained its nationhood. this court does not create, confer, or otherwise acqui- 
somewhere along the way to bring about this change- Surely, just a coincidence. esce this accused Citizen into anyXdmiralty/Maritime 
and for some specific reason, make no mistake about Well, what can we do about this mess’? For those and/or quasi-Admiralty/Maritime jurisdiction, and that 
that! willing to grab their pens and stand up and fight, the court has refused to sign said ORDER. Let the 

When you turned 18 years of age, or 21, did you there’s a lot we can do! For those who are still think- record also show that the accused 
suddenly receive a new birth certificate in the mail from ing about it, remember, it’s never too late to grow a does not recognize or submit voluntarily to any Admi- 
your government (state or federal) showing your name backbone and quit being a jellyfish. The least you can ralty/Maritime jurisdiction here today.” 
now in all capital letters? Again, everyone should an- do to honor your parents who gave you your name is to In other words, you are not appearing voluntarily, 
swer no, because that did not happen. Well, what did reclaim that name and never, ever again allow your but you are only appearing against your will and over 
happen? Here’s a clue: Your name in all capital let- name to be written in all capital letters by anyone, any- your objection, and under threat, duress and coercion, 
ters denotes you as a “Statutory” “Person”, a “Fiction time, anywhere! which should also be stated. If questioned, you could 
of Law”, now “subject to” all of the licenses, registra- You will notice, for example, that all correspon- explain that you felt threatened that you would be put 
tions, permits, rules and regulations, etc., in force since dence from the Internal Revenue Service (I.R.S.) al- in jail if you didn’t appear. This sets the record that 
1933. You may wonder, how do they get new Citizens ways shows your name in all capital letters. What do you are not voluntarily submitting to the Admiralty ju- 
into this trap? you suppose they would do if you told them that that is risdiction, but that you are being forced into it against 

At some point in your youth, probably in your teen- not the name your parents gave you? These words are your will. You will thereby set the record for appeal 
age years, you wanted io get a job so that you could in no way intended to suggest that anyone break any that this is now a rights case and your rights have been 
have some money to spend to buy those things you laws. But, only you can decide which name you will violated. The Supreme Court doesn’t like to see these 
thought you needed. This was only natural. The first allow to be used to refer to you. Do you want to use kinds of cases. They have to address rights violations. 
thing you do then is get an application for a Social the name your parents gave you, or do you want to be a Of course, you may find that to appeal lets those who 
Security Card, to get a Social Security Number, because Statutory Person, i.e., a slave??? violated your rights at least temporarily off the hook, 
everyone else (already fooled and indoctrinated into What is a “Fiction of Law”? Black’s Law Dictio- and you may decide instead to immediately file law- 
the “system”) tells you that you must have this in or- nary, Revised 4th Edition (1968), at page 751, defines suits against them, i.e., Title 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1983 et seql! 
der to work. You, being young and naive and not know- the term as, “Something known to be false is assumed The reason you must demand your rights is that 
ing otherwise, get your application, fill it out, and send to be true. Ryan v. Motor Credit Co., 23 A.2d 607,62 1.” they will not be accorded to you if you do not demand 
it in. And on that form, or if you have applied for a You assumed you were a United States Citizen, didn’t them. In the case of U.S. v. Johnson, 76 F.Supp. 538, 
passport, or a driver’s license, or whatever, they all you? Your name in all capital letters denotes you as a 540 (1947), the court addressed the Fifth Amendment 
ask you the one all-important and determining ques- “Fit+:on of Law”. privilege against self-incrimination as follows: “The 
tion (which, of course, is a trick question), “Are you a If you appear in court for some victimless crime privilege against self-incrimination is neither accorded 
United States Citizen?” Yes or No. If you are asked in the capacity of pro se, which means you represent to the passive resistant, nor to the person who is igno- 
this question now, most people will probably say yes. yourself, you have just broken the statutory laws of the rant of his rights, nor to one indifferent thereto. It is a 
If you did say yes, you were just tricked into becoming State which say that only a licensed attorney is allowed fighting clause. Its benefits can be retained only by 
a “Statutory” “Person”, a “Fiction of Law”! But you’re to practice law in the courtroom. If you, a common sustained combat. It cannot be claimed by attorney or 
not a Russian Citizen, or Chinese, so what does this Citizen, are practicing law without a license, you have solicitor. It is only valid when insisted upon by a bel- 
mean? You should have said: “No, I’m a Citizen of just committed another victimless crime1 Oh, no! ligerent claimant in person.” 
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A significant and increasing number of Common question. Practice doing this, because they will always tell the Judge you cannot go against the Bible. He may 
Law practitioners and Constitutionalists believe that let you ask a question. In this case, you could ask, ask you if you will then affirm. Again, “Your Honor, 
what the court said above in 1947 concerning the Fifrh “Are you yelling at me, Your Honor, because I’ve come that is just another way of swearing.” You will assure 
Amendment applies today to all of the first ten amend- into this courtroom demanding all of my rights, or are him, however, that you are there to tell the truth and 
ments (our Bill of Rights). All of those amendments you yelling at me for some other reason?” You may see that is what you will do, but you will not go against 
are now fighting clauses, because we are being denied steam coming out of his ears at this point! I No matter the Bible. He knows you’ve still not submitted to his 
our rights and we must insist upon being accorded what his apologetic response may be, you wait until jurisdiction. 
them. One can demand those rights without really be- it’s your turn to speak and then you continue to get the Paying of bail also submits to the court’s jurisdic- 
ing belligerent, but we must not back down. We have matter clearly on the record. You could say, “Well, it tion. You can inform the Judge that your understand- 
to be persistent or we will be ignored. We may be ig- certainly sounded like you were yelling at me and that ing is that the only reason for bail is to insure the ap- 
nored anyway, but we’ve then set the record that here makes me feel very uncomfortable,” or “now you’ve pearance of a party in court. You must tell him you 
is a Citizen being denied his rights! I caused me to lose my train of thought; now, where was have every intention of pursuing this case, and that 

Black’s Law Dictionary, Revised 4th Edition, at I?” you have never missed a court appearance (if that is 
page 900, states that if jurisdiction is pleaded by an Judges like to be in control of “their” courtrooms. true). He will ask you some questions about where you 
attorney, that “admits the jurisdiction, as an attorney You must take control by asking questions and clearly live or what you do, and you will be absolutely courte- 
is an officer of the court, and he is presumed to plead stating on the record how you are appearing and that ous and informative in your responses. He should re- 
afterhavingobta&dleave, whichadmitsthejluisdiction.” you demand all of your rights. The Judge might ask lease you O.R. (on your own recognizance). 

As well, you have the right under the Common Law you some question to trick you and trap you. You could Beware, in all activity prior to the bail question 
to assistance of counsel who is not a licensed attorney. respond to this by saying, “Are you looking for an ad- the Judge will know what you are doing and he will try 
America’s Founders were very adamant about this, and mission or confession, Your Honor?’ He may say, “Yes, to trick you into his jurisdiction. He will know he has 
there was a very strong anti-lawyer sentiment at the I want you to admit such and such.” You could then a Constitutionalist on his hands. You must be as clever 
time of the writing of our Constitution. You could tell say, “Well, I’m not here today to make admissions or as the fox but gentle as the dove. You will prevail, 
the Judge that you demand your right, pursuant to the confessions, Your Honor. I’m here to have my rights and if he doesn’t dismiss, look at the record you’ve set 
Sixth and Ninth Amendments to the Constitution, to recognized.” If you are clever, you can continually turn for appeal. You must always prepare and pursue your 
assistance of counsel who is not a licensed attorney. things around to a discussion of your rights. Be care- case as if you intended to take it to the Supreme Court. 
The Ninth Amendment supports your Sixth Amendment ful though, he might get fed up with this. It is still not too late to turn things around and 
rights. (By the way, that demand could be included in None of the above information should be construed regain control of America for the Citizens of the United 
your NOTICE OF SPECIAL APPEARANCE. That way as giving legal advice. This author does not give legal States for whom she was founded. The Common Law 
the matter is presented to the court in written form and advice. This is merely an explanation of Common Law is the only way we will do it. It has worked for thou- 
orally, when you discuss the matter.) procedures which the reader may or may not wish to sands of years, and if brought back into Full Force and 

The Judge will probably say, “Absolutely not, no follow in our Admiralty Courts to regain your rights. Effect it can and will work once again. The only thing 
one can practice law without a license.” You should You should also know that to plead either guilty or that will destroy us will be our own inaction. In that 
then state on the record, “Well, just let the record show not guilty grants jurisdiction to the court. This is why situation we become our own worst enemy. 
that this court has just denied me my Sixth Amend- you must always stand Mute before the court. Taking Let’s get the job done!! 
ment Constitutional-Right to unqualified assistance of 
counsel.” Let the Judge know that the Sixth Amend- 
ment is not qualified. It makes absolutely no mention 
whatsoever of attorneys or lawyers! 

The Judge may tell you he will appoint a licensed 
attorney for you, but you must refuse. With a lawyer 
appointed for you who is actually paid by the Admi- 
ralty Court, and the Judge working for the Admiralty 
Court, and your opposing counsel a member of the bar 
association which operates within the Admiralty Courts, 
doyouthinkyoustandanychanceofseeingJusticeserved727 
Notinyourlifetimeunderthose-ces! 

You might point out to the Judge that in the Su- 
preme Court’s decision in the case of Faretta v. Cali- 
fornia, 422 U.S. 806 (1975), the Court clearly stated 
that pleading for hire was prohibited in Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, Virginia, North Carolina and South Caro- 
lina in the 17th Century. The Court also stated that 
the Pennsylvania Frame of Government, perhaps “the 
most influential of the Colonial documents protecting 
individual rights” stated “That, in all courts all per- 
sons of all persuasions may freely appear in their own 
way, and according to their own manner, and there per- 
sonally plead their own cause themselves; or, if un- 
able, by their friends.. .” This goes to show the origi- 
nal intent of the Founders and Framers. 

Do you see what you’re doing here? You are turn- 
ing any case into a Civil Rights case, and the Judge 
knows it. You are making him look like a Civil Rights 
violater which, of course, he is. Civil Rights ‘violations can 
be addmsed with Title 42 U.S.C., Sec. 1983 lawsuits!! 

At some point along here the Judge may tell you 
that he is going to charge you with contempt of court. 
You should respond, “Let me see if I understand the 
court’s position, Your Honor. Are you going to do 
something bad, wicked, terrible and awful to me just 
because I come into this court demanding all of my 
rights?” Now you’ve really got him mad. This is all 
on the record, of course. You must make the Judge look 
like the bad man he is. If you’re not having fun, you’re 
not doing it right. 

He may get upset with you, but you must remain 
calm. He may yell at you and this is not shown on the 
record, so you must put it on the record. You always 
want to put whatever you want to say in the form of a 

an Oath to tell 
the truth, “so 
help you God,” 
also grants juris- 
diction. How did 
God suddenly get 
into the court- 
room? Aren’t we 
supposed to have 
separation of 
Church and 
State? If you can 
remember for the 
court (perhaps a 
photocopy would 
help), Matthew 
5:34-3 7 states: 

“34. But I 
say unto you, 
Swear not at all; 
neither by 
Heaven; for it is 
God’s throne: 

35. Nor by 
the Earth; for it 
is His footstool: 
neither by 
Jerusalem; for it 
is the city of the 
great King. 

36. Neither 
shalt thou swear 
by the head, be- 
cause thou canst 
not make one 
hair white or 
black. 

37. But let 
your communica- 
tion be, Yea, yea; 
Nay, nay: for 
whatsoever is 
more than these 
cometh of evil.” 

You should 

Indian Prayer 
[From Sioux Indians, South Dakota] 

0’ GREAT SPIRIT, 
Whose voice I hear in the winds, 

And whose breath gives life to all the world, 
hear me! I am small and weak, I need your 

strength and wisdom. 
LET ME WALK IN BEAUTY, and make my eyes 

ever behold the red and purple sunset. 
MAKE MY HANDS respect the things you have 

made and my ears sharp to hear your voice. 
MAKE ME WISE so that I may understand the 

things you have taught my people. 
LET ME LEARN the lessons you have hidden 

in every leaf and rock. 
I SEEK STRENGTH, not to be greater than my 

brother, but to fight my greatest enemy-myself. 
MAKE ME ALWAYS READY to come to you with 

clean hands and straight eyes. 
SO WHEN LIFE FADES, as the fading sunset, 

my spirit may come to you without shame. 
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su: Allow’ The Butterfly 
Emerge -In Splendor 

3/11/97 ESU JESUS U n SANANDA hold the space clear longer than that?!” “have a go at you of Light”-in part to test your 
Ha! Of course, you each grow up through mettle and see what you will do? This is a 

Peace, Rick. ESU present in Light, in service those thoughts to realize that the clearing with school, remember? 
to light the way for mankind during the hours Spirit begins with soul-self, in the direct True, you each have a purpose of one sort or 
of darkness that lay ahead. connection with God-Spirit. Has it not often another but the lessons must be learned along 

My voice is soft, yet YOU hear me clearly. I been said that the adversary will be allowed to the way toward realization, understanding, and 
needn’t shout, although shout I will if the 
occasion arises whereby shouting will merit 
results. 

It is of utmost importance, Rick, that you 
spend time with me. As I told you, you cannot 
do it alone, you must have the assistance of 
Spirit unto Spirit. It is a dangerous, yet exciting, 
journey that lays before you. Do not fall aside 
over tbolish errors; you are more worthy than 
that and God did not error in accepting your 
service at this time. 

There are MANY who are awaiting my 
messages because they are faltering, they are 
tired, they are frustrated, and they just want to 
give up. And yet even by “giving up” they find 
themselves back in the same stew-pot they were 
in before. It is called the “wheel of life”. 
Haven’t you experienced the wheel enough, 
Thomas? 

There is such splendor in the realms of 
Light, and yet I do not say this to have each one 
who reads this to want to “check out” to work 
in the realm of Spirit, for by doing so they 
automatically are returned unto the wheel of 
life, to again experience in the physical 
manifestation. The point is not to avoid one’s 
lessons but to confront them, for therein is the 
path to becoming One with Spirit, One with 
God of Light wherein there is truly freedom 
from the enslavement of the darkness. 

The adversarial influence is like a thick, 
dark cloud over your planet and you must 
remain, literally, in constant vigil to 
ovtrcomc that influence upon you. You each 
must ASK, ASK, ASK! We of these realms 
told you ones early on that, if you must clear 
your space a thousand times a day, then do 
so. Make it as automatic as breathing! 

I must tell on Rick. He used to be somewhat 
perturbed at the idea of having to clear his 
space so frequently and would think loudly to 
himself, to us of Light: ‘Well can’t you guys 

The cover of this unique card is a photograph of Esu “Jesus” Sananda taken in 1961. 
Inside you will find a reproduction of the Shroud of Turin overlayed by a transparency 
of the cover photographof Sananda. 

The correlation is truly a remarkable visual experience! 

SANANDA CARD (with envelope) see Back Page for orderlng informatlon. 
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bringing into fruition that purpose. There are 
so many misperceptions about the way it is, 
mostly caused by your confounded religious 
doctrines., 

Most ark s&piy not &ii& to le.&n, to be 
OPEN to new thoughts. A closed mind is a 
prison wherein the being shall remain confined 
until hell freezes or until there is a release of 
some kind that will allow for change. 

Change is the only constant in this, God’s 
Creation. Change is beautiful, glorious really. 
It is as the caterpillar to the butterfly: the 
caterpillar doesn’t THINK about becoming the 
butterfly, it just does so as a natural course of 
experience. And ultimately the butterfly 
emerges from the chrysalis to fly in the light. 

You are not unlike the caterpillar, but 
too many of you are becoming imprisoned in 
the chrysalis, and to break free you must 
begin to realize there is so much more to this 
world, and this universe, than self. 

Let me give another personal example from 
Rick. Rick’s mother, Zita, is in a wheelchair 
these days at the nursing home. Yet, when she 
feels sorry for herself and is wheeled down the 
hallway to the outside courtyard, she passes 
many others who cannot even speak! 

Everything is relative in this world, and 
when you think you have it bad, take a careti 
look arollnd you, and this applies. 
PARTICULARLY to those in the cities, 
although it is true everywhere. Look and see 
the homeless on the streets or those living in 
cardboard boxes. 

Ah! But then, once you witness them, what 
do you do? Usually you say, “Oh, the bums,” 
or, “Yeah, but they chose that.” Did they? 
There, but for the Grace of God, go thee, and 
“That which you do unto the least of Mine, ye 
have done unto Me”. Remember? 

When you can get out of the little 
perceptive cell of self long enough to offer 
tbose less fortunate ones a bowl of soup or a 
blanket, then perhaps the chrysalis will have 
a small hole in it which will ultimately allow 
the butterfly to emerge. Otherwise you will 
remain imprisoned in your little cells called 
self, and you shall remain on the wheel of 
life, time and time and time again. 

Now, let us discuss something else. How do 
you pray and for what do you pray? Most pray 
for money and for self. When you pray for 
everyone and everything EXCEPT self, you 
have arrived! When you pray for “all my 
relations” as your Native American brothers 
teach, you are there. Thisis not to say that God 
does not hear your innermost desires and 
“wants”. He does! He is just waiting for you 
to realize that, as a co-creator, if you really 
want something, you will find a way to get up 
off your rear and make it so. 

You have become a fat and complacent 

culture, a lazy culture, Chopping wood and 
carrying water seem to be foreign concepts, 
particularly to you of the American side of 
things. . ...> ‘, > 

Is it ani Gonber that the Master Tdachers 
would usually start their new students either by 
cleaning and scrubbing toilets or by chopping 
wood and carrying water. Well, I can assure 
you of this: before all is said and done, most of 
you left alive will be very happy to be able to 
chop wood and carry water-and shall do so! 

Get off this “woe is me” kick of helplessness. 
You are Godly beings! Start acting like Godly 
beings! Why do you tear apart your brothers, 
limb from limb, in hypocritical judgement? You 
each and all must learn to walk in Truth. 

If your adversary slaps you in the face, for 
God’s sake, do NOT turn the other cheek, but 
go down and report it, and then sue him! Yes, 
you heard me. (Now there, Rick, you’ve gone 
and done it. We just lost half our audience. It’s 
alright, the half we want are still reading.) 

Until you squarely face the adversary and 
stand your ground, you might as well just lay 
down and roll over, because you are as good as 
dead. And I did not say to pick up a gun. I say 
pick up a pen and write a lawsuit. If you do not 
regain control of your legal system, you as a 
society are gone-dead and buried and destined 
for a thousand years of darkness, starting back 
at the cave WITHOUT tools. 

Mankind will lift itself up or mankind 
will go down, it is that painfully simple. 
Don’t you see?! 

I do not come to shower you with sweet 
blessings of nothingness; I come as your Lord 
and I come with the Hosts of God who are the 
most wondrous, magnificent, and STRONG 
Beings of Light who exist in this, the known 
universe, and those beyond. 

Do not brush aside the help at your disposal, 
for to do so is folly. Little self does NOT know 
better than God, so isn’t it better to swallow 
that pride and do away with ego, open your 
minds, LEARN, and then act in Wisdom on that 
knowledge?! Therein is the path of Freedom 
from the chrysalis. Therein the keys to the cell 
are given unto thee. Therein is the way off the 
wheel of life! 

I Am Sananda, 
I Am Captain of the Ship. 
I Come In Light, 
With a Sword, 
And Mine Enemies Had 
Better Be Placed on Notice: 
Your Time is at Hand. 
So be it and Selah! 
My hand rests upon my fait&l crew, 
Stay within my shelter for 

therein is safe harbor. 
You are greatly loved. 
salu. 

PHOENIX JOURlvAL 

The story of the life of the one known as 
Jesus of Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by Jesus 
and his disciple and scribe, Judas Iscarioth. 
Judas’ name is cleared and the actual one who 
betrayed Immanuel is revealed. Clarification is 
given concerning Immanuel’s life and teachings, 
such as: The Purpose Of His Life-His 40 Days 
With Cosmic Beings-His Crucifixion, Resur- 
rection And His Journey After Resurrection- 
Clarification Regarding God, The Creation, The 
Laws And Commandments. (INDEX MCLUDED) 

Some of the topics discussed are: 
*THE GENEALOGICAL TREE OF 

IMMANUEL (JESUS) 
*Gabriel And The Pregnancy Of My 
*The Birth Of Immanuel 
*The Three Wisemen 
*Baptism Of Immanuel 
*Celestial Sons To Reveal Themselves 
*Marriage And Cohabitation 
*Why He Used Parables 
*The Suicide Of Judah Iharioth 
*Doubting Thomas 
*Mohammad’s Coming Prophesied 
*Saul And Immanuel 

I AM SANANDA 

BY 
SANANDA&JUMSISCAlUCYM 

RECORDED BY 

“dbulat” 

#2 A HIOENIX JOUR UL 

For ordering informatia 
please see Back Page 
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(Press Release From Rep. Barr; March 14, 1997) 

BOB BARE 
COMMITTEES 

BANKERS AND FINANCIAL SERVICES 
7th DISTRICT GOVERNMENT 

GEORGIA REFORM AND OVERSIGHT 
JUDICIARY 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 
1130 LONGWORTH HOUSE BUILDING 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515-1007 

Barr Confirms Asking Judiciary Committee 
To Meet On Impeachment Inquiry 

U.S. Representative Bob Barr (GA-7) confirmed today that he has written Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, 
Henry Hyde requesting a full Committee meeting on the question of whether the President’s and the Vice-President’s con- 
duct warrants the initiation of an impeachment inquiry. He issued the following statement: 

“The report in today’s Washington Times is accurate. I have written Chairman Hyde asking him to consider the 
Committee’s constitutional role in impeachment matters and in that vein examine the possibility of initiating a formal 
impeachment inquiry. 

“There is no question in my mind that the alarming pattern of abuse of the political process by this White House is 
unprecedented. The cumulative effect of a series of systemic abuses compel the Congress whose Members have sworn to 
uphold the Constitution to examine its constitutional role in matters of impeachment. 

“I am well aware of independent congressional investigations underway and of cnrrent and potential investigations of 
Administration activity by a special prosecutor. Those are legitimate and appropriate and fulfill specifically and narrowly 
defined responsibilities. These investigations, however, are not a substitute or alternative to the constitutionally-mandated 
process of addressing issues properly reserved for impeachment inquiry. 

“It is important to keep in mind that my request is a very measured and judicious one clearly warranted by the evidence 
available. I am not demanding that impeachment proceedings begin at this time. The time has come, however, to take this 
important preliminary step.” 

Reported on wutt Cox Show, this AM: Rep. Henry Hyde has started impeachment proceedings. 
Rep. Henry Hyde (R-IL) has asked for a special counsel to be appointed to investigate accusations against the Clinton 

Administration. He is also asking that Ken Starr’s investigations be expanded. These actions are the first steps into the 
IMPEACHMBNT process t 

Please call Rep. Hyde’s office to support his stand (800-962-3524 or 800-972-3524). His office informs me that they have 
had calls of support from around the world! 1 I 

+**+*+*+**++~++++~++***** 

1:25 PM. (approx) PST, Chuck Hutdet Show 
It was announced that Congressman Bob Barr (R-GA), has sent a letter to Rep. Hyde requesting an impeachment inquiry. 
His office is not prepared to make the letter public at this time, but the following is the Press Release issued today. Please 

call his offrce with your support. 
It may also help to call members of the Judiciary Committee (current members dtd. 3/14/97 listed below.) 

REPUBLICANS 
*Mr. Hyde (IL) Chairman 
Mr. Sensenbrenner (WI) 
Mr. McCollum (FL) 
Mr. Gekas (PA) 
Mr. Coble (NC) 
Mr. Smith (TX) 
Mr. Schiff (NM) 
Mr. Gallegly (CA) 
*tMr. Canady (FL) 
*Mr. Inglis (SC) 
*Mr. Goodlatte (VA) 
Mr. Buyer (IN) 
Mr. Bono (CA) 
*Mr. Bryant (TN) 
Mr. Chabot (OH) 
*Mr. Barr (GA) 
*Mr. Jenkins (TN) 
*Mr. Hutchinson (AR) 
Mr. Pease (IN) 
Mr. Cannon (UT) 

DEMOCRATS 
*Mr. Conyers (MI) Ranking 
Mr. Frank (MA) 
Mr. Schumer (NY) 
Mr. Berman (CA) 
Mr. Boueher (VA) 
*Mr. Nadler (NY) 
*Mr. Scott (VA) 
*Mr. Watt (NC) 
Ms. Lofgren (CA) 
Ms. Jackson-Lee (TX) 
*Ms. Waters (CA) 
Mr. Meehan (MA) 
Mr. Delahunt (MA) 
Mr. Wexler (FL) 
Mr. Rothman (NJ) 

*Members of House Subcommittee on the Constitution 
**Chairman of Howe Subcommittee on the Constitution 
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Black Tar-And-Feathers 

The Private, 
Known As 

Editor’s noie: For the bene/it of new readers of 
CONTACT, we would like to call to your attention 
that we have been presenting information about the 
truth of the frame-up of O.J. Simpson since our initial 
outlay on the subject in the 916194 issue of CON- 
TACT. At that time we titled the information: “O.J. 
Simpson Frame-Up: Jewish h4aj?a Conspiracy For 
Race Riots & Revolution” by Gary Wean, now retired 
from a brilliant career, eventually as Chief Investiga- 
tor for the Ventura County Public Defender Office. 
Gary’s sources and connections are legendary in 
California law enforcement circles. Our latest up- 
dated outlay of information from Gary Wean was in 
the 1213196 issue of CONTACT. 

3/15/97 #l HATONN 

WE’RE OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD... 

I see that there is a new hype going on and that is 
of O.J. Simpson entering an “Appeal” “...for reversal 
of damages, reduction of damages and a new trial”. I 
absolutely AGREE with Mr. Miller’s statement that 
an Appeal is only going to cost a buudle more and only 
the attorneys will “clean up”. 

So many of O.J.‘s simple Constitutional RIGHTS 
have been violated from the day of the so-called 
Simpson Murders to this date as to overwhelm the 
mind. You have to have someone who can sort through 
the trash heap and come out with the real focus-that 
of damages to Mr. Simpson. In just reading through 
Black’s Law Dictionary on “Damages”, it appears that 
in only one section alone O.J. can recapture the 33.5 
million $$$ and pick up TREBLE DAMAGES. My, 
my, in only one claim he can get over 
S 100 million. BUT HE HAS TO COME 
BACK TO COMMON LAW, GET RID 

Assault In The Woodshed 

High-Tech Lynching 
0.J. Simpson Case 

decisions are strictly up to you. There is nothing which 
can and shall unite the races like simply coming to 
realize that you are all in the Judicial Hoax together! It 
doesn’t require WAR, it requires common sense at- 
tached to COMMON LAW. And how do you do it? 
YOU GET THOSE ADMIRALTY/MILITARY FLAGS 
OF THE FOREIGN NATIONS OUT OF YOUR 
COURTS! THEN YOU DEMAND, NICELY, COM- 
MON LAW HEARINGS AND TRIALS-WITH PERFECT 
PAPERWORK. SIMPLE? YES, EXTREMELY SIMPLE. 

Further, you REALLY have to watch out for the 
tricks and traps which will getcha. One major trick is 
that in taking the “fringe” to the flag of the united 
States and, as well, the individual State’s flag, you will 
also find many CHANGES made to the State flag as 
well. In California, for instance, a RED COMMUNIST 
STAR is added to the “Bear Flag” which, as with the 
fringe, renders the flag utilized in the court-an alien 
flag of NO known country. Just as the Congress sits 
under TWO FACII HOVERING LIKE TWO BEHEAD- 
ING AXES OVER THE HEADS OF THE NATION, SO 
TOO DO YOU-THE-PEOPLE HAVE TO CLEAR OUT 
THE DEBRIS AND LITERALLY INTENTIONAL 
TRAPS OF THE ELITE GIVING THEM ABILITY TO 
CONTROL EVERYTHING. 

BUT YOU HAVE TO DO IT RIGHT. 

BLACK PERSPECTIVES 

I am going to use material from THE FINAL CALL, 
Vol. 16, Number 17, February 18,1997. 734 West 79th 
St., Chicago, IL 60620-2424. 

[QUOTING:] 

0-J. CASE, 

wrong or injury. Damages awarded to a person as 
compensation, indemnity, or restitution for harm sus- 
tained by him. The rationale behind compensatory 
damages is to restore the injured party to the position he 
or she was in prior to the injury. Black’s Law Dictio- 
nary, Sixth Edition. 

There is continued argument about =double jeop- 
ardy” in this case and right here is proof of twice 
trying this man for crimes to which he was found 
“not guilty”. If he was “not guilty” then he COULD 
NOT HAVE DAMAGED ANYONE THROUGH THE 
DEATHS OF THOSE TWO VICTIMS. To try and 
twisf this any other way is not feasible in any way 
whatsoever. If the man was not guilty-he damaged 
no one but everyone involved rince has DAMAGED I 
TERRIBLY, MR O.J. SIMPSON. 

Ah, but it gets WORSE, doesn’t it? This %ot 
guilty” (as found by a jury) man was also dumped on 
with S25 million in punitive damages. 

Pvritive Damages: Also called “Exemplary” dam- 
ages. Exemplary damages are damages on an increased 
scale, awarded to the plaintiff over and above whJt will 
barely compensate him for his property loss, where the 
wrong done to him was aggravated by circumstances of 
violence, oppression, malice, fraud, or wanton and 
wicked conduct on the part of-the defendant, and are 
intended to solace the plaintiff for mental anguish, 
laceration of his feelings, shame, degradation, or other 
aggravations of the original wrong, or else to punish 
the defendant for his evil behavior or to make an 
example of him, for which reason they are also called 
“punitive” or “punitory” damages or “vindictive” dam- 
ages. Unlike compensatory or actual damages, puni- 
tive or exemplary damages are based upon an entirely 

different public policy consider- 
ation-that of punishing the defen- 
dant or of setting an example for simi- 

NEYSWHOKEEPFEASTINGOFFHIS 

OF THE ADMIRALTY COURT FLAGS, 
AND DEMAND COMMON LAW 

CARCASS. 

HEARING AND TRIAL. ALSO, HE 
HAS TO GET RID OF THOSE ATTOR- 

IN THE U.S. 
CAN HE DO THIS’? YES INDEED! 

HE MAY WELL BE THE ONLY ONE 
WHO CAN MAKE SUCH A HUGE DEMAND AND 
PULL IT OFF. He has the public attention necessary 
to make a big enough splash in the King’s pools as to 
bring massive change within the system. There isn’t 
enough “money” in the world to fullycompensate 0. J. 
Simpson just for the KNOWN wrongs to his Constitu- 
tional Rights and absolute damages directly intended 
to destroy him and bring on RACE WAR. 

may be awarded exemphuy damages 
in addition to compensatory or actual 

MILLION DOLLAR JUDGMENTS lar wr?ngdo:rs* 8s?bve noted* In 

damages. Damages other than com- 
pensatory damages which may be 

awarded against a person to punish him for outrageous 

cases In which It 1s proved that a 

conduct. Wetherbee v. United Ins. Co. of America, 18 

EXPOSE RACIAL SCHISM 

C.A. 3d 266,95 Cal. Retr. 678,580. Such are given as 
an enhancement of compensatory damages because of 

defendant has acted willfully, mali- 

wanton, reckless, malicious or oppressive character of 

ciously, or fraudulently, a plaintiff 

by Richard Muhammad, Managing Editor 

As whites generally declared “justice” with news of 
the civil trial decisions that 0. J. Simpson was liable for 
the deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ron Goldman, 
Blacks largely saw the verdict as more proof that white 
America must always win and punish, not give justice. 

The Santa Monica, Calif., jury said Mr. Simpson 
had to pay the Goldman family $8.5 million in compen- 
satory damages in the case. 

Then, the Ekkers can march right along behind in 
Kern County and recover for EVERY MISDEED of the 
courts and the lawyers involved, including, as well, 
the Conspiracy parties who tagged along on a case that 
had NOTHING to do whatsoever with them. 
,~, _~ So? Do you want your nation back or not? The - _ 

[H: Compensatory damages: Compensatory dam- 
ages are such as will compensate the injured party for 
the injury sustained, and nothing more; such as will 
simply make good or replace the loss caused by the 

Editorial Policv 

Opinions of the CONTACT 
contributors are their own and do 
not necessarily reflect those of the 
CONTACT staff or management. 

. . . . _ .-.- .- - ,. -. --.. -.-.- .._-,--- ---- l._l-“_--- ---- 1 
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acts complained of. Black’s Law Dictjonary, Sixth age played up the Black-white differences. 
Edition. “Race was always a part of the whole configuration 

So again, you have a “not guilty” man having to and the point of it is, it’s the nature of how race is 
PAY damages for that which HE COULD NOT HAVE always a part of situations in this society. That is that 
DONE IN ACTION. IF THIS IS NOT DOUBLE even when it is not acknowledged or expressed, or 
JEOPARDY, THEN I CANNOT IMAGINE WHAT called that, race is an underlying dimension whenever 
MIGHT BE DOUBLE JEOPARDY. If O.J. HAD there is a Black-white relationship. Period.” countered 
BEEN FOUND UGUILTYw, THEN, AND ONLY Dr. Akbar. 
THEN, COULD THERE BE “DAMAGES” OF ANY An ABC News poll conducted after the first civil 
KIND. trial verdict found 74 percent of whites agreed with it 

In real-time Common Law this would not even be and 66 percent of Blacks disagreed. 
a consideration as is outrageously mandated by the 
judicial system on anyone.] 

The poll also found that 70 percent of Blacks 
thought the Jury’s mostly white composition was a 

“This was a private high-tech LYNCHING of this major reason Mr. Simpson was fourth liable. 
Black man. 

Forty-four 
They took the brother to the shed, tarred percent of whites thought the same, acuwdmg to the poll. 

him and feathered him, and lynched him. That was a Though the Simpson civil verdicts were from a 
shed, it was not a court of justice,” said Mary Cox, a different court, with a different burden of proof, Mr. 
Simpson friend and attorney from Washington, D.C. Simpson was, in effect, tried for the same crime, said 

Ms. Cox, who met Mr. Simpson last year and sat Atty. Abdul Arif Muhammad, general counsel for the 
with him in the court room last month, believes the trial Nation of Islam. 
was part of an assault on Black men and highlights Legal niceties aside, the case was largely the same 
America’s unfair legal system. evidence, same witnesses, he said. 

“Basically race and race-based issues constitute the A basic question in civil cases is that of negligence 
issue of highest concern and interest in this society,” or wrongful death, actions that lead to the injury or 
said Dr. Naim Akbar, a psychologist and instructor at demise of someone, he noted. The criminal trial de- 
Florida State University, in Tallahassee, Fla., noting tided that, Atty. Muhammad argued. 
that Simpson trial coverage overshadowed the “I am baffled as a lawyer because I don’t know what 
President’s State of the Union address. conduct is being asserted that Mr. Simpson engaged in 

“What the O.J. case didis serveas kindofa homing that produced the death of Mr. Goldman and Miss 
point, or a magnetic force that was clearly able to Nicole Brown Simpson. Here is a murder, so in this 
delineate what the true issues, concerns and priorities particular case, what were the actions that they are 
are in this country,” said Dr. Akbar, who has written claiming that... caused the deaths?” 
books and lectures about race and racism in society. Civil cases after any criminal trial are not that 

The first verdict raised doubt about the system’s common, largely because those who commit everyday 
ability to protect whites, and the second verdict was acts of theft or violence don’t have much to sue for, he 
vindica ion; it proved the system was intact and could explained. So money was obviously an important ele- 
yield the desired outcomes, he said. ment in this case, the attorney added. 

Another troubling fact of the Simpson saga for The trial again exposed the Black-white divide, to 
whites, especially in the first trial, wa,s Johnnie the point that some Simpson defense lawyers basically 
r:ochran’s defense of the former football star, said Dr. sided with or congratulated Brown family attorneys on 
t&bar. Mr. Cochran was a Black man trained in a their victory, noted Atty. Muhammad. 
white system with the ubility to fight the 8ysLem and “There are many whites who know what’s true. But 
wiw, he said. many of them are afraid to speak it because of the 

But Simpson jurors denied race played a factor in pressure from their own community,” he said. 
their decisions. “Anyone who comments on something Also at play was the white notion that Mr. Simpson 
like that, without knowing what we went through. . . are was so obsessed with his wife that he felt he had to kill 
being an essential racist themselves, saying this is a her if deprived of her; but whites could not conceive 
white verdict, when what they’re doing is basing their that Mr. Simpson loved her so much that he would NOT 
decision on the color of our skin,” said one juror, at a kill her, Atty. Muhammad said. 
Jan. 10 press conference. “The slave and the slave master do not see the same 

Conservative Blacks, like Robert Woodson, who is thing. And the slavemaster’s children do not see what 
based in Washington, D.C., largely argued that race the children of the slaves see,” he said. “What does 
was not the major issue in the case, until media cover- justice look like, and that’s really what the core of the 

-&m-w- 

O.J. Simpson case is all about.” 
Blacks suffer under court rulings and respect the 

system but whites do not respect judgments counter to 
their desires, said Atty. Muhammad. “What we are 
really witnessing is the open hatred of whites against 
Blacks and it’s being made manifest,” he said. 

“He is not going to have to confront the cold, hard 
reality of the hidden hatred that exists for someone like 
himself because he is a Black man.” 

Attorney R. Eugene Pincham, a former Illinois 
Appellate Court judge in Chicago, feels critical facts 
were denied to the civil jury because former L.A. Police 
Det. Mark Fuhrman did not testify. 

Under oath in the criminal trial, when Mr. Fuhrman 
was asked whether [or not] he framed Mr. Simpson, the 
detective invoked the 5th Amendment, saying he would 
not answer the question because he did not want to 
incriminate himself, said Judge Pincham. 

“That’s the first time I’ve ever heard of that in the 
history of criminal prosecutions in America. I’ve never 
known a state’s witness, upon whose testimony the 
state is relying to convict the defendant, to take the 5th 
Amendment on the question of whether or not he planted 
evidence or whether or not he framed the defendant,” 
said Judge Pincham. 

If a civil suit had been Aled against Mr. Fuhrman 
and the LAPD at the same time Mr. Simpson was 
fighting in civil court, it would have helped highlight 
this point, said Judge Pincham. 

“To suggest that Fuhrman is not on trial is ludi- 
crous. He is the one who arrived at the scene, who 
supposedly protected the scene, who saw the scene of 
the homicide as well as the Simpson residence upon 
which the prosecution relied, as well as the Browns 
relied in the civil trial. 

“The public has been diverted from one of the 
crucial issues in this case, and that is the integrity of 
law enforcement officers. Not only in my judgment did 
it happen in this case, Fuhrman indicat ;d clearly that 
it did when he took the 5th Amendment.” 

[H: Ah, but don’t you think that probably now 
that the police investigators have denied fair repre- 
sentation of Mr. Fuhrman that Fuhrman is going to 
enjoy testifying AGAINST THE DEPARTMENT and 
judicial system-at the Common Law court proceed- 
ings FOR O.J. Simpson?] 

“In the white majority’s mind it will never be over 
because it combines their two worst nightmares: one is 
sex and one is money,” said Alexis Moore, a member of 
the Philadelphia Tribune editorial Board. 

“You are talking about a rich Black man buying his 
way out of a murder. You are talking about a rich Black 
man who slept with a blonde 17-year-old. That’s at the 
core of their obsession with this thing. I don’t think it’s 
ever going to end because whites won’t admit that sex 
and money are intertwined in their denial that they are 
racist; they just won’t admit it,” she said. 

A more important lesson? Blacks “don’t expect 
anything from government, much less justice. So that 
when a rich Black man does what a rich white man has 
done for years-that is buy his way out of a verdict by 
having his high-priced team of lawyers and then turns 
around and has to pay for it anyway -all it does is 
reinforce the impression in our community that you 
cannot depend on this government. And that is going 
to wind up costing this country a hell of a lot more than 
O.J.,” she predicted. 

“White America seems to be looking for some 
grand metaphor that summarizes and encapsulates the 
racial tragedy in this country,” observed Salim 
Muwakkil, senior editor of In These Times magazine 
and a contributing Chicago Sun Times columnist. 

“And it seems again like they’ve invested in this 
trial, just like they invested in the potential candidacy 
of Colin Powell [H: Remember that THIS is now SIR 
COLIN POWELL, having been knighted by the 
Queen of England, which makes Col. Powell a sub- 
ject of the Eqlish Crown aad a patriot of England.] 
with this ability to mask the differences, the racial 
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ability to mask the differences, the racial differences 
that we suffer. And it seems like now they’re saying: 
‘Oh now the trial is over, racial healing can begin.’ 
That’s some of what I’m sensing in the trial,” he said. 

Simpson trial reporting was sensational, said the 
writer. But the case gripped the country and embodied 
a range of cultural issues, such as dealing with race, sex 
and power, as America tries to speed toward coior- 
blindness without dealing with a racist past, he said. 

“I think both juries made the proper decision, given 
the standards of proof under which they labored and the 
different kinds of evidence placed before them. These 
things-not the differences in the racial makeup of the 
juries-account for verdicts that are diametrically op- 
posite,” argued writer Carl Rowan [a Black], in his 
Feb. 7 syndicated column. 

The columnist contended that Mr. Simpson’s testi- 
mony left reason for doubt and was contradictory, 
leading to the judgment against him. 

But Mary Cox sees the civil trial as an extension of 
the criminal trial with the states’ unlimited resources 
used ?o help the Brown family. 

In the criminal trial, Mr. Simpson did not buy 
justice but was able to go toe-to-toe with a corrupt legal 
system, said Ms. Cox. No one should have to spend 
millions to defend themselves, argued the attorney. 

In her 17 years of practice, Ms. Cox said her clients 
have never been able to afford an investigator, let alone 
the other help they needed. So in the O.J. case, a man 
had the ability to hire and pay for what all defendants 
should have, she said. 

The help given Brown-Goldman lawyers-FBI tes- 
timony, police testimony, DA’s office assistance-no 
doubt for free, is never given in day-to-&y cases, she 
said. 

Simpson supporters contend the media collabo- 
rated by broadcasting information leaked by the state 
that contaminated the minds of potential jurors. They 
say the judge also denied defense motions and gave the 
plaintiffs a roadmap for how to pursue the case, avoid- 
ing mistakes made in the first trial. 

Mr. Simpson also should have had a Black lawyer 
in the courtroom to remind the jurors, judge and the 
media that there was a “conscience” at the trial, Ms. 
Cox said. Without that, the jurors became comfortable 
with the judge, plaintiffs’ lawyers and media, she said. 

It was also unfair for Mr. Simpson to have to fight 
for his children and his civil trial at the same time, Ms. 
Cox said. But even Shirley Baker, Mr. Simpson’s 
sister, admitted they didn’t expect to win the civil case, 
she conceded. 

“This is a case that exposed the unjust judicial and 
justice system in this country,” said Ms. Cox. “He’s a 
man who had celebrity status that commanded the 
world’s attention; why not expose this unjust justice 
system, that no man or woman, Black or white, poor or 
working class, or wealthy can afford’? But the people 
that are penalized by it are African people, people that 
look like me and you. 

“I need a level playing ground to represent my little 
clients and that’s all I ever asked for. But you know 
what, it ain’t coming,” she ‘said. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Of course “it ain’t coming”, readers. It is not 
SUPPOSED to come. Until you wake up and smell the 
burned citizen parties in this atrocious farce, you don’t 
have a chance at freedom, never mind the equality. 

And what does it take to turn over this nightmare 
oppression? Somebody like O.J. Simpson willing to 
stop spending money on worthless attorneys and turn to 
defending himself according to COMMON LAW. He is 
an attention-getter and that is what you must have to 
bring justice back within the corrupted and puppet- 
master’s courts. 

Then you need to follow on with “generally ac- 
cepted” cases which are just as fixed but only deal with 
property and reputation, i.e., the Ekkers and ones of 

similar unreasonable non-justice at the hands of con- CAN TAKE THAT BALL AND REALLY “RUN” WITH 
spiratorial judges and lawyers, not to even mention the IT. PERHAPS WE WILL EVEN MEND THE KNEES 
parties in opposition., WHILE WE’RE AT IT AND WON’T THAT BE A 

, UNDER THE LAW, HE CAN’T BE TRIED AGAIN SURPRISE TO THE BLACK-ROBED WOLVES? 
FOR THE MURDERS-SO HE CAN REALLY GG So, let’s get with it and see what the Black comnm- 
FOR THE JUGULAR OF EVERY INVOLVED PARTY nity, in its scarce press thinks about the 0. J. Simpson 
AND PERSON. THEY WILL BE SO BUSY HIDING fiasco of White Supremacy and Khazarian Mafia take- 
AND DEFENDING THEMSELVES THAT EVEN THE over of innocent lives in the name of GREED. 
THREAT TO HIS FAMILY WILL GO BEGGING ON From FINAL CALL, Vol. 16, Number 17, Feb. 18, 
THE PART OF THE OFFENDERS. THE WORLD 1997, “Editorial”: 
WOULD BE WATCHING AND YOU CAN NOW GO 
FORTH AND CHANGE THE COURSE OF THE [QUOTING:] 
WORLD AND HISTORY. IT WILL BE FAR MORE 
SIMPLE THAN YOU ANTICIPATE AT THIS 
MINUTE. KNOCK OUT OR OVER JUST ONE AMERICA’S 
“BIGGIE” AND THE REST WILL TOPPLE LIKE THE 
PROVERBIAL DOMINOES. THE LAWYERS, IN GREAT DIVIDE 
ADDITION, WILL BE BAILING OUT OF THAT BAR 
ASSOCIATION LIKE RATS FROM A SINKING SHIP. Who would have thought the name O.J. Simpson 
BUT WHO WANTS THEM? SURELY NOT HONEST would ever be synonymous with the r8Citi divide in 
AMERICAN OR WORLD CITIZENS! O.J. CAN DO Ameriea? 
HIS OWN AT A BASIC STARTING COST OF WHAT- The football great was once among the country’s 
EVER FILING FEES MIGHT BE FOR THE FIRST favorite sons, honored for his on-field accompiish- 
CASE FILING. HE CAN KNOCK OUT THE WHOLE ment, applauded for his on-scene pro-football analysis, 
BUNCH lN ONE FELL-SWOOP FOR LESS THAN loved for running through airports in commercials and 
$200. And that is 200 dollars, not 200 million dollars. appearing in movies full of laughs and jokes. 

And just who do I think I am? Ah, yes, me-well, Today 0. J. is a metaphor for the greatest divide in 
I am sent by GOD to bring unto you some sense in America and the different experiences, viewpoints, 
information and in common sense under the Laws of reality and worlds in which blacks and whites exist. 
God. But as I have said before: YOU HAVE TO DO IT. The criminal trial jury found Mr. Simpson not 
I amnotsome lanky,stringyalien or E.T. asyouwant guiltyofm~der. ThecivilttialjnryfOMdMr.Simp~n 

to call anything you don’t know about or which might liable for the deaths of Ron Goldman and Nicole Brown 
be invisible to your human physical eyes-but I am that Simpson. They awarded the Goldman family $8.3 

which is sent when you call upon GOD with sincere million in compensation and the Goldman and Brown 
pleading for assistance and to be shown the way. So be families $25 million in punitive damages. 
it and Selah. Remember, little ones-GOD WINS1 The criminal trial jury was predominantly Black 
YOU, HOWEVER, WINONL~WHEN~OUTAKE UP and the civil trial was predominantly white, with no 
THE RIGHT PATHWAY AND GO IN TRUTH FOR Black jurors. 
SELVES, AND THEN YOU CAN GO FORTH IN THE Two different trials, two different groups of people 
NAME OF GOD AND YE SHALL BE GIVEN TO and two different verdicts. But should anything else 
PREVAIL. have been expected? 

Good morning and I salute you whose eyes of the America remains largely segregated in housing; 

mind are opening upon the possibilities God has pre- politicians scapegoat Black males on crime issues and 

sented for your use. Be brave and daring in YOUR Black women are scapegoated on welfare and social 

KNOWING for therein lies the winning of the PRIZE issues. 
and the gaining of the GRACE sought by MANKIND. Whether hailing a cab, fighting for a promotion or 

suffering because of plots of executives in corporate 

3/17/97 #l HATONN boardrooms, Blacks feel the sting of racism every day. 
It is painful to be Black in white America, while 

0. J. SIMPSON whites, though troubled about the country, believe that 

Did you REALLY think you were through with O.J.? the U.S. is the finest nation on Earth. [H: It is painful 
to be White, Brothers, in America as well. The 

Tired of this subject? Shame on you. This one case Black brothers must stop the insanity of blaming 
points out the deliberate and intentional taking over of “Whites” to the same extent that all of anyone must 
a nation and placing it into a controlled environment of stop blaming others* There are bad Blacks, bad 
slavery (of every color and race) more than anything so Whites, bad native Americans and bad anything- 
far come into your hands as a tool for FREEDOM. just like there are bad Eagles and good Eagles. THIS 

Can O.J. handle the burden of more and more and is-THE insanity which must STOP. Neither or none 
more confrontation and strife7 Oh yes indeed, for we of the races can do this ALONE-YOU MUST JOIN 
offer the ONLY WAY POSSIBLE TO CLEAR HIS FORCES AND WALKTHIS ROAD TOGETHER IN 
GOOD NAME, PROTECT HIS FAMILY, AND TRUTH AND LTGHT-AND WITH A HELL OF A 
CHANGE A NATION, AND THEN A WORLD, BACK LOT OF PUBLICITY*] 
INTO SOME SEMBLANCE OF JUSTICE IN THE To whites, America is the bastion of liberty, the 
“JUDICIAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. OH INDEED, HE guardian of freedom and the hope and example for the 

Even tfiouflfi tfie 
cost of lZG&.... is 

gofn..g uy, it’s 
stiCipopuCar. 
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world to follow. TOGETHER, putting the pieces into equal sharing, mental disorder. Once the ability to reason is impaired 
The difference in the way Blacks and whites see the we can move the mountains and revolve the world. the emotions are allowed to dominate and control be- 

world is very simple: It is the difference between the We have the “contract” and some of the Blacks and havior. These same emotions can be manipulated to the 
world of the slave and the world of the slavemaster. others across the oceans have the mode of backing benefit of others. 

[II: Right here the Editor-author points out er- necessary -and together we can have unequaled - Too many Americans know more about the affairs 
actly what I mean in the messages above. No, middle- funding for supporting a change into truth and vali- of O.J. Simpson and Nicole Brown Simpson than we 
White America has footed the bill for all the progress dation of Common Law and Common Sense in Equal- know about the affairs of state. Locked into a state of 
of the Nation whether the Blacks, orange, purple or ity. But you see something? GOD demands that you denial and presented with the options of focusing on 
green people want to note it-right along with the do it RIGHTEOUSLY lest you only exchange one “The State of the Union Address” or the Simpson 
blood, sweat and tears of the same of all races. The terrible tyrant for that of another who would, for verdict, most preoccupied Americans were more con- 
Blacks are no more discriminated against in the greed, further sell out his nation and his people.] cemed with Simpson’s punitive financial state than the 
system than the poor Whites who are allowed to own deteriorated state of the union. 
nothing, are taken from, can’t hold property and [END OF QUOTING] True, psychology endeavors to understand the con- 
still have to, like the Blacks, but without equal scious and subconscious forces that instill and motivate 
opportunity laws in their behalf, somehow figure Next I would like to share a couple of other views behavior. Yet, little research has been granted to the 
how to feed babies and try to hold together their from that same newspaper. Ref “THE 0. J. VER- study of white racism and those whites who are afTlicted 
families. The Blacks must meet our people of White DICT”, page 8: by the disorder of white supremacy. White supremacy 
origins as brethren as well, lest the reverse bigotry has programmed too many white people to feel privi- 
rot the whole of mankind. This is NOT about Black [QUOTING:] leged. Despite their condition and status, most whites 
or White-this is about the freedom and survival of are convinced that they are better than Blacks and 
MANKIND. What gives me clues to the attitudes of 
the writers? The fact that Black is capitalized in WHITES PLAY THE pcople Of co1or- Labor unions and political parties were formed to 
upper case and ‘white” ir not. This is as visible a REAL RACE CARD protect white workers against capitalistic exploitation. 
“pat-down” as anything that can be done. Are we on These same labor unions used racism to gain privileges 
this planet together or are we just warriors in sepa- for their white members. Once-powerful labor unions 
rate ycolors of the hood” around this globe? Isn’t it by Harry X. Davidson, Ph.D now have been made impotent. Political parties that 
time to unite and take back your world?] once represented the interest of the working-class are 

The two can never see the world the same; one is in One must ask the question: Why has the O.J. now controlled by “big money interests”. Many whites 
control of society and the other barely is recognized by Simpson case had such a profound emotional impact on have become collectively contused and powerless to 
the same society. white America? “Simpson Is Found Liable”, headlined change their plight. 

The Simpson trial didn’t cause the racial divide but newspapers all across America while the president’s White people are rightfully angry and resentful. 
it did prove once again that the problem of the 2 1st “State of the Union” speech barely managed to warrant However, they are void of a national leadership that 
Century is the problem of the color line. space on the front page. The verdict even prompted would allow them to understand the true source of their 

Good words, photo-ops, apologies, hidden thoughts 
and secret feelings will not bridge the great divide. 

Airy bridge would have to be constructed on the 
basis oitruth, yet Blacks and whites cannot agree on the 
truth. Even the lone Black alternate juror who did not 
deliberate the verdict disagreed tooth and nail with the 
other white jurors during a televised press conference. 

Where is the country headed; where should the 
itation turn to deal with this dilemma? 

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad, patriarch of the 
nation of Islam, warned that if we could not get along 
in peace, it would be better to separate. 

Where is the country headed, where should the 
nation turn to deal with this dilemma? 

The Honorable Minister Farrakhan has said that 
separation is the ultimate solution if justice cannot be 
obtained within the American system. [H: But this 
does not move you any closer to EQUALITY UNDER 
GOD, does it?] 

America may not like to hear talk of separation but 
the reality in the nation is already “separate”. The only 
thing that needs to be discussed are the terms of the 
failed relationship. 

[II: We must get rid of this very idea of separa- 
tion beeause the Whites think the Blacks have cho- 
sen separation and with the established media push- 
ing that concept-what else is the average citizen to 
believe? There are radicals, in every race, every 
color tribe, and in every creed. Separation is NEVER 
the answer. “Like-kind- is NOT the same thing as in 
“separation of one human from another human” and 
YOU WOULD-BE LEADERS MUST HAVE EQUAL 
RESPONSIBILITY IN TEARING DOWN THOSE 
NOW ACCEPTED BARRIERS AND RACIAL 
STUMBLING BLOCKS. You have cried out to GOD 
ATON, TEE ONE LIGHT, for solutions and ushow 
us the way” and so, therefore, SEE TEE ANSWER 
TO YOUR CALL WITHOUT FURTHER BLIND- 
NESS AND REFUSAL TO SEE TEAT WHICH MAY 
COME IN A DIFFERENT FORM PROM TEAT 
EXPECTED BY ANY GIVEN GROUP OR INDI- 
VIDUAL. 

How? Well, we have the %ay” and we can share 
the %ouduit” for funding, for reaching out across 
the oceans unto our brothers and each of us can put 
into the picture the puzzle pieces dealt us-and 

President Clinton to call on America 
to respect the verdict and move on. 
The reaction to the verdicts in the 
0. J. Simpson cases demonstrates the 
intensity of America’s race prob- 
lem. 

The case makes mockery of the 
judicial system, while serving to 
remind Black people that very little 
has changed since the days of mob 
lynching and kangaroo courts. His- 
torically, the lynching of Blacks has 
served to reaffirm the fragile iden- 
tity of many whites. Whether guilty 
or not, it is apparent that the na- 
tional obsession for vengeance 
against Mr. Simpson is stronger than 
the need to maintain respect for our 
legal system. Why? Because the 
case has more far-reaching implica- 
tions. It is an indictment of Black 
people in general and Black men in 
particular. 

Let me suggest that at a time 
when both Blacks and whites are 
falling victim to massive corporate 
down-sizing, governmental cuts and 
privatization, America needs an 0. J. 
Simpson case-a scapegoat, a di- 
version from the troubles that con- 
front the nation. Both the white 
masses and the Black masses have 
been rendered powerless and are 
exploited. Among other things, rac- 
ism and the notion of white su- 
premacy serve to divide the masses 
of Black and white people. 

The O.J. Simpson cases demon- 
strate how the mental state of rac- 
ism and white supremacy serves to 
impair the ability to reason in its 
otherwise intelligent victims. (One 
does not have to be white to suffer 
from this disorder.) 

The loss of the ability to reason 
is a major criteria in determining a 
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anger and the proper course of action to pursue. Their 
inability to collectively reason results in an emotion- 
ally-driven displacement of their frustration, anger and 
rage. The Goldmans and the Browns have become 
social and psychological symbols of white working- 
class America. [H: Believe me, the Simpson babies in 
point of controversy are simply “token blackP for 
the Elite to cover their overt liea. By the way, Blacks 
of America: The intentional destruction of the edu- 
cational system and dumbing down of the citizens of 
all races in the U.S., and actually around the world, 
has made for an equal playing field in total lack of 
educational prowess and intelligence references. One 
more generation and the game is lost because the 
humans in these controlled environments of inten- 
tional “dumbing down” will have ceased to reason in 
their enforced state of ignorance and stupidity.] 

Ironically, the Blacks and people of color who 
whites were told they were superior to, are depicted in 
the media as multi-millionaire gladiators and enter- 
tainers. We fail to realize that these gladiators and 
entertainers serve to reduce stress on the society by 
diverting the attention of both the white and Black 
masses. intoxicated by alcohol and high on drugs, the 
American working-class voyeuristicalIy blows off steam 
and reduces stress by, for example, watching the Pack- 
ers and the Patriots, figuratively and literally, destroy 
each other. 

Confusion is created in a white psyche that must 
somehow balance a love/hate conflict created when 
they love and admire Blacks whom they were previ- 
ously programmed to despise and to see as inferior. 
When aggravated, their distorted perception is that 
black people are “getting over on them”. This delu- 
sional perception took on a reality base when O.J. 
Simpson employed a legal “dream team” headed by 

another Black man, Johnnie Cochran, to orchestrate a This is the motivation behind the civil case in which the 
mostly Black jury, a true jury of Mr. Simpson’s peers. families of the murdered victims, and their supporters, 

The fragile white false ego perceived that justice thwarted in their attempt to have O.J. Simpson con- 
had not been served, that “O.J. got over on them”. The 
broader underlying subconscious association is that not 

victed in the criminal trial, and having lost their bid to 
have his children taken away from him, intend to ruin 

only has 0. J. Simpson gotten over but Black people 
who have been promoted have gotten free educational 

him financially. At the same time they want to discour- 

rides that have landed them multi-millions of dollars. 
age other Blacks from following in O.J.‘s footsteps. 

The unspoken and in America the unspeakable 
They resent the fact that all of this appears to be truth about the O.J. Simpson drama is the white male 
happening for Blacks, those who are perceived as Me- 
rior, and nothing for working class whites. The O.J. 

guilt it engenders for the wholesale violation of Black 

Simpson case symbolizes Blacks who have betrayed the 
women by white men during the days of slavery and 
throughout much of America to this day. To know just 

state of inferiority and submission that white society how “wholesale” count the number of “cafe-au-lait” 
has assigned to them. 

A strategy was employed, the real race card played. 
African-Americans you know or have seen on televi- 
sion or in films, beginning with O.J. Simpson and his 

The fragile white ego was restored to its original delu- family. Nearly a century ago, in 1906, sociologist, 
sional state of superiority. The masses of whites can historian, activist W.E.B. Du Bois wrote that of the 
now vicariously rejoice in the millions of dollars awarded 
to the Browns and Goldmans. Perhaps they have been 

nearly 10 million Blacks as recorded by the U.S. Census 
Bureau, he believed through study and wide observa- 

appeased, at least for now. tion that nearly one-third had “recognizable traces of 
(HorryX. Davidson is o clinicalpsychologist bused white blood”. 

in Kansas City, MO.) The number of indigenous U.S. families with inter- 
racial, i.e., Black/white, sexuaI intimacies and issue- 

[END OF QUOTING] producing histories, has never been ascertained. But, 
its prevalence is undeniable, particularly throughout 

And another, also from page 8: the SOUtheN states, but as well nationwide. In colonial 
times before the creation of the nation, white inden- 

[QUOTING:] tured servants and Black slaves and free Black persons 
often married and created families. until the practice 

RACE AND THE was outlawed allegedly because of the difficulty of 
determining the legal rights of the off-spring. 

0-J. SIMPSON With t.& crea&n of’ihe nation, under slavery and 
beyond, the overwhelming number of cases of such 

’ DRAMA relationships were between white males by coercion 
and threat and Black women in no wsition to resist. 
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tion to the criminal trial “not guilty” ver- 

Despite the unanimous decision of the 
jury in the criminal trial, and, for many 

diet, openly expressed in press, TV and 

white Americans because of it, there con- 
tinues to be debate throughout America, 

radio commentary at the time, and con- 
tinuing up to this writing, condemning 

among Blacksand whites, over whether or 

the predominantly Black and female jury 

not O.J. Simpson committed the murders. 

of 12 (including three non-blacks and two 

But what should really concern Ameri- 
cans, and particularly Black Americans, 

men). That commentary reflected what 
most white Americans felt and feel but 

is the racist and sexist viciousness in reac- 

only express among themselves: the jury’s 
intellectual inability to deal with the sci- 
entific evidence provided by the prosecu- 
tion, together with its assumed pro-black, 
anti-white bias and “feminine emotional- 
ism”. 

Many such relationships were withoui overt coercion 01 

ships. 

threat but were consensual only in the sense that there 
was no overt resistance by the Black woman. In some 
sections of the South, notably in Louisiana, well-to-do 
white males openly kept Black and mulatto (mixed 
Black and white) mistresses, and in some cases two 
distinct families-one white, one mulatto. Then, there 
were those relationships between marauding, reckless, 
devil-may-care white males and “loose” Black women 
or Black and mulatto prostitutes. The majority of 
today’s African-Americans are the progeny of these 
several different kinds of interracial, intimate relation- 

However, few commentators, white or 
Black, want to deal with the extent of 
white male fear of Black male retaliation 
for the mpe and ravaging with impunity of 
Black women by white men since the days 
of slavery, a hid&n truth lurking in the 
background of the O.J. Simpson drama. 
On the national, white, underground in- 
formation network the story goes: “If, be- 
fore the whole world, Black O.J. Simpson 
can marry a white woman, ravage that 
white woman and then toss that white 
woman aside for other white women, and 
get away with it, every Black male in 
America will consider that road of retali- 
ation, and many will take it.” 
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The much smaller number of relationships between and white, to confront their far more numerous and self. The acquisition of cash and consumer items is not 
Black men and white women were most often solicited complex “secrets and lies” about race and sex than the self-improvement nor does it denote the improvement 
surreptitiously by white women, fearful lest their white brilliantly realized characters of the fine British film of of a group- 
men learn of the liaison. This practice, not uncommon that title on the same subject could ever imagine. This The acquisition of knowledge that brings freedom, 
throughout the nation, in the South was the justifica- explains its continuing fascination for the nation. peace, goods and services when it is justly and equita- 
tion for a wave of lynch mob murders of Black males, (Mr. Du Bois is a professor at Amherst College in bly applied is true self- and group-improvement. 
most often falsely accused of rape of white women, that Massachusetts. He is the son of historian, educator However, the innate, divine quality inherent in 
swept the nation from the 1890s through the 1930s. and author W.E.B. Du Bois.) every person seeks truth. It is this reality that causes all 
With the threat of a rape charge being made by a systems of tyranny to be short-lived. Inherent in men 
rejected white woman hanging over his head the Black [END OF QUOTING] (male and female) is the longing for and striving for 
male often reluctantly submitted to the solicitation. freedom, truth and excellence. It is this longing and 
The issue of such liaisons almost always resulted in I want to offer one last article from this same striving that gives birth to new governments. 
tragic consequences for both the mother and child. The newspaper, please. It is about GOVERNMENT and it It was this longing and striving for freedom, truth 
true tragedies, however, were those interracial rela- is probably the most IMPORTANT thing you will read and excellence in the Honorable Elijah Muhammad 
tionships that dared not reveal a mutual respect and this day, or any day. that gave birth to the Nation of Islam. 
move to a condemning society ruled by racism, of which This same longing and striving for freedom, truth 
there must have been many over the nearly 400 years of [QUOTING:] and excellence in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., gave 
this country’s existence. birth to, the intense active civil and human rights 

It is the image of the Black male with the white MESSENGER OF movement in this nation in the 1950s and 1960s. 
female that calls up these memories among white males In spite of the drug assault, the germ warfare 
today; memories of the freedom their fathers and their THE MESSIANIC assault, the miseducation assault, and the immoral 
fathers’ fathers had with Black women from the time assault perpetrated by the military-industrial complex, 
the first 20 Africans were landed at Virginia from a MILLENNIUM 

the drive for freedom, truth and excellence in the 
Dutch warship in 1619. But today those memories are peoples of the Earth cannot be destroyed. 
accompanied by the image of the big, bad, angry, No matter how complex and intense the assaults 
threatening, Black male, typified at its most menacing by Rev. James Luther Bevel (Page 3 1) may be or may become, it will not stop people from 
in the black-garbed, gun-toting Black Panther Party instituting governments among men (male and female). 
member of the 19608, that the media, television and THE GOVERNMENT OF PEACE Why is this so? This is so because as men (male and 

Hollywood films consistently portray. The objective is MUST BE ESTABLISHED female) seek and find God’s (Allah’s) kingdom within 

to associate street crime in America exclusively with themselves, they will have the strength, courage, in- 

Black and brown (Latino) males. That image terrifies Government can be defined as collective, correct, sight, and will to institute it among men (male and 

white males as retaliation for their elicit [si. ] behavior sociological thinking and work. From this definition it female)- 
with Black women. is easy to see how incorrect assumptions and false So today, we stand on the brink of the greatest 

0. J. Simpson’s mistake was the flair with which he conclusions are counterproductive and criminal. From breakthrough in human history* Men (ma*e and fe- 
lived his life with Nicole Brown in Southern Califor- this perspective, the necessity for purity and right male) are beginning to comprehend the Messenger’s 
nia. ‘“his, together with his natural good looks, his motive can also be clearly seen. message: that any government that is not based on 
wealth and his popularity, made it appear to many When government is in fact “collective, correct, God’s (Allah’s) word is no government at all. 
white males of undistinguished achievement that he s&ologic~ thinking and work”, each premise that is Men (male and female) are beginning to see that 

was flaunting his ravaged white conquest in their col- advanced must be a correct perception or reality that J ‘ustice that is not attained by love and truth is no justice 
lective face as a kind of retaliation. In Los Angeles this can be proven to be true. It is the “correct perception” at a11- 
media-hyped behavior surely engendered murderous that has to be proven to be true that is acted upon by the Children can plainly see that any government that 

rage within a law enforcement community whose ha- collective body. proclaims that it is wrong to pray in school, but it is 

tred for Black and brown Americans is demonstrated No person or any people can find protection for right to be sexually perverse with your fellow soldier if 
daily in South Central Los Angeles and has been re- their lives, liberty, or their intellectual, scientific, you don’t tell, is no government at all. 
vealed to the world by the video-taped police beating of industrial, institutional development wihut inst.itut- No one with good sense will say it is correct, 

Black motorist Rodney King and the taped racist and ing government among themselves. collective, sociological thinking and work not to pray 
sexist venom of the prosecution’s chief witness in the Let us look again at the definition of government: in school and that it is correct, collective, sociological 
Simpson trial, former Los Angeles policeman Mark “collective, correct, sociological thinking and work”. thinking and work to be sexually perverse and not tell. 

Fuhrman. Often, the inferior slave assumes that the acquisi- And so, my fellow citizens in the Nation of Islam 

The O.J. Simpson drama forces Americans, Black tion of cash or consumer items is an improvement of ( the nation of peace), we have a job to do. We must 
institute government-correct, collective, sociological 
thinking and work among men (male and female). 

CONTACT-DISCLAIMER! 
[END OF QUOTING] 
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++ For Priority Mall to any locatlons, please call for rates. 
l * All Forelgn orders, please contact our offke In wrltlng 

for speclftc rates as rates vary greatly. 

Zity/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

laytime Phone No. 

l * When ordering cases of product call for shlpping rates. 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
:redit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date 

iignature For Credit Card Orders I ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAIN- 
TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 

] . 

4mounl PRICE 
PER UNIT 

$4aDo 

Item Item ~ 

-DRIANA UQUID 
16.2. 

8X u I 

(Mit&ondria) 

GAIAWTE 

KOMBUCMATEABREEZE 

$260.00 

6MASORRNEUkDDND PO2 

NICUKNE~ CAW&Nli- AICOHOL, 

SUCROSE, STARCL 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

6AIASORB NEUTRA-BOND: TRAVEL PACK 
. . 

-.. . _-_-- 
r so- Iz18Am *HITACHI (HB~ pi ) BREAD MACHINE 

(FACTOUV Bl.Ehll8HE~/REFURN8llED) * 
bRl.ElB $24.95 

-A. $21.00 %iAlASPELT BREAD MIX (mwb~&fJtW 

Is $24.50 (Rrsmm 
t J 35.00 

FUMJR 2 Ik. 0 $1 .ra/lb. 

..WY Y.-. 

I3 Ik. 0 
3 

s1.ns/r. 

id %A&SPELT KERNELS 4 Ik. 0 Sl.PI/Ib. 
10 lb. 0 81.25/r. 

by&MeRRMlsrqMD. 

RAltEEARTHMPSULES eo- 1 S 6.00 
RmLwcAp8uLEs 6ocAl 
ALOE PLUS 77 60 cAPsUl.ES/45.~ 

Alhlfa I Ylmemls 

ALOEFREEZEDMEDCAPS 
~ #Jn Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate 

$ 6.00 1 

-~ ISl6.95 
% PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 

CwPsum I $30.00 
1 BettIe 6mlandrl8am (1 qt.) 

1 nottkl Aauamh (1 at.) 
2 Botlle8 68l8Lyte (2 lItera each) 

4 l’k&. Spett Bred Mix 
6 Amdku8utl88 

s 130.00 
.--- -__-_ 

(LOX STRENGTH) 

SUPER oxv (CHERWBERRI1 (CRANBERRY-APPLEI 1 I(ur( Sir.9 
BODY BOOSTER SP u. $20.00 
LIQUID LIFE SP oz. $22.00 
MlA6Lo uDTloN 
HORST 

am- -.--.-- 
SAIL TwcmlHE 

4gwmNMxPAcKA6E 
4w. s 20.09 
PU $ 8.00 

1--(14-F) 
2Bdtke&mlqta(2mlmadl) 

Pa s 10.00 4Plr6.w-* 
2.a $10.00 

18.2. s 56.00 *MI~R~WATER - EmmcoLVsm3 

s 80.00 

i 11 OO.O( suspuklediua~watcrllukl 

6AuwoLB 
collo&wGold 

SPC $96.09 
PC f 20.00 

ALK&LINE/ACIDtC WATER SVSTEY 

16 u $112.00 VORTEX KIT $ 8.00 

U2B CoZloldal Comet 2.2. I $10.00. I I I I 

84 oz. $192.00 I 
MIA DHEA couoidd wtid-t-=e P u. $20.00 I 
MIACI--- .I 
MIA Tb22 Colloidal lKtanfum Pm. s20.00 

GAWJFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121+t 2 oz. S I 0.00 

OXYSOL Trace mIneraIr & Cohidol Silver 2.2. s a.00 

suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide lea $45.00 
SP.2. J 75.00 

ASE USE Tl&$HIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form) 
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPLNC FOR u New Gdo Products. Please make all checks and ~H~~~N~ a HANDUNC 

* FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE 
;;;;z;gz; SUB TOTAL 

PACRACiES, BREAD MACBINE, BREAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATER m SALES TAX 
ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES. 

P.O. Box ?7710 Nevada Resldents only: add 7! 

Las Vegas 
S FOR D&lVERY, NV 89126 TOTAL ENCLOSED ’ 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE 76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
THE Plcoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 78. IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA 

AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS 40. THE TRILLION.DOLLAR LX 79. MARCHING TO ZOG 
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 

SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME. 41. THE DESTRUCT1oN OF A 81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 

SINGLE Joowma& ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Jowwb PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM 82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 

ARE S5.50 EACH, 10 OR MORE Journals ARE 42* UNHoLy ALLUiNCE 83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 

$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.) 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 

** There merked Journals l re out of stock until 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 85. SHOCK THERAPY 

further notice. 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKENI 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI LEGION 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 90. TAKING OFF THE BLIND- 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIIl FOLD 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 

“6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM 54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 
HELL 55. MARCHING TO ZION WITH THE CROOKS 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 OTHER PLAGUES 
10. PRIVACY IN A F’ISHBOWL DIVINE PLAN VOLE 94. WINGINO IT.... 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

l *12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX 
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 

THE PIT OF FIRE 
l * 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 

96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 

** 14. RRPP-RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND 
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 

BEAT! 98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER 
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS LAND? 

l l 15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN 
l *16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY CONSPIRACY 
l *17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 63. THE BEST OF TIMES 100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON- 
* l 18. BLOOD AND ASHES 64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN TROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 
l + 19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND 
l .20 “HE MOSSAD CONNECTION 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS CEMENT CHILDREN 

2 1. CREATION, TEE SACRED UNIVERSE 67. THE BEAST AT WORK 102. SACRED WISDOM 
22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I 68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 103. CONFRONT THE NOW 

l *23. BURNT OFFERINGS 69. TATTERED PAQES CREATE THE FUTURE 
++24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 104. FIRST STEPS 
l *25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 71. COALESCENCE 105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN 
l +26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE 72. CANDLELIGHT UNDERSTATEMENT! 
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS 73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1 107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...! 

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN- 130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER 
l *28. OPERATION SHANSTORM FOLDED VOL. II “AND OTHER FORMS OF 
l *29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 75. TRuTHANDcoNsEQuENcEs VoL.III MURDER”(T~e Health Book) 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 37353 
Las Vegan, Bevada 89136 

(or call) 
1-800-800-6666 

(dbartercard, VISA, 

Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIP-PING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska 4 Hawaii) 
UP!&$3.75 1st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

BookrateS2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 
Priority-$3.40 1 st tlt\e. $1 .OO ea add’1 

ALASKA 6 HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1 St title, $1 DO ea add’\ 
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea addl 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title, $1 ea add7 
CANADA & MEXICO 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add’i 
Airbook-$4.50 1 st tftie, I:.00 ea add’1 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1st title. $1 SO ea ad@\ 

Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate 
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery 

on ail book orders) 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 
is publish&d by 

CONTACT, Inc. 
Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

1111 805-822-0202 
This is a service for our 

dedicated readers. Toduy’s 
Wurch telephone botlinr 
carries the latest news and 
comments from Commanden 
Hatonn’s most recent writ. 
ings. This is our way of keep- 
ing ygg informed about fast. 

(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date rp- 
bre&ng news md events. 

pe8rr on rigkt side of mailing label. 
The message machine will 

titv Subscriotions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125 
answer after 2 rings if there 

for 25 coiies of 13 issues(W); $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 
are any new messages for thd 
day, and after 4 rings if not 
Thus d&y callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new message hra 

CONTACT, CALL: been recorded. If the hotline 
ERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3 .OO each. Quantity back issue does not answer your caII them 

l-800-800-5565 prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping that means that there is cur- 
included,posQaidintheCmtinentalU.S.A. Ala&a,Hawaii,Cmada&Fon5gn rently no hotline message. 
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